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Abstract
One of the key aspects of digital broadcast television is the need to compress the
digital video to reduce the transmission bandwidth requirement. Numerous video coding
standards have been defined with properties that depend upon the targeted application. For
example, H.263 is primarily designed for low bit-rate applications, and MPEG-II is used for
applications where quality is the most important aspect. These coding standards are primarily
models for how to efficiently code video. They, in general, do not consider how the coded
video is broadcast, and how the compressed video bitstream responds to transmission errors.
In this thesis, the properties of the MPEG-II coding standard are investigated (although many

of the results are extensible to the other frequency transform based video codecs).
For every transmission scheme, a new codec is required to achieve optimal sourcechannel coding. This is a particularly expensive and inflexible solution. The alternative,
however, of completely separating the source coding and channel coding is less efficient.'
This thesis presents the concept of a transcoder operating on the compressed video bitstrearn,
in order to :i) create a compromise between the costs/efficiency of joint source-channel coding
ii) target the properties of the transmission link
iii) improve the response of the coded video bitstream to transmission errors.
This thesis primarily considers transmission through a mobile radio link, as this is one of the
most severe environments likely to be used for video applications. The suitability of various
M bits-per-symbol modulation schemes, with different error rates for the bits that constitute a
given symbol, is investigated.
Results are presented in terms of the error rates of the properties of the transmission
model, the quality of decoded video subject to noise in the compressed bitstream, and in
terms of video transmitted through the overall system.
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Scope Of Thesis
This thesis is concerned with the transmission of compressed video bitstreams through
noisy communication channels. To achieve optimal performance, it is usually necessary to
develop a compression I coding algorithm that matches the properties of the source data to the
channel Goint 'source-channel' coding), but this is not always practical.
models are becoming accepted as

world-side standards,

Certain coding

and real-time (silicon)

implementations are already beginning to appear. There are advantages to be gained from
being able to use the output from these existing standards as the basis for transmission in
scenarios for which they were not specifically designed, for example:•

the cost of developing entirely new coding models is high.

•

only the compressed form of the video need be sent to the transmitter, not the
complete unencoded video. This reduces the bandwidth of this link significantly.

•

compatibility with existing systems using these coding models is retained.

Although dedicated solutions are always likely to perform better, this thesis considers the
compromise solution of transformation of the pre-compressed video bitstream into a form
more suited to transmission. With careful design of the transformation process, it is possible
to match the properties of the transmitted data to the properties of the channel (which, for this
thesis, is the particularly harsh mobile radio environment).

Organisation of Thesis
Chapter One provides an introduction to digital video coding, starting from the
principles of digital data compression, and ending with an outline of the techniques used in
video coding algorithms. A brief outline of the major international standards for video
encoding is included, before the specific structure of MPEG-II is considered.

xviii

Chapter Two presents a review of approaches to compressed video transmission that
already exist in the literature. The majority of these approaches require feedback from the
receiver to the video encoder, thus making broadcast applications impossible.
Chapter Three develops a model for the simulation of a severe transmission channel.
Multi-level modulation schemes, filters, fade-tracking algorithms and error correcting codes
are all considered as part of the simulation of efficient transmission to a mobile radio
receiver. The error-rates from the simulation are compared with theoretical expressions, in
the assumption that the receiver tracks the fading perfectly, before realistic algorithms for
fade-tracking are discussed.
Chapter Four considers how the video decoding process reacts to errors in the
bitstream, and how the error-resilience of the compressed video can be improved upon
without affecting the data-rate. The concept of coefficient interleaving is introduced to
effectively increase the number of decoder synchronisation points in the bitstream, without
adding to the amount of data transmitted. An alternative solution (developed in parallel by
other researchers) is described for completeness.
Error-concealment strategies that already exist are outlined, though they are not
utilised in this work.
Chapter Five introduces an algorithm for dividing the more error-resilient version of
the video bitstream into sub-channels of different levels of visual significance, thus making it
more suited to the transmission channels outlined in Chapter Three. The ability to divide the
data into an arbitrary ratio enables the use of different levels of error correction on the
different sub-channels. Three different algorithms for detecting errors in the received data are
investigated, and methods for improving the efficiency of the algorithm are investigated.
Finally, algorithms for making the output bit-rate constant are considered.
Chapter Six outlines an overall transmission system for broadcast of MPEG-II coded
bitstreams.

The video is first made more resilient to errors, and then divided into two

constant rate sub-channels. These are then protected to different degrees by error correcting

xix

codes, before being transmitted through a Rayleigh fading mobile radio environment, using a
16 level modulation scheme and fade tracking.
Based on the bit-error rate requirements discussed in Chapter Four, and from
simulations of the transmission model, error correcting codes are chosen to provide
intelligible video for a channel noise ratio (CNR) > l8dB.
Chapter Seven presents the conclusions of this thesis, and provides a number of
suggestions as to how the system described could be improved upon.

. ,-

Original Contribution
The fundamental concepts introduced in this thesis are those of:i)

Transcoding an MPEG-II video bitstream to match the properties associated
with transmission, without requiring the development of an entirely new video
encoder/decoder pair.

ii)

Interleaving the DCT coefficients to significantly increase the resilience of the
compressed bitstream to transmission errors, without adding to the amount of
data transmitted.

These are both introduced in Chapter Four, before being expanded upon in Chapter
Five where the properties inherent in DCT interleaving are shown to be those required for
partitioning the video bitstream for transmission through channels comprising of different
error-resilience sub-channels. After investigating efficiency considerations associated with
the partitioning process, and introducing effective solutions that enable the transmitted datarate to be matched to the bit-rate of the original video bitstream, an end-to-end video
transmission system is developed in Chapter Six. This system makes more efficient use of
the bandwidth available by reducing the amount of error-correcting information required.
The quality of the reconstructed video is shown to decrease steadily as the channel quality
worsens, until the critical syntactic structure of the bitstream is damaged, making the system
suited to environments where the channel quality fluctuates.
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Chapter One: Introduction to Digital Data Coding
A digital signal is inherently less susceptible to noise than an analogue signal, as requantization of the signal to the original digital levels removes large amounts of the noise.
Consequently, there are significant advantages in representing, storing and transmitting
signals in digital form.

Recent advances in the very large scale integration (VLSn of

electronic circuits has led to the mass production of digital circuits consisting of millions of
transistors, which is enabling the development of consumer electronic products for :•

digital audio (CD, OAT)

•

digital radio

•

digital television

Of these, digital audio in the form of compact discs (COs) has been available for several
years, digital radio has recently been launched, and digital television is due in the United
Kingdom in the next couple of years. The major problem with the digital representation of
these signals (which is the primary reason why digital television has not been in existence for
some time) is the transmission bandwidth requirement :For existing broadcast quality video: image resolution - nOx576,
16 bits per pixel 1,
25 frames per second,
giving a bandwidth of about 160Mbits/s per channel [11.
This does not compare well with the bandwidth currently assigned in the UK for analogue
television broadcasting (c. 5.5MHz [2]). Modem VLSI devices are capable of supporting

I
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Due to the way the human visual system works, it is sufficient to represent video with luminance levels
sampled to 8-bit accuracy, and chrominance values sampled at 8-bit accuracy but with only half the spatial
resolution. On average, this gives 8+4+4=16 bits per pixel.
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complex algorithms which can be used to process such vast quantities of data in real-time,
which makes two important information theoretic concepts available for data transmission ;•

compression

•

error correction I detection

This chapter discusses the techniques that are available for compression of the information
which makes digital broadcasting a reality ; error correction is discussed in Chapter Three
where properties of transmission systems are discussed.
To make digital television an efficient reality requires consistent compression in the
order of 30 times ; put in other terms, each pixel of each frame needs to be represented (on
average) by 0.5 bits. This is a particularly strict requirement which is achieved through a
combination of;•

lossless compression (where the uncompressed data is an exact copy of the
original data)

•

lossy compression (where the uncompressed data is an approximation to the
original data)

This chapter begins by discussing the mathematical properties and the various techniques that
exist for lossless data compression. Techniques for lossy compression are outlined with
particular reference to digital video, and finally, video compression standards that are already
in existence are outlined.

Data Compression
If there are n discrete levels transmitted at intervals of AS, the number of possible

signal combinations transmitted in T seconds is ;- nv,. Since the amount of information
transmitted must be proportional to the time of transmission, the amount of information
transmitted is defined as the logarithm of the number of possible signal combinations ;-
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information ex: log(n~) =

~ log(n)

If each of the n symbols are equally probable, then the total amount of information

transmitted per symbol period is given by :information = L.P. log,(n)= - L.P. log,(p.)
The base of the logarithm is chosen so that the unit of information is the bit. If there are two
equiprobable symbols, '0' and '1', then:-

information = -(.!. log) +.!. log)) = -log,.!. = log, 2 = 1
2
2 2
2
2
Therefore, k = 2, so information = - L.P. log2(p.) ........................ Equation 1

Noting the similarity of equation 1 with the expression for entropy defined in statistical
mechanics ([3] for example), the amount of information conveyed is also known as the
entropy of the data, H, defined as :H = - L.Pi ·log2 Pi
i

For example, if '0' occurred 75% of the time, then the entropy, H, is given by:-

3
3 1
1) =0.81
H=- ( -log2-+-log24

4

4

4

and so there is less information conveyed than when the symbols are equally probable.
Encoding this with a single bit code would be inherently inefficient : each symbol would
require a single bit resulting in (defining the efficiency, 11 =

H
. ) 1]= 0.81. Encoding
ave b,ts

pairs of bits leads to:-
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Codeword
00
01
10
11

Probability
9/16
3/16

3/16
1116

Coded as·
0
10
110
111
Ave. bits

Ave. bits
1x9/16

2x3116
3x3116
3xl116
0.84

Table 1 : Improving the efficiency by coding two bits per symbol

which is closer to the entropy of the original data (11=0.96). Encoding 3 bits as a single code
gives (11=0.98):Codeword
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Probability
27/64
9/64
9/64
3/64
9/64
3/64
3/64
1/64

Coded as
1
001
010
00010
011
00011
00000
00001
Ave. bits

Ave. bits
1x27/64
3x9/64
3x9/64
5x3/64
3x9/64
5x3/64
5x3/64

5x1l64
0.82

Table 2 : Improving the efficiency by coding three bits per symbol

These examples show that as the length of the string of bits encoded is increased, so the
efficiency of the code can be improved. As the number of bits encoded is increased, the
average number of bits will approach the entropy, but cannot improve upon it.

Lossless Compression Algorithms
The principle of lossless compression is to reduce the number of data bits transmitted
whilst retaining the property that the decoded data is exactly the same as the original data.
This can only be achieved because the input data contains some intrinsic redundancy. In most
cases, lossless compression can only be achieved efficiently if the symbol probabilities are

2

The choice of how these are encoded is not important for now, though these tables have been produced using
Huffman coding (see later in this chapter).
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known beforehand (when the code is designed) but this is not always the case as will be
shown later on.

Run-Length Coding

In many situations, data to be transmitted contains a single value repeated several
times. One of the simplest methods to achieve compression of this data is to store a code
signifying how many times the value repeats (the run-length), and a code representing the
actual value itself.
0000

11111111111
_ _. . . .
__
run of i 1 ones

~~~-J'~'

run of 4. zeros

~

00

1

~'~~

run of 2 zeros run of lone

Figure 1 : Example of Run·length coding

In figure 1, the sequence 000011111111111 00 to .. · would be encoded as <run of 4>0, <run

of 11>1,<run of 2>0,<run of 1>1, .... In fact, when there are only two possible levels, only
the initial level needs to be transmitted - the subsequent levels toggle for each run-length
code. Provided that the run-lengths are encoded efficiently, compression of the bitstream
results. This is the basic compression technique employed for facsimile transmission (Group
ill fax, [4D, where the run-length is variable length encoded based on its probability of

occurrence in a set of typical documents.
The form of run-length encoding described above is known as I-dimensional runlength encoding, as there is one degree of freedom. Some of the video coding standards
described later in this chapter utilise two- or three-dimensional run-length encoding, where
the other degrees of freedom represent:•

level after a run of 'length' zeros (MPEG-1I)

•

whether the code represents the end of transmission of this item (H.263).

The choice of whether to use these more complex run-length encoding schemes is determined
by the statistics of the data being compressed. For instance, in H.263 encoding it is quite
probable that a code will represent the last piece of information for this 8x8 pixel block, and
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so it is efficient to encode this information as part of the code. This is not true for MPEG-IT
encoders, and so two-dimensional run-length encoding is used.

Prefix Coding
In order to decode any form of compressed data, the compressed form must be

uniquely decodable. A prefix code extends this a little further: a prefIX code is defined as a
code in which no codeword is the prefix of any other codeword. Note that a prefix code is

always uniquely decodable, but the converse is not necessarily true. From the definition, a
prefix code can be decoded as soon as the bit sequence representing an end of code is
received, or alternatively, when the bits received so far form a word that is part of the
codebook.

Huffman Coding

Huffman codes result in the shortest average code length of all statistical coding
techniques. They are prefix codes, and so are uniquely decipherable. The basic algorithm,
outlined in figure 2, is a two stage process:i) sort the symbols in decreasing order of probability of occurrence
ii) combine the lowest two symbols, assigning the bits '1' and '0' to differentiate

between these two symbols (the choice of which symbol is indicated by '0' is
arbitrary).
This is repeated until there is only one symbol left. The only subtlety with this algorithm is
when the probabilities at a node are equal. In this case, it makes no difference which symbol
is placed first as the average number of bits will be the same. Typically, the Huffman code
with the least variance3 in the code length is chosen. This is produced when the symbols are
primarily sorted by probability, and when the probabilities are the same, they are sorted by the
length of the code assigned so far [5].

3

The variance in the code length is given by:

var =

LP· (code len - ave bits per symbol)'
codes
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X1 : 0.5

o

0

________~I====~ ~

X2: 0.2

X3: 0.18 _--,,-0
X4: 0.12

r--J

0.3

'r--

1

1
Figure 2 : Example of HujJman coding

The resulting codewords for the Huffman code of figure 2 are given in table 3 below.
This table also shows the average number of bits per symbol required for this code, which
compares well with the entropy, H=1.78. The average bits per symbol can only equal the
entropy when the symbol probabilities are 2-' (integer n).
Symbol Probability .··.·Code·· Length Ave. bits
1
0.50
0
Xl
0.50
2
0.40
X2
0.20
11
0.54
0.18
100
3
X3
0.12
101
3
0.36
X4
1.80
Table 3: Average bits per symbol for a HujJman code

As the number of symbols is increased, so the length of (some of) the Huffman
codewords increases. Although optimal, the Huffman code so produced may not be desirable
from an implementation point of view.

To restrict the maximum length codeword, the

codebook is usually modified to include a code which combines several low probability codes
which are encoded by a fixed length code that follows.

As this modification is usually

reserved for low probability symbols, the effect on the average number of bits per symbol is
small.

Arithmetic Coding

Arithmetic coding is a statistical compression technique that can improve upon
Huffman coding when the symbol probabilities are not integer powers of V2. Each symbol is
assigned an interval between 0 and I, whose width equals the probability of that symbol
occurring. The second symbol of the message is encoded by further subdividing this interval,
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resulting in the entire message being represented by a single floating point number (which is
any value that lies within the interval at the end of the message).
Interval

Message
X4

1

[0.4,0.8]
1

1

1

°
X4,X2
0.4
X4, X2, X5

I

.

. ·······1

[0.44,0.52]

1

0.8

1

I'

.,,;;,q

1

0.44

"""y,

j

[0.504,0.520]

0.52

Figure 3 .' Example of Arithmetic coding

As figure 3 shows, the accuracy required of the floating point number that represents
the entire message increases as the message length increases, which does not lend the
algorithm to implementation. As a result, this approach remained no more than an interesting
theoretical technique until implementations based on integer arithmetic were developed in
[6]. These implementations are based on outputting the part of the representation that is
common to all values within the interval, and then re-expanding the interval (making sure that
multiple symbols do not map to the same integer value). In the example above4 , all possible
values of the message X4,X2,X5 lie between 0.504 and 0.520, and so the "0.5" can now be
output, leaving a new range of 0.04 to 0.20.
After n symbols of the message the width of the interval, I (which is the probability of
n

this message occurring, Pm",a.')' is given by I

=IT Pi'

The number of bits required to

;=1

4

This example uses decimal arithmetic for clarity. Implementations of this algorithm are usually based on
binary fractions.
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represent this message is the number of bits required to uniquely define a number within this
interval. This is given (depending on where the interval begins and ends5) by :bits::; 1+ ceil(-log2 I}

...................................................................... Equation 2

where ceil(x) is defined to be the nearest integer value greater than or equal to x.
When the message length n increases, the ceil function has less effect6, the "1+" term of
equation 2 becomes less significant as -log2 I increases, and so the average number of bits
is given by :-

L

Pmessage
all messages

.bits(message)-n::--+:-~,-7

L

Pmessage .
all messages

-log2 Pmesmge

which is the entropy of the original message.
To illustrate how this algorithm works, the 3-bit code of table 2 (page 5) is arithmetic
coded in table 4 (for clarity, the lower and upper bounds are shown in decimal notation, not as
binary fractions) :Code
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Probability
27/64
9/64
9/64
3/64
9/64
3/64
3/64
1164

Lower bound
0
0.421875
0.5625
0.703125
0.75
0.890625
0.9375
0.984375

Upper bound Coded as
0.421875
00.: .•. ·1
0.5625
100
0.703125
1010
:10111 ... :
0.75
0.890625
110
0.9375
11101
0.984375
11110
1
111111
Total (per bit)

Ave bits
2x27/64
3x9/64
4x9/64
5x3/64
3x9/64
5x3/64
5x3/64
6x1l64
1.016

Table 4 : Result of arithmetic coding

5

The exact value depends on where the interval begins. For example, an interval of 0.1 from 0.25 to 0.35
requires 2 digits to uniquely specify it. An interval of the same width from 0.2 to 0.3 would only require 1
digit.

6

ceil(x)-x<l,soas X~OQ.

ceil(x)

~1

X
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There are two codes highlighted that are inefficient (they could be uniquely coded
with one fewer bit, but the result of this would be a representation that did not fall uniquely
within the bounds set), which is purely due to the length of the original message being short.
Although less efficient than Huffman coding for messages this short, as the message length
increases the efficiency improves, and arithmetic coding has the significant advantage of not
requiring a codebook at the decoder : the symbol probabilities are all that is required. This
enables compression of much longer messages than Huffman coding could realistically
provide.

Lempel-Ziv Compression

Although Huffman and Arithmetic coding can in theory approach the ideal case where
the code lengths are equal to the amount of information carried by the code, they require a

priori knowledge of the statistics of the data being coded. The Huffman codes are usually
constrained to be local codes (else the codebook becomes prohibitively large) and so can miss
higher-order relationships in the data being compressed.
In order to overcome these deficiencies, the Lempel-Ziv algorithm [7, 8] is an

adaptive process that builds the codebook based on the data being compressed. Starting with
an initial codebook containing the symbols 0 and 1, new symbols are created consisting of an
existing symbol and an innovation bit. A new codebook entry is created which consists of the
index in the codebook of the existing symbol and the innovation bit. This is assigned a
unique, fixed-length index until the codebook is complete. So, starting with a codebook
containing the entries 0 and I, the bitstream 0001011 10010100101... is split into codes 00,
01, 011, 10, 010, 100, 101 (this process is outlined in more detail in [9]) which are then
assigned codebook indexes of 0010; 0011; 1001; 0100; 1000; 1101 in the case of a 16-entry
index.
LZ-compression is able to outperform Huffman coding provided that the codebook
can grow sufficiently large - in the popular implementations of this compression scheme
(which work on bytes rather than bits), the initial codebook contains all 256 8-bit characters
with 4096 entries allocated for the index. This is inefficient at first, but as the number of
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known codes increases, the more bits are encoded as one 12-bit code, and so the higher the
efficiency.

Lossy Compression Algorithms
In lossy compression, the encoder is permitted to send an approximation to the
original data instead of an exact copy. This inherently depends on the compression algorithm
knowing the properties of the data being compressed in order to remove some of the fine
detail. Such a scheme can obviously only be used where the nature of the data is such that
accuracy is not critical. The performance of lossy compression schemes depends solely on
the acceptable performance of the system in terms of quality of received data.
The techniques used to achieve lossy compression are best discussed in terms of
particular applications. Their use in stilI image and video compression are outlined below,
with particular reference to their use in international coding standards.

Still Image Coding
There are numerous still image coding techniques in everyday usage : table 5 shows
an outline of some of the more common image coding standards and the compression
techniques that are used in each [10, 11, 12]. The majority of these image coding techniques
are lossless, with one notable exception, JPEG.
Image Format

Compression Techniques

Bitmap (BMP)
MetafiIe
Graphics Interchange Format (GIP)
Tagged Image (TIFF)
JPEG

Run-length (optional)
Vector description of picture
Lempel-Ziv (modified)
Various (Huffman, Lempel-Ziv, Fax, etc.)
Frequency transform, Quantization

Table 5 : Common image file formats and compression techniques utilised

The JPEG coding standard [13, 14, 15] has many similarities with the video coding
standards that are used throughout this thesis, though only operates on a single frame. In
order to simplify the discussion of the video coding standards, the techniques used by JPEG
are outlined first, before the inherent temporal redundancy of video is considered.
12

JPEG
JPEG specifies four algorithms for the compression of still images [16]:i) Sequential encoding (the 'baseline model'): the image is encoded in a raster scan
(top-left to bottom-right) based on a frequency transform of the image.
ii) Progressive encoding: the image is encoded in multiple scans (at the same spatial

resolution) for applications where the transmission time may be long, but the
viewer needs to view the image contents in multiple coarse-to-fine stages.
iii) Lossless encoding: the decoded image is an exact replica of the original.

iv) Hierarchical encoding: the image is encoded at multiple spatial resolutions,
allowing thumbnail images to be decoded without needing to transfer and decode
the higher resolution image.
DC coefficient

Source
Image

2D
(8x8)
DCf

Entropy
Coding

Q

AC coefficients

Figure 4 : Baseline JPEG encoder

Of the algorithms listed above, sequential coding (the 'baseline model') is the most
widely used. The encoder, shown in figure 4, is based on frequency transform, quantization,
and zigzag scanning of the AC coefficients which are outlined below. Finally variable length
entropy coding (usually Huffman, although extensions for using arithmetic coding exist) is
used to further increase the compression ratio achieved. Compression ratios in excess of fifty
times are possible, whilst still producing images of acceptable qUality.

Frequency Transforms
Transform coding has proven to be one of the most effective tools for image coding
applications, though transforming a signal into the frequency domain does not in itself lead to
compression of the information. What it does achieve, however, is compaction of the energy
13

of the signal into a small number of coefficients. This in turn wi11lead to lossy compression
when coefficients containing little of the energy of the original signal are coarsely quantized
or even lost altogether.
Although there are a large number of discrete transforms7, almost all image I video
compression schemes are based on the 2-Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
([17,18) for example), defined in equation 3 [19).

2

N-IN-I

N

/=0 j=O

Xu.,=_·I,I,CuC,'x/.j,co

{(2i+l)7r'U] ·co{(2 j +l)7r'V] ....... EquatlOn3
.
2N

2N

where u,v=O,I, .. ·,N-l

k=O,

(to ensure that the basis set is orthonormal)

otherwise.
This transform has the following key properties that have established it as the de facto choice
for image processing applications:i) the transform uses real arithmetic, is orthogonal and separable; extension to
multiple dimensions is simple
ii) fast implementations of both the transform and its inverse exist
iii) it performs almost as well as the statistically optimum Karhunen-Loeve transform
(KLT) [20, 21), without the need for transmission of the basis vectors. In fact, for
conventional image data with a reasonably high inter-element correlation, the
performance of DCT is virtually indistinguishable from that of the KLT.
iv) the energy of the signal is packed into a few coefficients.

Quantization
Having concentrated the energy of the signal into a few coefficients in the frequency
domain, lossy compression is achieved primarily by quantizing the resulting coefficients that

7

Walsh-Hadamard, Harr, Slant, Cosine, Sine, etc.
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contain significant energy, and coarsely quantizing (or even discarding) coefficients where the
energy is low.
Figure 5 shows two basic quantizers, with uniformly spaced decision (dj ) and
representation (rj) levels. In both diagrams, an input value in the range 0-7d! is mapped to
level rh d!-7d2 is mapped to r2, etc.
Output, j

Output, j

r4
r3
r2

I

I

Input.!

: Input.!

d 1 d2 d3 d 4

Figure 5 : Uniform symmetric quantizers : mid· tread and mid· riser.

There is no fundamental reason why the decision levels should be uniformly spaced,
nor that the quantizer should be symmetrical. Ideally, the design of quantizers should be
based around the minimisation of a distortion measurement [16, 22, 23], based on the
probability distribution of the original data. Quantizers that minimise the mean-square-error
for various probability distributions (uniform, Gaussian, Laplacian, etc.) are well documented
([22, 24, 25] for example).

In reality, uniform quantizers perform adequately and are somewhat simpler to
implement, so are used in existing coding standards.

JPEG uses a uniform mid-tread

quantizer, and MPEG-II uses two versions of the mid-tread uniform quantizer, with different
values of d! but with the same spacing between levels.

There is no reason for the

quantization to be the same for each of the frequency coefficients, and for intra coded data
MPEG uses the matrix given in figure 6 by default (for non-intra coded data, the default value
of 16 is used for every coefficient).
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8
16
19
22
22
26
26
27

16
16
22
22
26
27
27
29

22
24
27
27
29
32
34
38

19
22
26
26
27
29
29
35

26
27
29
29
32
35
38
46

27
29
34
34
35
40
46
56

29
34
34
37
40
48
56
69

34
37
38
40
48
58
69
83

Figure 6 : Default MPEG-l/ Quantization matrix (W)
(Intra coded blocks)

= round(32 x Fu,v 'w.,v)+ round(0,75 X q_scale)

QF

2xq_scale

U,v

= round(32 x Fu,v 'w.,v)

QF

for non-intra coded data

2 X q_scale

U,v

for intra coded data

Figure 7 shows part of these quantizers for typical values of W(=16) and qjcale(=4) (the full
range of possible values of F is -2048 to 2047), Also shown are the results of applying the
inverse quantizer to the data: each integer value of QF mapping to a single integer value of
F,
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Figure 7 : Quantizers used in MPEG-l/ : intra coded data, non-intra coded data.

Coefficient scanning
Once the 8x8 matrix of frequency coefficients has been produced and quantized, the
coefficients need to be arranged into a suitable I-dimensional form for entropy coding
(lossless compression) and subsequently transmission. There are essentially two scanning
16

patterns (figures 8 and 9, from the MPEG-II coding standard) that are used, depending on
whether the frames are interlaced or not.

Figure 8 : Default Coefficient Scanning Pattern
(non-interlaced frames)

(

)

/VI)
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(
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i·' ............... lOO ............:

. : : ,':. : ,':. ..: ' ,':
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,,'
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Figure 9: Alternate Coefficient Scanning Pattern (interlaced/rames)
and scanning pattern within one interlaced field

The purpose of zigzag scanning the coefficients is that the DCT tends to compact the
energy of the image into the lowest frequency coefficients

(! =~ Ix2+ Iy2 ), and (after

quantization) scanning in this pattern leads to long runs of consecutive zeros. This in turn is
ideal for run-length coding, leading to further compression of the information.

Video Coding
The compression of video uses all the techniques outlined for the compression of still
images, but also makes use of the similarity and predictability of sequential frames to further
reduce the amount of information required for transmission.
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DPCM loop
In the basic DPCM (Differential Pulse Coded Modulation) loop of figure 10, the input

frame s and the estimate of this frame from the previous frames,
error signal, e = s -

s.

s, are used to calculate the

This exploits the inherent spatial redundancy of video by not requiring

the coding of the image when there is no change from one frame to the next. The error signal
is then frequency transformed and the resulting coefficients quantized, before being entropy
coded to produce the compressed bitstream. Since the decoder only knows

e, and since e

and e are not identical due to the quantization of the data, the encoder contains a local
version of the decoder to stop errors accumulating.

s

e
I---,---I~

Symbol Coder

'-----'

Q = Quantiser
T = Transform

Figure 10 : Basic DPCM loop for video compression

Intra-I Inter- frame coding
Although not strictly necessary, it is advantageous to occasionalll encode a frame
without reference to the estimate of the previous frame. Despite this requiring a significant
increase in the amount of data required to code the image accurately, the quality of the
reconstructed video is improved, as errors that are accumulating in the receiver are discarded.
These "intra-frames" will have very different properties to the frames ("inter-frames") that are
encoded with reference to (predictions of) other frames.

8

It is likely, therefore, that

It is also essential to encode the very first frame of a sequence without reference to any other frames.
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compression of these two image types will differ by more than the existence of a prediction of
the frame.

Motion Estimation
In order to minimise the error signal within the DPCM coding loop, an estimate of the

frame being encoded is formed from the previously transmitted frame(s). In order to achieve
this, the movement in an image needs to be estimated and made available to the decoder. It is
important to note that the motion estimation is not necessarily trying to accurately model the
motion in the scene, rather it attempts to reduce the difference between the current frame and
its estimate. This in turn leads to less energy in the frequency transform, and hence fewer
coefficients to encode.

The existing algorithms for estimating the motion fall into two

categories, block matching and pel-recursive algorithms.

Block Matching Motion Estimation

,0; ,;.
,

, .............. "
• 0"' • ' ' ' .

:: .. :

Old loc~ tion

•

: •... Search IIIlndow

·•.... .. ::
:
·.. ;····New locati n

r~;1
..... : ;

··............. ..,

Figure 11 : Block matching motion estimation

The block matching algorithm compares each block (usually 16xl6 pixels) in the
current frame with locations in the previous frame, usually restricted to the vicinity of the
current image block (figure 11). As it does so, it attempts to find the minimum value of a
distortion measurement, for example:-

Mean Absolute Difference, MAD = Llsi - Sil
block
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Mean Square Difference,

MSD = I,(Si

- S;)'

block

Each of these measurements of the difference requires the summation to be taken over the
entire block for every location that is considered. It would be prohibitively time consuming
to consider every possible location within the image for movement to have occurred from,
and so motion estimation is usually constrained to be within the vicinity of the original block.
This does not cause problems, as the motion between successive frames is usually relatively
small, and the difference between the original frame and the estimate is transmitted to the
decoder.

Figure 12 : Frame differences from block matching motion estimation algorithms (MAD, MSD)
for Mobile & Calendar, prediction offrame 2from I, 16x16 pixel blocks, ±I5 pixel search window

Figure 12 shows the error signal after motion estimation using MAD (PSNR of frame and
estimate: 23.02dB) and MSD (PSNR 23. 13dB) algorithms used to predict frame 2 of Mobile
and Calendar from frame 1. In both cases, the large scale features of the image are predicted
well, the errors are concentrated in areas uncovered by motion and in areas of fine detail.

Pel-recursive Motion Estimation

Pel-recursive motion estimation is an iterative process that attempts to estimate a pixel
in the current frame from information that is currently known to the decoder. The decoder
can then use the same algorithm, without the need for transmission of motion vectors, to
reconstruct the image. Equation 4 shows the calculation of the (i+ 1)th iteration of the motion
vector, jj . .The update term,

Ui , is evaluated so as to attempt to minimise a measure of the

difference between the actual frame and its estimate.
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Di+. =Di + 0i .................................................................................... Equation 4
The simplest method of estimating the minimum difference between the current frame,

Sk'

and its estimate, Sk' from the previous frame sk-I' is based on finding the maximum value of
the cross-correlation coefficient of a region (M) of the current frame with information in the
previous frame.

This is achieved by using a fraction of the gradient to the correlation

coefficient surface as the update term (equation 5).

0i =~. V D( ~Sk(i')'Sk_'(i' -Di )) ................................................... Equation 5
Obviously
the frame

Sk_.

Di

will not always have integer components. The intensity of the pixel in

is obtained by linear interpolation of the four neighbouring pixels : figure 13,

equation 6.

Bx
By

~

x,y

Figure 13 : Linear interpolation of pixel intensity

I(x+&,y+ay) = (1-&).(I-ay)· I(x,y)
+(I-&).ay. I(x,y+ 1)
........................................ Equation 6
+&.(I-ay)·I(x+ l,y)
+&.ay.I(x+ l,y+ 1)
Figure 14 shows a contour plot of the correlation coefficient, and the iteration of the
motion estimation for a single point, showing the algorithm converging to a local maximum
in the cross-correlation coefficient. This is a particularly naive algorithm which converges
very slowly (for E large), or tends not to converge (if E is too small). Other algorithms have
been proposed in [12, 26, 27] for example, that converge in many fewer iterations, whilst
retaining stability.
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Figure 14 : Pel-recursive motion calculation using 5x2 block correlation coefficient:
Mobile and Calendar, frame 1 to 2, location {400,JOO}

All these algorithms suffer from two major disadvantages - they will all converge on
local maxima in the cross-correlation coefficient, not necessarily the optimum value; and the
cross correlation coefficient is not necessarily a good measure of the difference of a single
pixel (as it tends to lead to low-pass filtering of the image).
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Figure 15 : Pel-recursive motion calculation using 4x4 block MAD:
Mobile and Calendar, frame 1 to 2, location {400,JOO}

Figure 15 shows the same algorithm using MAD as the distortion measurement.
Convergence in this case is to a point in the opposite direction, but this gives a better
reflection of the true motion in the scene (in this sequence, the camera pans to the left and so
motion of the image is to the right). The MAD field is less smooth than the cross-correlation
field, and so there is a greater chance of converging to a local turning point (in this case, a
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local minimum at about {0.9,-0.1} has been chosen, ignoring a deeper minimum at about
(0,2.S}).
There is no fundamental reason why these two techniques cannot be combined into a
hybrid scheme. The major principle of the pel-recursive technique is prediction of a pixel
from the pixels transmitted so far in this image, and the previous image, using an equation of
the form:-

evaluated over a region M of the current image above and to the left of the current pixel. The
block matching technique finds a value of jj for a block of image, by finding the minimum
value of a distortion measurement. If this search technique is applied to a small image block
(which the current pixel is the bottom-right corner of), motion vectors need not be transmitted
as the receiver can find the same estimate from information it already possesses. Figure 16
shows the error signal from predicting frame 2 of Mobile and Calendar from frame 1, using
MAD as the distortion measurement and 16x 16 pixel blocks. The energy in this error frame
is almost identical to that obtained by conventional block matching motion estimation, figure
12.

Figure 16: Hybrid motion estimation using MAD of 16x16 pixel blocks,
motion restricted to ±15 pixels. Difference between frame 2 and its estimate.

Motion estimation for each pixel of the image inherently increases the amount of
calculation required to form a prediction of a frame. The amount of calculation can be
reduced by considering smaller blocks of image (4x4 pixels instead of 16xI6), but this leads
to an increase in the energy of the error signal. The algorithm remains computationally
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intensive and so is unlikely to be incorporated into video coding standards until computation
speeds increase or the algorithm can be simplified.
Existing video coding standards are based on block-matching motion estimation, as
this provides a good estimation of the motion field, with low energy in the error signal.
Further developments of the pel-recursive algorithm may mean that it is capable of rivalling
the performance of block-matching, with the significant advantage of not needing to transmit
motion vectors.

DCT Filtering
Figure 17 shows contours of constant frequency in coefficients that result from taking
a DCT. Also shown is a typical "zonal mask" which only retains a selection of all the DCT
coefficients. The use of a mask following a zigzag pattern approximates to the contours of
constant frequency, and so this mask represents a low-pass filter being applied to the image
([28, 29, 30]). The ability to low-pass filter an image has been used to develop hierarchical
video encoders offering different levels of service quality ([31, 32, 33] for example), where
the usual approach is to use a fixed mask.
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Figure 17 : Zonal mask applied to DCT coefficients
(non-interlaced frames)

Later in this thesis, adaptive modification to the zonal mask will be used as the
fundamental basis for the separation of lesser importance, high frequency information from
the remainder of a compressed video bitstream. This will allow the video bitstream to be
transmitted through channels of differing error resilience.
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Buffering
In nearly all applications the output bit-rate from a video encoder needs to be constant
over some pre-determined amount of video. This is to ensure that video can be transmitted
without the transmitter having to stall when the video data is not available (as in any real
system, frames of video are only available at certain times\ The output bit-rate can be
controlled by feeding back into the compression procedure to vary the amount of compression
achieved. This is done by varying the number of quantization steps, so as to produce more or
less data at the output of the encoder, although the actual effect of this modification to the
quantization cannot easily be predicted as the output of the quantizer is entropy coded.

Video Coding Standards
Having established the principles behind still image compression and video
compression, some of the international standards for video compression can be considered.
Of particular interest in this thesis is the MPEG-II coding standard which is outlined in some
detail after brief descriptions of the main standards.

H.261
H.261 [34,35] was developed to encode video (CIFIO [36, 37] or QCIFll) at multiples
of 64 kbitsls, with applications such as video-phone and video-conferencing as the primary
goal. Compression is achieved in a similar manner to JPEG (outlined earlier) but with the
addition of motion-compensated temporal prediction to take account of the inherent temporal
redundancy of video.

9

This is an important aspect that always needs to be considered carefully when software simulation is used as
the only source of analysis. As the software encoders are rarely real-time implementations, the video will
exist on disk beforehand, and so rate control problems might not be evident.

10

Common Intermediate Format, CIF, at a resolution of 352x288 pixels was developed to allow a single video
coding standard to operate on different video formats (such as the 625-line PAL and SECAM formats used in
Europe, and the 525-line NTSC format used in North America)

11

Quarter CIF : 176xl44pixeiresolution.
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MEPG-I,II
The MPEG (Motion Picture Experts Group) coding standards are extensions to H.261,
intended for high quality video applications [38, 39, 40] with added flexibility (at the expense
of encoder complexity). MPEG-I [41] is intended for applications up to about 2Mbits/s,
whereas MPEG-II [42] is intended for higher bit-rate (and hence higher-quality) applications.
MPEG-II also introduces capability for higher resolution images, different subsampling of the
chrominance fields, and modifications for compressing interlaced video.

H.263
The H.263 [43,44] standard is a variation on the MPEG standards, primarily intended
for encoding low-resolution video at very low bit-rates (typically l76xl44 pixels for
luminance, 88x72 pixels for chrominance, encoded at up to 34kbits/s making it suitable for
real-time modem transmission via PSTN networks). Compression is achieved using the same
techniques as MPEG and the structure of the bitstream is also similar, however the statistics
of the quantized data are very different and so the codebooks are replaced. In fact, the
quantization of the DCT coefficients leads to very few coefficients, and efficiency is
increased through the use of three-dimensional variable length coding (length of run of zeros,
subsequent level, and whether this code is the last coefficient).

Comparison of Features

OCT
Zigzag scan
All. Scan (interlaced)
Run-length coding
Arithmetic coding
Motion estimation
Motion accuracy
Bit-rate control
Target bit-rate

JPEG

H.26J

MPEG·I
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8x8

8x8

8x8

8x8

./

./

./
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./
./
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pixel
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./
< IOOMbos
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Bi-directional
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./
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Table 6.- Comparison of JPEG, H.261, MPEG-1, MPEG-ll and H.263 encoders

MPEG-II is being adopted as the coding standard for broadcast quality digital video,
and so is considered throughout the rest of this thesis. As there is a good deal of similarity in
the algorithms for H.261, MPEG-I, MPEG-II and H.263 (see table 6), it is likely that work
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based on any particular one of these will be extensible to the others. Where this is not the
case, this is highlighted.

The MPEG-II Video Coding Standard
MPEG-II is designed for high quality video compression, providing a constant
compression ratio of up to about SOx. This is attained (at the expense of reduced image
quality) through a combination of:Inter-/intra- frame encoding
Block matching motion estimation
DCT

Quantization
Zigzag coefficient scanning
(Huffman) Variable length encoding
Output buffering, feeding back into the quantizer

The full detail of the MPEG-II coding standard is available as [42], and it is
unnecessary to reproduce the entire specification here. Nevertheless, it is important to outline
the basic principles of the coding scheme in order to be able to understand the motivation
behind this research.
The output of the MPEG-II encoder is a bitstream which comprises of six distinct
levels (figure 18), each representing one layer of the encoder. The "block layer" has the least
spatial effect on the video sequence: a mere 8x8 pixels. At the other extreme, the "sequence
layer" determines fundamental properties of the video that affect the entire decoding process.
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Figure 18 : Hierarchical content of an MPEG-ll bitstream

Sequence Layer

Sequence

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~

Group of Pictures

Figure 19: Sequence and Group Of Pictures layers of an MPEG-ll
bitstream

The sequence layer defines parameters that are global to the video bitstream, for
example the picture size and frame rate (the actual fields present are outlined in Table 18 in
Appendix A, page 173)_ In many applications this data is considered a priori knowledge as
this information (such as image resolution) will not vary from programme to programme12•

12

However, assuming this is restrictive. A major advantage of transmitting this information is that a single
television set could be developed to display programmes in a variety of formats, for example PAL and
NTSC. This would finally enable world-wide television broadcasting.
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Group of Pictures Layer

The Group of Pictures layer is primarily intended for applications where random
access into the video sequence is required, for example fast-forward I -reverse playback. In
every Group of Pictures, the first frame is encoded without reference to any other frames, and
so can always be decoded - thus enabling a decoder to skip all other frames within the GoP.
The GoP is the lowest level that a decoder can completely re-synchronise at (for example,
when a change of channel is requested by the viewer), and so should occur quite frequently
within the bitstream. This highlights a particular problem with the use of compression
algorithms based on frame prediction: a decoder cannot complete a request to change channel
immediately. On average, the delay will be half the time between successive GoPs, typically
about 0.2s for a GoP spacing of ten frames. Although encoding frames without reference to
any other frames is less efficient, in a multi-channel system it is vital to transmit this
information frequently: realistically no less often than every ten frames.

Picture Layer
Picture

Slice - - - - - - - -.....

Macroblock

Figure 20 : Picture, slice and macroblock layers of
an MPEG-l/ bitstream

The Picture layer (and all layers below it) encompasses all the information (see Tables
20 and 21 in Appendix A, page 174) required for a single frame of any of the three picture
types defined in MPEG-II:I: Intra

Frame is encoded entirely within itself. No predictions
exist from other frames.
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Frame is a prediction based on the previous 1- or P-

P : Prediction

frame.
B : Bi-directional prediction Frame is a prediction formed from the previous 1- or Pand the next P- frames.
In order for the prediction of B-frames to occur from the previous and the next P-frames of
the sequence, the frame order at the input to the encoder is altered : figure 21. The decoder
has already decoded the two reference frames before it attempts to recreate the B-frames,
which can then be placed back in the correct order at the decoder output. Re-ordering the
frames inherently introduces a delay in the system of two frames at the encoder and a further
frame at the decoder.
Original frame order

,I'

,

Re-ordered frames showing predictions

01'

[iJ~@J@]~@]@]~@]@]

trJEHtj-j

Figure 21 : Re-ordering offrames to enahle
hi-directional prediction

The picture header also provides information about the state of the buffer in the
encoder, telling the decoder how long to wait before decoding of the current frame can begin.
This is to ensure that the bitstream input buffer in the decoder never overflows (causing the
decoder to be unable to cope with the bits arriving) or underflows (where the decoding
process has to stall, and in doing so loses time synchronisation on the individual frames).

Slice Layer

A slice is an arbitrary number of 16x 16 pixel blocks, contained within a single 16
pixel deep row of a picture. Slices need not occupy a full row of the picture (though in many
implementations they do). Also permitted in the standard (but rarely used) is the possibility
of multiple slices existing on a single row of the picture, though they cannot overlap.
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The slice is the lowest layer in the MPEG-II bitstream that contains synchronisation
information

in

case

the

bitstream

contains

errors.

The

pattern

of

bits

0000,0000,0000,0000,0000,0001 is unique within the bitstream and is used as a marker
indicating the start of a "high-level" object within the bitstream. In the case of a slice, this is
combined with eight bits encoding the vertical position of the slice to give a unique 32-bit
"start code". Great care is taken throughout the entire MPEG-II coding standard to ensure
that start code emulation (the unintentional creation of the same bit pattern) is not possible, so
that a decoder can use this code for synchronisation purposes.

Macroblock Layer
16 pixe!,

Luminance

Chrominance

Figure 22 : Macroblock layer, showing block structure
for 4:2:0 format video

The macroblock layer is the layer at which motion estimation is introduced into the
video encoding. Each 16xl6 pixel rnacroblock may contain motion vectors (forward and/or
backward depending on how the picture is encoded) and the remaining picture information
that needs to be transmitted in the form of "blocks". The actual number of blocks contained
within the macroblock depends on how the colour information of the video sequence is
encoded, but is typically the four luminance blocks and two chrominance blocks (one each for
the U- and V-components).

Block Layer

The block layer is the fundamental layer that provides video information (in the form
of DCT coefficients). The quantized coefficients are encoded using a 2-dimensional runlength code (number of zeros and subsequent level encoded as a single variable length code)
according to the zigzag scan defined in figure 8 (page 17). Blocks that contain no data are not
transmitted, and this is controlled by a field within the macroblock. As a result, it is not
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possible for the first code of a block to be the "End Of Block" marker so the codebook is
altered for this first coefficient.

Summary
This chapter has presented the basic principles behind still image and video
compression, leading to a description of existing international standards that have been
defined. Particular emphasis has been placed on the MPEG-II video coding standard, as this
is emerging as the preferred video coding scheme for medium to high bit-rate applications.
This popularity as a coding standard is leading to the development of dedicated MPEG-11
encoder and decoder integrated circuits, which will be essential if and when MPEG-11
becomes the world-wide compression scheme for digital broadcast television.
Having outlined the techniques used in the encoding of digital video, it is important to
consider how the video will be delivered to the viewer. Chapter Two provides a review of
existing techniques that have been developed for protecting the compressed data, before the
rest of this thesis considers this problem in greater depth.
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Chapter Two :
Transmission of
Compressed Video

Chapter Two : Transmission of Compressed Video
Chapter One outlines the basic techniques that exist for the compression of video
images. However, it is not sufficient to consider the compression of the video in isolation: it
is nearly always necessary to consider how the compressed video will be delivered to the
viewer, and in turn how this affects the compression process. In the absence of transmission
errors, the highest quality decoded video will be the video that has been damaged the least by
lossy compression, which for a given compression algorithm is the video with the highest
output bit-rate. To maximise the transmission rate, modulation schemes that encode several
data bits into each symbol are often used - but this is not without cost. These transmission
schemes are much more susceptible to error (as will be shown formally in Chapter Three),
and how the video bitstream responds to these errors is of fundamental importance.
This chapter presents a brief review of the main approaches to the transmission of
compressed video bitstreams, and the properties associated with each.

Multi-bit per symbol with equalising error correcting codes
In order to lessen the effect of transmission errors when using a multi-bit per symbol

modulation scheme to increase the available channel bandwidth, error correcting codes can be
added to the data prior to transmission (figure 23). Careful choice of these codes removes the
imbalance in error rates associated with the different data bits that comprise a single symbol
[45], leading to an approximately constant bit-error rate for all transmitted data bits. This
makes the division of the video bitstream purely a process of splitting into a ratio so that the
data rates after error correction are identical. Compatibility is retained with the pre-defined
video coding standards, as modifications are reserved for the transmitted data and the
transmission rate is fixed (so there are no rate-control issues).
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Figure 23 " Error-rate equalising error-correction/or hierarchical modulation

The fundamental problem with such a scheme is that the error correcting codes need
to be chosen in advance, and as such cannot adapt to the quality of the transmission channeL
This inherently makes the scheme inefficient when the channel quality is good, and will still
break down when the channel quality is very poor (the performance of error correcting codes
falls off rapidly as the channel quality worsens, leading to sudden breakdown in the received
video quality).
Although not well suited to the variable fading pattern associated with the mobile
radio environment, its performance in stationary broadcast applications is good and this is the
technique chosen for the wireless broadcast of High Definition Television in the United
States [46].

Retransmission of damaged data
The simplest (conceptually) solution to the data being received in error, is for the
receiver to ask the transmitter to re-send the damaged data. This is the standard approach
used in many protocols where real-time transmission of data is not critical, and has been
shown to be more effective than the use of error correcting codes in fading channels [47].
The majority of video applications are time-critical however, and so the request for retransmission must also be passed to the video encoder in order to control the transmission bitrate. Since the receiver has to communicate back to the transmitter to request re-sending of
data, each transmission link requires some form of video encoder at the transmitter.
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To retain the real-time property, the receipt of the message indicating that the received
data is corrupt can be used to modify future data to minimise the duration of the error at the
receiver.

In compressed video applications, the majority of the frames are encoded as

predictions from previous frames, and so when the receiver signals to the transmitter that an
error has occurred the transmitter should replace the next predicted frame with an intra-frame
(figure 24 : which shows intra-frames created at half the picture rate). The result is that the
damaged video is repaired immediately upon receipt of the replacement intra-frame, rather
than waiting for the next (scheduled) intra-frame.

For MPEG bitstreams this is less

significant as the intra-frame period is typically about twelve frames. H.263 however does
not require the regular sending of intra-frames after the initial frame, and so benefits greatly
from being able to request resending of the damaged information [48,49].

~@]~@]~[!?J@J@J

Predicted frames
Intra-frames

E!B

Transmitted

E!B~~~@]~rE]@J@J

@]

Transmission
error

lE]
NAK
received

rE]

@]

i i

Replacement

intra-frame

Figure 24 : Video encoding showing revised frame order after
errors are reported (storage space reduced by halving the intraframe rate) .

The added intra-frames have to be constructed carefully, as they will be used by the
decoder as the starting point for prediction of subsequently transmitted inter-frames. It is
important therefore that the intra-frames inserted are as close a match as possible to the frame
that the receiver would have produced by decoding the original (undamaged) predicted
frames. This requires the intra-frames to be formed from the output of a local decoder
operating on the transmitted bitstream13 such that 14=11 +P2+P3+P4+P5+P6.
The intra-frame that is inserted into the bitstream requires a larger number of bits than
the inter-frame it replaces, which causes a problem in the buffering at the transmitter. This

13

This is slightly different to [491, where the intra-frames are created as part of the encoding process, but this
seems to neglect the fact that, for the second damaged frame onwards, the frame sequence has been altered.
That is, with the error shown, 15=I4+P8 rather than 15=I1+P2+P3+P4+P5+P6+P7+P8.
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necessitates the provision of feedback into the original video encoder to control the output
bit-rate (with loss of compatibility with existing implementations of the encoding standards),
or for the subsequent inter-frames to be re-encoded at a lower bit-rate. In either case, it is not
practical to fully separate the video encoder from the transmitter.

Since the connection

required is bi-directional, this requires a separate video encoder for each receiver.

Variable-rate transmission
A more bandwidth efficient alternative to the two schemes outlined above is to modify
the modulation scheme to take account of the quality of the communication link (via feedback
from the receiver) [50, 51]. When the noise level is relatively high, the number of bits
encoded per transmitted symbol can be reduced, reducing the bit-error rate in the received bits
but at a cost of reduced data being transmitted.

The variation in the transmission rate

removes compatibility with existing implementations of the video encoding standards, but the
actual compression algorithms can remain relatively unchanged. [52, 53] present results of an
H.263 compatible video encoder switching from BPSK (in poor channels) through QPSK, 16star-QAM to 64-star-QAM in high quality channels (figures 25 and 26).

BPSK

QPSK

16-star-QAM

2-1evel QPSK

32-star QAM

64-starQAM

Figure 25 : Variable rate QAM modulation scheme: from 1 bit/symbol to 6 bits/symbol
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This technique requires that the communication be point-to-point, as feedback on the
channel quality is required.

Further, the delay in informing the transmitter about the

(perceived) quality of the channel must be short compared to the period of the fluctuations in
channel quality. This places a minimum on the transmission symbol rate which is dependent
on the carrier frequency and the maximum speed of the receiver.

Prioritised video bitstreams via sub-band coding
The principle of sub-band coding is to divide the original signal's frequency spectrum
into several bands (the 'sub-bands') via the application of matched high- and low-pass filters
. (for example, the Quadrature Mirror Filter, QMF [54, 55]). Primarily introduced for speech
coding applications [56, 57, 58], sub-band coding has several properties that are also useful in
video coding applications:•

the noise generated within a single sub-band does not spread to the other bands.

•

the image is not partitioned into small blocks of pixels (typically 8x8 for DCT)
and so sub-band coding does not lead to the blocking artefacts typical of DCT
based encoders [59].
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•

the sub-bands have different visual importance, enabling the encoder to output
compressed video bitstreams with different significance levels.

•

perfect reconstruction (provided the encoded data is not damaged) of the original
data [60] is possible.

The one-dimensional sub-band filter used for speech coding can be extended to a twodimensional sub-band filter for use in image coding applications by applying the filter in both
horizontal and vertical directions [61] (figure 27). This leads to four separate frequency
bands (of half the horizontal and vertical resolution of the original image), an example of
which is shown in figure 28.
Bl

B2

Input
Image
B3

B4

'~,~-;v~'n~k~~_~'l i o n - :

;---- Horizontal Direction -..:,

Figure 27: Two-dimensional (separable) sub-band
filtering

The resulting images (figure 28) are then encoded using the techniques outlined in
Chapter One, to produce complete video encoders ([62, 63] for example). Only the lowest
frequency band retains the high degree of spatial correlation typical of video images, and so
only this band benefits from motion estimation and transformation to the frequency domain.
The resulting compressed bitstreams are completely separate (though they may be
multiplexed back together for transmission purposes) and require their own bit-rate control in
the encoder. This results in an inability to re-distribute data between the layers and may lead
to coding inefficiencies when some of the frequency bands are 'quiet'.
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Figure 28 : Sub-band decomposition of Mobile & Calendar, frame #1

Obviously these coding schemes are incompatible with existing video coding
standards, though some work has been done to try to retain the advantages of sub-band coding
within a framework that is compatible with existing coding standards [64].

~rs~T------base
Video Input

f---+---tl~---I

Entropy Coding
+

enhancement

MUX

~----------------------------~+

Figure 29 : H.263 compatible sub-band coding hierarchical video encoder

The resulting encoder (figure 29) is, however, unrealistically complex. Only the base layer is
compatible with the existing coding standard, and the complexity (including a complete
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decoder coupled with an entirely new video encoder for the enhancement layer) of the
enhancement layer encoder does not justify this compatibility, unless compatibility with
legacy encoders is a fundamental requirement.

Hierarchical encoding via fixed zonal mask
The frequency-space transforms outlined in Chapter One provide a method of dividing
the information into different levels of visual importance, by varying the number of frequency
coefficients retained. In a similar manner to the sub-band approach outlined above, the lowfrequency coefficients are transmitted in the low bit-error rate data bits. With suitable error
resilience in the encoding of this data, some information for the picture will always be
decoded. The remaining coefficients are transmitted through the more noisy data bits, but
errors only affect the 'refinement' layer.
I

I

•

base layer

Input
Image

DCT

I
refinement layer
Hierarchical Image Coder

+

r--

,

"?
r--

Hierarchical Modulator

Figure 30 : Hierarchical image encoding for hierarchical modulation

[65] presents a still image coding algorithm based on this technique (figure 30). The
number of coefficients transmitted through each layer is fixed (defined by the zonal mask
highlighted), and the coefficients are not entropy coded.

Although this makes decoder

synchronisation easy, and hence reduces error propagation, the compression ratio achieved is
quite low (26% compression). However, the results show that this is likely to be a viable
technique for transmission through the severely fading mobile mUltipath environment,
provided that the efficiency can be improved upon. Recovery from the bursts of errors typical
of the Rayleigh fading channel is particularly good.
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There is no reason why this scheme could not be adapted to work with video 14 rather
than individual frames, although this would require development of an entirely new encoder.
Further, inefficiency problems are likely to be severe in Iow-activity regions of an image
(where, for example, frame prediction has been quite successful resulting in little information
needing to be transmitted).

Summary
Of the methods outlined in this chapter, some require feedback and so are only suited
to point-to-point transmission (Le. non-broadcast applications), and some are only efficient in
the channel for which they were developed. More fundamentally important however, is the
fact that only one is directly compatible with the video coding standards that have now been
accepted as international standards, and are now beginning to appear as VLSI devices. The
complexity of these VLSI devices is such that re-engineering the entire encoder is not a
practical solution.
Why the internationally accepted standards do not fuIJy consider transmission aspects
within the coding model itself is an interesting question, but is not of real relevance to this
thesis. However, the question of whether or not the existing standards could be adapted to
accommodate problems introduced by transmission is important. The remainder of this thesis
is concerned with answering this question: firstly by developing a simulation of a particularly
severe transmission link (through a multipath fading channel), and then by introducing a
black-box transcoder that sits between the existing video encoder and the transmitter. This
transcoder (and the corresponding inverse transcoder in the receiver) provides the

14

If the receiver is situated in a location of a severe fade, and remains statinonary, then it is possible that no
meaningful data will be received, and consequently the recovered images will be meaningless. Use of this
transmission environment for video requires that recovery from such situations is possible (I-frames
transmitted periodically).
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modification to the existing video coding standard to target the particular problems associated
with transmission, whilst retaining the already existing video coding model.
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· Chapter Three :
Transmission

Chapter Three : Transmission
In order to be able to consider an optimal approach to coding digital signals, it is

necessary to consider the environment through which the signals will be transmitted, and how
that environment will affect the received data. In the case of digital video, five primary ways
in which the information can be made available to the viewer can be considered:i) Wireless broadcast to a mobile receiver.
ii) Wireless broadcast to a stationary receiver.
iii) Satellite
iv) Cable
v) Digital recording media

Wireless broadcast to a mobile receiver is probably the most severe communication
channel, as there is potentially severe fading due to there being multiple reflected paths (time
variant) and no direct line of sight signal. Stationary wireless broadcast is difficult to model
as there are similarities with the multipath effect of broadcast to a mobile receiver, but the
fading varies slowly if at all. This makes the choice of parameters for the simulation model
difficult. Satellite, cable and digital recordings (such as CD-ROM, etc.) have low error rates,
which (with the possible addition of error correcting codes) can be considered error free.
This chapter considers the most severely noise limited channel of wireless broadcast
to mobile receivers, given that the other communication channels outlined above will all
perform better. The overall aim is to develop a simulation model, and verify its functionality
by comparison of the overall error rates with the theoretically obtained equations.

Channels
In all but the most ideal scenarios, the received signal will consist of reflections of the
original signal from local geographical features whose surfaces may have very different
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reflective properties. As these reflected signals have travelled via different paths to reach the
receiver, they will have been delayed by a time Lit
!1t = path length difference
c
Assuming that Lit is small compared to the time between adjacent symbols, then the effect of
inter-symbol interference (IS!) will be negligible, and so the time delay can be thought of
purely as a phase shift of 27if .!J.t. Typical mean values of !1t (for -30dB) are

1.3~

(urban)

and O.5l1s (suburban) [66 p421. This corresponds to a symbol rate of about 2MHz (suburban),
above which ISI will become a problem. In developing a simulator, it is safe to assume that
the input to the receiver is a collection of reflections of the original signal with random
amplitudes and phases, and that ISI can be ignored below a signalling rate of about 2MHz.

Mobile Radio
In the mobile radio scenario, either the transmitter or the receiver (or both) is not
stationary. The effect of this is twofold :i) it is not possible to guarantee a direct line of sight to the transmitter. Indeed, since
the moving aerial has to be near the ground, it is quite likely that the direct line-ofsight will be obscured most of the time.
ii) the receiver moves through the field of reflected signals at speed v. The phases of

all the reflected terms (except those that are directly perpendicular to the direction
of motion) will vary as the receiver moves. In time t, the phase of each reflected
signal will change by 2ft·

~ . cos rp,

The signal at the receiver can thus be expressed as:N

" 219"1:-0°' ~, ........................................................... EquatlOn
. 7
So ( t ) = aoe jut . 'ka,·e
i=l

where rp, is the angle between the incoming wave and the direction of motion.
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a
i

is a complex variable denoting the random amplitude and phase of the
reflected signals.

t

is the time, which in the simulation is replaced by the symbol number
multiplied by the symbol duration, T,.

Figure 31 shows a typical multi path scenario where the direct line-of-sight signal is obscured.
It is possible to accurately model the amplitude and phases of the reflected signals using ray-

1---. ._.---.iJ-r====;:;?J/I

Transmitter

Receiver

Buildings etc.

Figure 31: Multipath (Mobile Radio) Scenario

tracing techniques, but this is only really practical on small cell sizes (for example, pico-cells
within a single building). In reality, it is not possible to know a priori the precise location of
all local features that could be contributing to the reflected signals. Therefore, in the usual
model ([66 p 172, 67, 68] for example) for describing the mobile radio channel, ai = R; + jSi
(where R; and Si are independent Gaussian random variables of mean

°

and variance 1). It

follows that:-

E[R;]=O,

E[SJ=O,

E[Si

2
]

=1

Rewriting equation 7 as:N

with Xi

=I,(R;cos';i-SisinO
i=l
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N

1; = L(Rjsin~j+SjcOS~j)
i=1

Xj and 1; are, from the Central Limit Theorem ([69 p143] for example), also independent
Gaussian random variables provided N is large (~1O). Thus:-

E[Xj]=O,

E[1;]=O,

N

E[ X/] =

L

2
{E[Rj2](COS ~j)+ E[S/](sin2 ~I)}=

;=1

N

L t+t= N, ...... Equation 8
;=1

Given that Xj and 1; are independent Gaussian random variables, the probability distribution
of the fading term in equation 7 is given by :_

_

I

Px,(X j1;)-p(X j)'p(1;)--2 ·e
"

-(4.;f)

2n:a

where a 2 is the variance of Xj and 1;. From equation 8, therefore, a 2 = N .
Changing variables from X j ' 1; to r, 8 gives:-

p(r,e) = 2~ 'e-,'j2N
The probability distribution for the amplitude of the fading term is therefore given by:2~

() J

r
-,' j2N d"<7 =-·e
r -,'/2N ,or
fi r ""... 0................................ EquatlOn
. 9
pr = --·e
o 2n:N
N
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1
21t

p(9)=-

lor059<27C

p(9) =0

othenvise

This is the classic Rayleigh distribution which is used as the theoretical basis for the
simulation of mobile radio transmission. In conjunction with a detailed knowledge of the
modulation scheme used for transmission, this will allow a theoretical derivation of the
expected error rates for transmission through the mobile channel.
The simulation package is therefore based around the following description of the
multipath fading environment :N

~ (R + ·s) 2'!i'f"kT,co. 'A' ........................................... Equation 10
So (t) --aoe JOX .£.J
i
J i ·e
i=l

where the assumption is made that the N incoming reflected waves are uniformly
distributed.
Equation 10 contains all the variables relating to the motion of the mobile unit in a single
term. It makes sense, therefore, to combine these parameters into a single quantity which
uniquely defines the properties of the channel. Defining Id as the maximum Doppler shift

(fd

=vi).),

the channel properties are defined by the dimensionless quantity IdT, (which

represents the maximum number of wavelengths travelled between successive symbols).
N

~ (Ri + J·sle..........................................
). 2'!iI,T,k.co.'A'
Equat/on
. 11
So ( t ) -- aoe JOX • £.J
;=1

The rate of fading is dependent on IdT, as shown by equation 11. Typical values of IdT, are
([70] for example) in the range 10-2 (shown in figure 33) down to 10-5 (for pedestrians).
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Modulation Schemes
It is not within the scope of this thesis to investigate all possible methods of mapping

the data bits onto the carrier wave for transmission, as the possibilities are almost endless.
Instead, this thesis concentrates on how some existing, well-known modulation schemes can
be used efficiently for the transmission of compressed video data. In order to reduce the
complexity of the simulation package, the simulations are restricted to phase and/or amplitude
modulation in the baseband.
The use of phase and amplitude modulation ([71] for example) can, if constructed
correctly, lead to some useful properties in terms of the bandwidth efficiency, and the error
probabilities associated with each of the bits. As shall be shown, the bit-error rates can
sometimes be constructed to be different for the different bits comprising a given symbol, and
can also be tuned by varying properties within the modulator and demodulator. This requires
an accurate theoretical description of the bit-error rates for a given modulation scheme. To
begin with, the properties of a simple two level phase modulation scheme are derived, and
this is then extended into four and then sixteen level schemes. Throughout all the following
derivations, it is assumed that each of the possible symbols is equally likely. Obviously, this
depends greatly on the form of the data being transmitted, but can be achieved using
scramblers.
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Coherent Binary Amplitude Modulation (PSK)

Figure 34 .' PSK

For a signal of amplitude ±A, in a channel subject to additive white Gaussian noise
(Le. a non-fading environment), the bit-error probability is given by:-

P, = P{A+nc <o}= ph <-A}

-re-;!zdx
P = I
e

2

P, = ~ eifc( (Y~)

with ne Gaussian with Jl =0

1 1 -A-:5
---fe
'"dx
2.j1;

............................................................................ Equation 12

The average energy (per bit15) associated with PSK is Eb
density, No, is defined by No

=A2 •

The noise spectral

=2·(Y2 ,and so equation 12 can be rewritten as:-

In a fading environment, the amplitude of the received signal is reduced, due to the fading, by

a factor a. Thus equation 12 becomes :-

P, = P{a4+nc <o}= ph <-a4}

IS

For PSK, there is no difference between the average energy and the average energy per bit, as only one bit is
encoded per symbol. For other modulation schemes, a symbol will be formed from more than one bit and so
the use of average energy per bit gives a normalised measure of the energy.
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However, in multipath fading, ex is not constant (it is the Rayleigh envelope, the probability
distribution of which is given by equation 9 (page 48)). The expected value of the error
probability (the bit-error rate) is given by:-

f-o

1

(p.) = p(a).-erjc(fY).da
2

Defining

and using the integral derived in

Appendix B,

(see figure 37 on page 56)

The PSK result is equally valid for Quadrature-PSK (QPSK) shown below, except for
the fact that the constellation points are now closer (by a factor.fi ) to the decision thresholds
(see figure 37 on page 56). As there are now four constellation points, each symbol is
described by two bits. The bandwidth efficiency is therefore doubled and the average energy
per bit ( Eb ) is halved, so for a given Eb / No the error rates of PSK and QPSK are identical.
11

10

01

00

Figure 35 : QPSK with Gray·coded bit·symbol assignments
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The I and Q components of the signal are statistically independent, and so both the
bits have exactly the same bit-error rate (provided that the 2 bits are Gray-code mapped onto
the symbol).

16 Level Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
The bandwidth efficiency can be increased still further by introducing more
constellation points, but at the cost of increased error susceptibility. Figure 36 shows the
three common configurations for 16 level QAM : Types I, I!, and m [50, 72, 73, 74]. Each is
labelled with corresponding bit patterns to give optimal noise performance (note there are
several equally optimum assignments of bits to constellation points). It is important to note
that Type-I! and Type-m are almost identical - one point in each quadrant is moved so that in
Type-I! QAM there are only two possible amplitudes.

The probability of error should

therefore be quite similar in QAM Types I! and m (for which it is much simpler to calculate
the theoretical value of).

101 0A--t-----<....111 0
1011

1111

1001

1101

0001

0101

-c~~~~+-~~~~-
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0011
001 o,Y--f----'.,J'Oll 0

Figure 36a: 16·QAM (Type 1)

Figure 36b : 16-QAM (Type JI)
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Figure 36c: 16-QAM (Type 111)

In Type-Ill QAM, the constellation points are equally spaced, leading to optimum

performance in the presence of additive white gaussian noise [65]. However, to demodulate
this requires knowledge of the amplitude of the received signal. In the derivation of the
theoretical error rates that follows, this is assumed to be known - methods of achieving this
(approximately) are described later in this chapter. As the simplest of the three 16-QAM
constellations described above, Type-Ill QAM is used for the following calculation of the
theoretical bit-error rates (BER) for the 4 bits that are encoded in each symbol. This can then
be used as an approximation to the error rates of Type-II QAM.
Using signal levels of ±A and ±B for both the I and Q components, the probability of
bit a (or bit b by symmetry) being incorrect is given by (using the results derived above):-

1
1
p'(a,b) =-p{aA +n, <O}+-P{aB+n, <o}
2
2

To work out the error rate for bits {c, d} we consider only the two points highlighted (the
other points are the same by symmetry). The lines

1(, -1(

in fignre 36c represent the thresholds

set within the receiver (1( = A + B ) assuming that the receiver tracks the Rayleigh fading
2
signal perfectly.
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p'(c) = [~p{aB+n, < alC}-~p{aB+n, < -alC}]+[~p{M+n,

<-alC}+~p{M+n, > alC}]

=.!.ph < a(lC- B)}-.!.ph < -a(lC+ B)} +.!. ph < -a(lC+ A)}+.!.P{n, > a(lC- A)}
2

2

2

2

= .!.ph < a(lC- B)}-.!.ph < -a(lC+ B)}+.!.ph < -a(lC+ A)}+.!.ph < -a(lC- A)}
2

=

2

2

2

.!.2 P{nc < -a kA.}
+.!. P{n < -a.l.d±§.}
+.!. P{n' < -a kA.}
-.!. P{n < -a MM}
22'
2
22'
2
2

B-A} +-P
1 {n <-a-3A+B} --P
1 {n <-a-A+3B}
=P{ n <-a-,

22'

22'

2

Again, by symmetry arguments this is the same for bit d.
In the Rayleigh fading case, the expected error rates can be evaluated in a similar

manner to that for the Binary PSK above, yielding :-

l]l

1]+-21(1- ~1+Ys'r
))-21[1(
2 1 ~1+Y,l'r

P ab -- (e('

(12
2N
where r=_a_=(12
N0
n

(2

E
ro=2N·-=r·E=r·
A +B
No

2)

(P,(a,b)) =

I+~ ]m .............................. Eq~ 13
41[1_--;===1
=]+.!.[11+ A~t:,'
4

( p'(c,d)) =

21 [1_--;===1
===;"]+.!.[11+~
4
kl Yo

1
1+ ~
,

]-.!.[14

k2 Yo

1
] ............ Eqn.14
1..:&.l!:.
+ ,
kl Yo

where k, = B - A , k2 = 3A + B and k3 = A + 3B

2

2

2

As can be seen from these equations (and from figure 37), the bit-error rates are now
different for the pairs of bits {a, b} and {c, d}, and can be controlled by changing the values
of A and B whilst keeping the average signal level the same (figure 38). Equations 13,14 are
more complete versions of the approximate equations of Morimoto et al in [75]. Figure 37
compares these theoretical expressions with results from the simulation developed, assuming
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that the receiver is able to track the mUltipath fading perfectly.

This is an unrealistic

assumption, which is discussed later in this chapter.
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via a Rayleigh·fading Channel

Although figure 38 shows that the bit-error rate can be tuned by varying the properties
of the modulation scheme, the modulation depth required to give equal bit-error rates depends
on the quality of the channel. This is not a quantity that can be known when a system is being
designed and so tuning the modulation to give equal bit-error rates is not a viable option.
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Figure 38 : BER Effect of Modulation Depth for QAM16 Type 111
via a Rayleigh Fading Channel at 18 dB

Having noted the similarity between QAM16 types IT and

rn,

figure 39 provides a

comparison of the QAM16 Type IT simulation with the theoretical expressions derived for
QAM16 Type

m.

In order to create a fair comparison, the modulation schemes have been

normalised to operate at the same average power level. As the average power for Type IT was
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originally less than for Type

rn, the effect of this is to increase the signal power in Type II.

The bit-error rate on bits a and b is therefore reduced, though this is not obtained without
cost. The change in the modulation scheme moves the constellation points closer together,
and so Type II is more susceptible to errors in bits c and d. Although Type II provides a
lower bit-error rate than Type

rn for bits a and b, it performs over twice as poorly for bits c

and d in the y=20dB region.
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Filters
In order to keep the transmission bandwidth finite, the output from the modulator

needs to be band-pass filtered (which, in a base-band simulator corresponds to low-pass
filtering), as shown in figure 40. In order to achieve optimal performance, the channel
(assumed to be an AWGN channel) must not exhibit inter-symbol-interference (lSl). This is
guaranteed if the filter satisfies the Nyquist Vestigial Symmetry Theorem [76].

-1

Modulator

~EJ~--+~rl---+~I Demodulator ~
AWGN
Figure 40 : Simple Transmission Model
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Matched filters ([9] for example) do not ensure the lack of ISI, but can be designed in
such a way as to do so by making them satisfy the Nyquist theorem. Conversely, it is not
sufficient to only meet the conditions of a Nyquist channel. Feher [77] shows that, for
optimal

p.

performance, a Nyquist channel should be used where the Nyquist filter

partitioning satisfies the matched filter criteria, that is H'(f) =H"(f) . The requirement to
H'(f)

have
H'(f)

=H"(f) ,

and

for

H(f) =H'(f)' H"(f) ,

means

that

= H"(f) =~ H(f) .

--1

Modulator

m---.(~l)---~~B-1 Demodulator~
AWGN

Figure 41 : Optimal Filter Arrangement for A WGN channel

Raised Cosine Filter
The filter that is usually used in mobile radio [67, 78] is the raised cosine filter. This
is defined by:-

H(J)=T

forO:s;lfl:s;

{f

T ( I+cos n·
H(J)="2'

-..L'(I-a)})
2T¥,o

H(J)=O

2~(I-a)

for

2~ (I-a):s; If I:s; 2~ (I +a)

for

1
If I~-(I+a)
2T

This can be seen to satisfy the Nyquist Vestigial Symmetry Theorem (see figure 42a), and
thus guarantees IS I-free transmission. The parameter

a controls the bandwidth of the filter,

the typical value being 0.35 (corresponding to a bandwidth of approximately

15xT).

The

filter taps required for the implementation of this filter are given by:-

h(t) =

T.m
1-("')' m T
1

nat

·-sm-'cos-

T

if T*12atl

h(t=O) =1
58

h(t)

L

=

1. 4

sin( nt

if T=12cal

It"

TJ

nt

(which are derived in Appendix B. page 179)
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Figure 42a ; Frequency Response of
Raised Cosine Filter
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Figure 42b : Filter taps for
Raised Cosine Filter

Square Root Raised Cosine Filter
In order to achieve optimal error performance, the square root (in frequency space) of

the raised cosine filter is required, defined by:-

H'(J),H"(J) =.fi

I
for O~lfl ~-(I-a)
2T
I
I
for -(I-a)~lfl~-(I+a)
2T
2T

H'(J),H"(J) =0

I
forl!l~-(I+a)

2T

The filter taps required for the implementation of this filter (derived in Appendix B. page
182) are given by:-

h(t) =

._I-{~.sin nt(l-a) + 4a .cos nt(1 +a)}
1-(.4f-t .fi nt
T
It"
T
I

for which two special cases are required:-
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h(t=O)
h(t =

=

Jr'{~ +l-a}

±.n = ..fiaT .{~.sin 1r(l-a)
+cos_1r(>-.l-_a...L)}
4a
4a
1r
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Figure 43b : Filter Taps for
Square-Root Raised Cosine Filter

The square-root raised cosine filter does not, therefore, satisfy the requirements for
IS I-free transmission. Thus, ISI is present in the transmitted signal, but the presence of a
second (identical) filter in the receiver removes this IS!. This is shown quite clearly by the
"Eye" diagrams: figure 44 shows a plot of the I-component of the modulated signal after the
transmitter filter and after the combined effects of the transmitter and receiver filters (for a
perfect channel, without noise). The combined effect of the two filters shows four clearly
defined amplitude levels at the symbol decision points (t=4,12,20,2S ... ).

The single

application of the filter does not lead to clearly defined amplitude levels at the decision points
as there is interference from adjacent symbols.
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Eye Diagram after Squere Root Relsed Cosh,. Filter
(alpha.o.35,41 taps)

Eye Diagram aft" Squa,-. Root Ral.ed Cosine Filter
Applied Twice (alphacO.35, 41 taps)
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Figure 44: Eye diagrams after square-root raised cosine filter (applied once and twice).
(a=0.35. 41 filter taps: timebase reflects at edges of graph).

Fade-tracking in Multipath Environments
In order to be able to demodulate an amplitude modulated (or phase and amplitude

modulated) signal the fading effect of the channel needs to be known by the receiver. In a
moving multipath environment, this fading effect is a rapidly varying signal (as seen in figure
33, page 50), and so must be tracked dynamically. This chapter presents various different
methods of tracking this fading effect. In order to compare these, and to investigate how they
perform as fJ; is varied, graphs of the bit-error rate against fdT, are included for a mean
channel noise ratio,

"(=00.

The bit-error rate for other values of 'Y can be approximated by

adding the bit-error rate due to fade tracking to the bit-error rate shown in figure 37 (page 56).

Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
Assuming that the modulated symbols are equiprobable, it is possible to get an
estimate of the fading effect of the channel by averaging the received amplitude over nsymbols (as shown in figure 45). This does not provide an estimate of the phase change
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introduced by the channel, which is assumed to either be obtained from the carrier recovery
circuit, or not to be required (for example, if differential phase encoding 16 is used).
nl2 Delay
Channel

-0- Demodulator

Filter
Last-n
Averager

4

Clock
Recovery
Figure 45 : Automatic Gain Control

In the simulation model developed, the phase recovery of the channel is assumed to be

perfect, which leads to a bit-error rate for bits 'a' and 'b' of zero when ,,{=oo. Figure 46 shows
how the bit-error rate for bits 'c' and 'd' varies with the rate of fading and also with the
number of symbols, n, over which the AGC operates.
I.E+OO

I.EoOl

1.E.()2
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1.£.Q3
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__ AGClcngtb_16O,Bitsc,d.

I •••
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I.E.(I5

I.E..oeL----'-_ _ _' - -_ _ _ _ _=.l

,.,

0.01

,.....

0.001

0.0001

.,,,,,

Figure 46 : Bit-error rate (bits c, d) vs. f/f, for AGC (r=~)

The AGC is unable to follow rapid variations in the fading effect, and requires the
symbols to be equiprobable over n-symbols.

16

Further, figure 46 shows that the optimal

In differential phase encoding, the phase of the transmitted signal is the difference in phase between the
current and previous symbols. Assuming that the phase effect of the channel remains approximately constant
between successive symbols, the receiver can cancel out the phase effect of the channel almost entirely.
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number of symbols over which the AGC is taken depends greatly on the rate of fading in the
channel.

Pilot Assisted Automatic Gain Control (PAAGC)
A solution to these short-comings (at the expense of decreased bandwidth efficiency)
is the Pilot Assisted Automatic Gain Controller (PAAGC) of figure 47. In this scheme, the
transmitter sends a known phasor periodically. Once the receiver is synchronised, it has
regular knowledge of the fading effect of the channel, and can then interpolate (usually
linearly, though not always) adjacent phasors in order to obtain an estimate of the fading
effect (both amplitude and phase) for a given input symbol.

Channel

.---r

Filter

L.

Delay

---0- Demodulator

Pilot
Interpolation

Is Pilot?
--to

Clock
Recovery

i

Figure 47 : Pilot Assisted Fade Tracking

The PAAGC scheme utilises the phasors before and after the received symbol by
delaying the received phasors until the next pilot is received. This provides an estimate of the
fading effect of the channel, and can be tuned (by varying the spacing of the pilot symbols) to
give a particular bit-error rate based on the expected rate of variation of the fading pattern for
the targeted application.
If the current pilot symbol is Pi. and the previous pilot symbol is Pi.I, then the

interpolated channel effect for the !Ch symbol after pilot Pi.I is given by:-
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phase =arg(PH)+ k. arg(pi)- ~g(Pi-l)
spacmg

The phase effect is slightly more complicated as the assumption has to be made that
the phase change is less than tt, and therefore that the direction of the phase change is in the
direction of least phase change. If the fading is sufficiently severe, or if the pilots are spaced
too far apart, then this assumption is not valid and the interpolation of the phase cannot be
accomplished.
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Figure 48: Bit-error rate vs. fdT, for Pilot Assisted AGe (r=~)

Figure 48 shows how the bit-error rates associated with all the bits that make up a
QAM16-ill symbol vary with the pilot spacing and the rate of fading of the channel (points
accurate to about 1 part in 10s ). In producing these results, the phase effect of the multipath
channel has been estimated from the pilot symbols (rather than assuming perfect estimation,
as for the AGe simulation).

Spatial Diversity
Spatial diversity 17 schemes [79, 80] have their basis in the fact that the fading pattern
associated with the multipath environment varies rapidly in terms of spatial location. Since
the transmission is most susceptible to error when the fading is severe, the use of two

17

Also possible are frequency diversity (the same message signal is transmitted using a different carrier
frequency), and time diversity (the same message is transmitted in different time slots). Both of these cause a
reduction in the bandwidth efficiency, and so are not conisdered further in this thesis.
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uncorrelated fading patterns switched by received amplitude, reduces the frequency of

occurrence of the severe fades. The system schematic is outlined in figure 49 below. Note
that as there are effectively two independent receivers, each needs to have its own filter and
fade tracking modules, but the demodulation stage can be common to all receivers.

Demod.

Figure 49: Pilot Assisted Fade Tracking with 2"" Order (Spatial) Diversity

The selection of which receiver is used is based on hysteresis switching at the input to
the demodulator, based on the received signal strength. Each receiver receives the same
symbol, but the effect of the channel is different. The received signal with greatest amplitude
is therefore the signal with least fading associated with it, and is thus least susceptible to
errors due to additive noise. Figure 50 compares the bit-error rate for non-diversity and
diversity (2nd order spatial diversity). The use of diversity produces a marked improvement in
the bit-error rate, particularly when the channel quality is good.
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Figure 50 : Comparison oj Diversity and Non-Diversity Schemes
(fdT,=O,OOI, Pi/otSpacing = 10)

It is interesting to note that there is little change in BER as fd T, is altered provided

the pilot spacing, ps, is adjusted so that ps . fdT, is constant. Starting from the equation for
the fading pattern, equation 10:N

tlfade
6.symbol number

"" ( )

'" £.J

I

,

210

N

'=1

tlfadel - 211:'
~

2'

ID 21<J-fdT,ros-R; + jS, ·21Cj· fdT, ·cos-·e
N

fdT, . fade

Consequently, the fractional change in the fading pattern is given by:-

tlfade
fade

.

- - - 211:' fdT,·M ...................................... EquatlOn 15

The accuracy of the fade tracking is primarily determined by the amount of change in
the fading pattern between adjacent synchronising pilot phasors (M = ps). Equation 15
shows that this is approximately constant if ps .fdT, is constant. Figure 51 shows the biterror rates associated with transmission at y=20dB for diversity and non-diversity schemes.
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The lines are not smooth because of the approximations made in deriving equation 15, and
the statistical nature of the simulations.
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Figure 51 : Comparison of Non·diversity and Diversity schemes in terms of distance
travelled between received pilots at 20dB (no differential phase encoding)

Figure 51 shows that the PAAGC scheme for tracking the fading environment is
unable to track the fading at all when the mobile unit has travelled in the region of a
wavelength between received pilots. From this, it can be seen that there is no correlation in
the signals received at two antennae separated by a wavelength (about 35cm at 850MHz).

Error Correcting Codes
The purpose of an error correcting code is to use some excess capacity in a
communication channel to provide information which can detect and correct transmission
errors in either the original data or in the added information. It is not possible to be able to
correct all errors that occur, but it is possible to correct more and more errors as the amount
of error correcting information is increased. Table 7 shows an example (from [81]) of adding
an error correcting code to the codewords 11, 00, 10, 01.
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Codeword
Other
received
words

11000
11001
11010
11100
10000
01000
11110
01010

00110
00111
00100
00010
01110
10110
00000
10100

10011
10010
10001
10111
11011
00011
01011
11111

01101
01100
01111
01001
00101
11101
10101
00001

Table 7: Example error correcting code

In this example, all received codewords in a given column can be corrected to the originally
transmitted code (the code at the top of the column), and in doing so all single errors are
corrected and so are some dual errors.
There are two fundamental kinds of error correcting code : the block code (as in the
above example) and the convolutional code. Block codes split the incoming data into blocks
containing k-symbols, and adds n-k symbols of error correcting information to produce nsymbol codewords for transmission. Convolutional codes operate on the code sequence as a
whole, producing a set of symbols for transmission that uniquely represent the input data.
When an error occurs in either type of code, decoding consists of making a "best guess" at
what the received data should have been, which for convolutional codes could involve
looking at a very long stream of symbols.
In this thesis, only block codes are considered as their implementation is easier and

their error correcting capabilities are more easily analysed mathematically. In particular,
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem codes (BCH codes) and Reed-Solomon codes (which are a
subset of BCH codes) are considered. However, it is not necessary for this thesis to enter into
a mathematical description of these codes (see [81], and [82, 83, 84] for BCH codes; [85] for
RS codes) and how they are derived. To be able to control the bit-error rate of the received
data it is sufficient to discuss the error properties of the data after error-correction.

BCH codes
BCH codes can correct t errors in n message bits (of which k are data bits). For any t
( <n/2) and rn, there is a BCH code of length n =2 m -1 which corrects all combinations of t or

fewer errors, with no more than mt parity-check symbols. For a given error probability, p, the
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probability of successfully correcting all the errors is given by the probability that there are t
or fewer errors in n bits:I

p(errors correctable} =L,

.

ne:. p'(I- p)"-' ....................................... Equation 16

j=O

from the Binomial distribution.

This assumes that the probability of a given bit being

incorrect is independent of all other bits, which is only true in an AWON-channel. In order to
formulate an equation for the error probability after error correction, the expected number of
errors corrected is required. This is given (per n bit block) by:I

E[number of errors corrected] =L,i

.{nc,. p'(l- Pr-'} ................ Equation 17

1=0

since E[x] = L,x.p(x)

The overall error probability is then:-

P(e} =

p_L
n

i

nc,' p'(I- pr'·i ................................................... Equation 18

;=0

For a Rayleigh fading channel, equations 16-18 are only an approximation as the errors occur
in bursts (concentrated in the regions of deep fading).
The graphs that follow compare the results obtained from a BCH error correcting
package18 (points: accurate to about 1 part in 107 ) with those predicted from equation 18
(curves), for additive white gaussian noise.

The experimental points are seen to be an

accurate match to the theoretical curves, thus validating both equation 18 and the software
implementation.

18

The author would like to thank Mr D.K. Biwott for the development of this package.
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Reed-Solomon Codes
Reed-Solomon codes are a class of non-binary BCH codes, working on blocks of n mbit symbols as opposed to blocks of n bits. The RS code is capable of correcting t symbol
errors in every n symbols regardless of the number of bit errors within the symbols bcing
corrected. The expression for the BER after RS error correction is given by:1 -

preY = p __ .L
n In

E ne;.p;(l - pr-;.i ............................ .......... ........ Equation 19
I

i=O
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where p = symbol error rate = 1- (1- P)'"

x = average number o[ errors per symbol containing errors
1 m
=-' L..

P

" me). p . (I -P ),"-j 'J.
j

j =O

1

(the factor o[ -

p

makes x the average number of errors per symbo l that cOfllaills

errors rather than tJle average number of errors per symbol).
The graphs that follow compare the results obtained from an RS error correcting
package [86] (points: accurate to about 1 part in 10' ) with those predicted from equation 19
(curves), [or additive white gaussian noise.
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Scrambling / Interleaving
As stated before, equations 16- 18 only apply when the errors are independent events.
In order to retail1 an approximatiol1 to this for Rayleigh fading channels, k groups of n bits can
be interleaved. The affect of this is to increase the duration of each of the encoded blocks by
a factor k, and in doil1g so reduce the effective length of fade. Depending on the number of
codes il1terleaved, and the duration of fade, this can lead to the errors due to fades becoming
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effectively in dependent, mak ing equations 16- 18 applicable.

There is an inherent system

delay o f n· k introduced.
Although it is possible to achieve the same result with dedicated bit-orde r scrambl ers,
there is no advantage gained as the error correcting codes do not care about the di stributi on of
errors within the n bits of the encoded data.

Transmission Efficiency
Having developed all the individual stages of the end-to-end transmission system, it is
necessary to fo rmul ate an equation (equation 20) for the overall efficiency of the transmi ss ion
incorporating: M-level modul ation

log2 M bits/symbo l

Fil terin g,

filter bandwidth = _ 1_ . symbol rate
I +a

Error correcting codes [bit

Pil ot assisted fade tracking

iJ

ni symbols transmitted for every ki data symbols

I .
proporti on of data symbols = 1- .
pilot spacll1g

Thus,

11 =

(1 pil ot S~aCing ]- I ~ a .I~' ~

................ . .. .. .. .. ........ ...............

Equation 20

Thi s will be used in Chapter Si x to control the data rate input to the transmi ss ion system to
achieve a fixed rate of symbo l transmission.

Summary
Thi s c hapter has outlined the stages necessary for the simul ation of transmi ssion via a
Rayleigh fad ing channel, based on the assumptions that:i) there is no interference at the recei ver between adjacent symbols,
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ii ) carrier recovery is achieved perfectly
Performance of several multi-bit-per-symbol modulation schemes has been considered along
with several techniques required to compensate for the fading effect of the Rayleigh fading
channel, both in terms of estimation of the fading effect and in terms of mathematical error
correcting codes applied to the received data. Mathematical analysis of both BCH and RS
error correcti ng codes has been used to validate computer implementations of both.
The si mulation results confirm that QAM 16 modulati on leads to different error rates
for the different bits that make up a given symbol. It is this fundame ntal property th at will be
targeted th roughout the remainder of this thesis, in order to decrease the amount of error
correction that is required to enable reliable transmi ss ion of compressed video. The
simul at ion has been validated against theoretical expressions and exi sting published results
([63,87] for examp le).
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Chapter Four: Error
Resilience in MPEG- 11

Chapter Four Error Resilience in MPEG-II
No matter how the video data is transmitted, there will always be some data bits that
become corrupted.

In order to consider an overall transmission system, it is therefore

important to investigate how these corrupt bits affect the decoding process, and at what level
these errors are acceptable.

This is particul arly important when the transmitted data is

compressed, as the errors are amplified by the decompression process.
This chapter considers MPEG-II [42) as a generic frequency transform based video
compression standard, although the discuss ion applies equally to other video compression
standards (MPEG-I[41], H.261 [34], H.263[43], etc.).

Since MPEG-I1 utilises several

different techniques for achieving compression ratios in the order of fifty times (spatial and
temporal compression, and entropy coding), corruption of the MPEG-II bitstream may well be
severe, affecting the reconstructed video in different ways dependin g on how the data is
damaged.
Having discussed the effect of errors, methods of efficiently reducing the impact on
the decoded video are considered.

There are essentially two different (and compatible)

approaches [88) : re-coding the bitstream so that the significance of the errors is reduced, and
error-concealment techniques which exp loit any remaining redundancy in the compressed
video to estimate the corrupted data. The first of these inherently leads to a discussion on the
importance of consideration of transmi ssion errors on the development of coding schemes.

MPEG-II Statistics
An understanding of how errors affect MPEG-I1 compressed video data can on ly be
achieved if the distribution of the data bits (in terms of elements of the bitstream) is known,
although this will vary with the amount of compression required of the encoder. Table 8
presents thi s distribution for various standard test sequences encoded at different output bitrates. From thi s table, it can be seen that the bu lk of the video bitstream is comprised of
macroblock headers and DCT coefficients. These figures are averages over an enti re video
sequence, and are subject to significant local variations within the bitstream . I-frame, for
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Sequence
Salesman

Resoluti on

Coding Rate
(Mbi tsis)

352*288

704*480

Mobi le &
Calendar

Football

704 *480

Compression
Rati o

Outside
Slice

Header

0.5

122

< 1.0%

1.0

61

2.0

Greenleaf

1920* 1040

[89]

DCT

Macroblk
Header

Coeffs

3.4%

35.5 %

60.3%

< 1.0%

1.7%

18.0%

79.9%

30

< 1.0%

< 1.0%

9.6%

89.4%

2.0

10 1

< 1.0%

1.3 %

25 .0 %

63.5%

3.0

68

< 1.0%

< 1.0%

25.8%

73 .1 %

4.0

51

< 1.0%

< 1.0%

19.7%

79.5%

6.0

34

< 1.0%

< 1.0%

13.7%

85.8%

9.0

23

< 1.0%

< 1.0%

9.3%

90.3%

2.0

10 1

< 1.0%

1.4%

45.8%

52.6%

3.0

68

< 1.0%

< 1.0%

33.5%

65.5%

4.0

51

< 1.0%

< 1.0%

25.3%

74.0%

6.0

34

< 1.0%

< 1.0%

16.9%

82.6%

23

< 1.0%

<1.0%

11 .4%

88.2%

300

<1.0%

< 1.0%

32.6%

66.9%

t9

133

< 1.0%

< 1.0%

32.0%

67.6%

t9

80

< 1.0%

< 1.0%

30.4%

69.6%

48

< 1.0%

< 1.0%

2 1.8%

78.0%

9.0
4.0
9.0
15.0

19

25.0

Slice

Table 8: MPEG· /1 Bitstream Comellts

example, have a hi gher proportion of bits assigned to DCT coefficients. The number of bits
ass igned to other header inform ation is approx imately constant for a given image reso lution .
It is also important to know how an error in a particular kind of data actuall y affects
the decoded video. From the description in Chapter One (page 27) of the MPEG-II bitstream,
table 9 can be constructed.

19

Rate requested of the MPEG·II encoder, but not achieved. Lowest bit·rate achieved for Greenleaf is about
16Mbitsis (approx imately 75x compression).
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Bitstream item

Effect of Error(s)

Synchronisation
lost until

Sequence Start Code

Decoder not started

End of sequence

Sequence Header

Damage to image properties (s ize, frame rate, etc.) . E nd of sequence
Thi s leads to damage until the e nd of the sequence.

Group of Pictures

Depends on applicati on - pertains to editing data.

I-lP-Picture header

Damage to I loss of all information relating to a
particul ar frame. For an I-lP-frame, this results in
damage to all picture inform ation until the next 1frame.

Pi cture data
damaged until
nex t I-frame

B-Picture header

Damage to I loss of all information relating to a
particular frame.
For B-frames, this results 111
damage to picture informati on until the nex t 1- or Pframe.

Picture data
damaged until
next J-/P- frame

Slice header

Loss of slice data

Next sli ce

Macroblock header

Damage to motion vectors and coded block pattern.

Next slice

Block (DCT
Coefficients)

Decode error for VLC codes, lead ing to damage to
the error signal for this block.

Next slice

Table 9 ,' Affecl of MPEG-II Hilslream Errors

Bitstream errors can be classified into three different types:i) syntax eleme nts are corrupted causing the decoder to expect a bitstream with
different content. This is catastrophic for the decod ing process, but fortunately
there is relati vely little syntactic information, and the actual parameters defining
the overall form of the bitstream can be cons idered a priori knowledge in most
situations.
ii ) the error changes the value of a code, but synchronisation is not affected (code
length unchanged). This form of error only affects the decoded video in a local
area.
iii) the e rror causes a change in the length of a codeword (VLC) and also a change in
the decoded value. Synchronisation is immediately lost leading to damage to the
video over a large area.
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or these ciassi licati ons, type

iii) is by far the most likcl y to occur, although the probabilities

actually depcnd on the properties of the VLC codebook.

Decoder Error Resilience and Synchronisation
The standard ISO MPEG-]] decoder [901 has been used as the video decoder
throughout this research. Figures 57 and 58 show the effect of errors in tenns of the PSNR of
the decoded vide020 , and some examples of the damage caused \.0 a video sequence are shown
in {igures 2 1 59.0 to 59.14 for a white noise error rate of 0.005%. Thesc frames quite clearl y
show the sensitivity of the decoding process to errors in the video bitstream, and al so the loss
of bitstream synchron isation unti l the start of the next slice.
~r-------------------------------------,

30
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..

-

BER ' O'IIo
SER O. OC)1'~
SEA O.OCI2%

-

9ER : 0.005'%

-IIER 0.0''5

-IlER 00',.
-BeR . OO2"Jlo
- B E R o. ~
&ER 0''110
SER (12%

10

IlER . O....

,
o~--~--~----~---+----+----+----~--~

o

6

12

16

36

42

46

t'ramc Numbe r

Figure 57 .. Effect o/Errors ill MP EG-Il Coded Bitslreallls
(Mobile & Calelldar code" al 4Mbils/s)

20

If U,e decoder is unable 10 decode a frame (due 10 loss of lhe piclure headcr, for example), lhen U,e decoder
knows noUling aboul tl131 fra me . The overall decoded sequence is shorlened, and !be PS NR comparisons

lose frame synchronisalion.
21 The choice of Mobile & Calendar for the lesl seq uence for lhese pa rti cul ar resulls is based on tl,e visibilily of
errors witllin tlle frames (due 10 lhe hi gh contraSl wilhin !be [rames).
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.
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1.

30

42

4.

Frame Number

Fig/lre 58 : Effect oJ Errors ill MPEG·/J Coded BitstrealllS
(Football coded at 4Mbits/s)

Figure 58 in particular shows a significant increase in image quality as an I-frame is
decoded (frames 0, J2, 24, .. . ). This is to be expected as the other frames are predictions
based on tJle I-frame and so are susceptible to errors that are already present in tJle decoded 1frames . Both figures show significant variations (in excess of lOdE) in the decoded image
quahty.
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0(1)

I (B)

2 (B)

Figure 59: Effect of Errors ill all MPEG-J1 Coded Bitstrea m
(Mobile & Calelldarcoded at 4Mbits/s, Error Rate = 0.005%)

Figure continued overleaf ...
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3 (P)

4 (B)

5 (B)

6 (P)

7 (B)

8 (B)
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CB)

9 (P)

10

12 (l)

13 CB)

11

CB)

14 (B)
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Persistence of Errors
The frames of figure 59 show clearly that decoder errors persist until the next I-frame
IS

decoded, except where the motion in the sequence reveals new information.

Not

immediately obvious from these frames is that damage to B-frames only persists until the next
1- or P-frame. Therefore, using the recommended I-frame spacing of 12 frames, and P-frame
spacin g of 3 frames , I-lP-frame damage can persist for up to 0.5s whereas B-frame damage
remains for less than O.l s.

As a result, errors in B-frames can be considered to be less

significant than errors in 1- and P-frames, although their presence is still visually annoying.

VLC Synchronisation
Earlier in thi s chapter it was pointed out that errors in the video bitstream would most
likely lead to complete loss of synchroni sati on of the decoder with the bitstream (due to a
change in length of a VLC codeword). Fi gures 60a and 60b [from 9 1,92) below show the
effect of being able to re-synchronise the decoder to the bitstream at each slice (-),
macrobl ock (._._), block (---) and VLC code ( ... ).

----_._--........
~\~
30

'\~.

'.,.,'\.

"l ...

\,.

'~.

',.

w.

\.

.'.

20

'~;:'"

l~O':;.---:,,:;-.--,:":,.,---,"':
,.; ----,":;,'.,----1'0. .
BI\ Error Rile (SEA)

Figure 60a,' PSNR vs. BERfordifferelll bitstream
synchronisation points (Intra-fram es)

Figure 60b,' PSNR vs. BER for differelll bitstream
synchronisation poims (Predicted/rames)

For both intra- and inter- (predicted) frames, there is little advantage to be gained from
synchronis ing at each VLC codeword . In intra-frames it is suffic ient to synchronise at the
start of each block (and therefore provide some correct information for each block of image).
Inter-frames primari ly require synchronisation at the start of each macroblock, to ensure that
the prediction information is decoded correctly for all of the image (the information contained
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in the block level is just the error signal between the predicted and actual frames, and is less
important provided the prediction is good).
Therefore the most important aspect fo r MPEG-II decoding is the successful location
of the macroblock headers, and the abi lity to decode some information for every block of the
image. Figure 6 1 shows the effect (in terms of PSNR) of losing some of the DCT coefficients
from the end of the zigzag scan (in producing this figure, only the DCT has been considered:
there is no quantization, motion esti mation, etc.).
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Figllre 6 1 : PSNR vs. NlImber of Retailled DCT
Coefficiell ts (Frame # 1 of Mobile & Ca lelldar)

It should be noted that this graph shows the problem involved with the use of PSNR as an
image quality measurement (see Appendix C). As such, this graph can onl y be used as a
rough indication of image quality for a given number of DCT coefficients. F igure 62 shows a
64x64 pi xel section from the first frame of Mobile & Calendar, for selected numbers of DCT
coeffici en ts being retained.
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Figures 6 1 and 62 show that , although for accurate representation of detail within the
images many DCT coefficients are required, reasonable approximations to the images can be
obtai ned with on ly some of the DCT coefficients. Figure 63 for examp le shows the entire
frame for on ly the first 5 DCT coefficients being retained .

Figure 63 : Mobile & Calelldar with 5 DCT Coefficiellls
Relailled

Having noted that an improvement in the image quality can be ach ieved by
synchroni sing the decoding of the bitstream more often, and that the image quality degrades
steadily as the number of DCT coefficients discarded is increased, techniques for improving
the transmission of MPEG-II coded data can be developed.
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MPEG-II Transcoder
The concept of an "MPEG-I1 transcoder" is introduced in Appendix E [93] and,
independently, in [94].

The purpose of the transcoder is to improve the tran smission

properties of the MPEG-il coded data by changing the way in which the bitstream is encoded
(figure 64).

The advantage of transcoding is the ability to target a particular application

without having to completely redesign the encodi ng and decoding process.

If a coding

standard is adopted as the de facto standard, then it is unrealistic to introduce a new standard
for a particular application that has similar properties. [t is much more useful to be able to
translate to/from the coding standard into the form required.

MPEG-II- -+J Transcoder

1---+ Channel

--~.I

Inverse
Transcoder

t-_.

MPEG-II

Figure 64 : Trallscodillg

The transcoder has to have the following properties in order to be usefu l: i)

the quantity of data transmitted through the channel has to be in a fixed ratio to the
amount of data input, as there is no feedback connection into the encoder.

ii ) the output bitstream should be a good representation of the input bitstream
(ideally, they shou ld be identical).
iii) the amount of processing in the transcoder shou ld be considerably less than the
original encoding and decoding process (else it is more efficient to create
specialist encoders/decoders for each application).
Having desc ribed the properties required of the transmitted data, and having defined the
constraints introduced by the use of a transcoder, possible transcoding models can be defined .
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DCT Interleavinq22
The MPEG-1I coding standard is typical of all transform based video coding standards
in that it scans the transform coefficients in approx imate order of increasin g frequency, and
encodes the coefficients as a 2-dimensional (Run , Length) VLC. These are the n stored in the
output bitstream on a block by bl ock (8x8 pixel) bas is within a macrobl ock (fi gure 65).
Consequently, if any block is damaged, all subseq uent blocks (unti l the next synchronisation
point in the bitstream) are completely lost.
Block 1 (B 1)

--l

Header

Block 2 (B2)

1

VLC,YLC, .. .. , £OB

1

VLC" VLC, ... .. £OB

Block 6 (B6)

1--1

VLC,YLC, .... , £OB

~

Figure 65 .' Existing macrob lock layout

To overcome this lim itation, the VLC codes representing the DCT coefficients can be

interleaved as shown in figure 66. Within a given macroblock, the DCT coefficients are now
encoded in order of approx im ately increasing frequency. It is not possible to guarantee that
the coefficients are in ascending order of frequency, as the coefficients themselves have not
been reordered, j ust the 2-D (ru n, length) encoded form .

It should be noted that thi s

rearrangement of the VLC codewords add s no overheads to the bitstream, nor introduces any
pote ntial decoding problems (such as start code emulation, or ambiguity in the decoding
process) as the VLC codewords are not modifi ed in any way.

VLC: ,vLci, VLC,', VLC: ,VLC,', VLC: ,VLC~ YLC; .... 1---+1 MB Header

VLC/ is the

jlh

VLC code of the jlh block

Figll re 66 : IlIIerleoved macroblock layolll

However, thi s does not yet so lve the problem of loss of synchronisatio n causing loss
of video data until the end of the current slice (which usually means the end of the current
video line).

22

To overcome this, the decoder must be able to synchroni se after each

Much of the literature discusses "interleaving" referring to the in terleaving of error-corrccling code protected
bl ocks of data in order to approximate burst errors as Gaussian errors. Throughout this secti on, the word

interleaving refers la the raw MPEG-II data not to the transmission packets.
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macroblock. This can be achieved by introducing a "start of macroblock" start code (32 bits),
but this wou ld be prohibitively expensive in terms of the amount of data added to the
bitstream (this could add as much as 40 kbits per frame to the header information for a
sequence such as Mobile & Calendar which is equivalent to about I Mbits per second - a
quarter of the typical coding rate!). An alternative, zero overhead, solution is to interleave all
the macroblocks contained within a single slice as shown in figure 67. If the VLC decoder
loses synchronisation due to errors , some DCT coefficients of every macroblock will already
have bee n successfully decoded, and so some image information will exist for every
macroblock in the slice. In addition, each of the macroblock headers will be decoded, and so
motion estimation will not be affected by errors occurri ng in the DCT coefficients.

--1

Slice Hea.der

MD Hdrl , Ma Hdr2....

I

VLC11, L. VLC11,1,"', VLc.6•1, VLC.I .2 ,"', VLC:· 2 , '."

VLC~·L •. ••• VLCr *

,'0'

r-

VLc/,l is the j,h VLC code of the j'h block of macrob lock k
Slice

Figure 67 .' Macroblocks i"terleaved across a slice

Of course, such an arrangement is on ly an improvement if the errors occur part way
through a slice and not in the header information at the very beginning of the slice (when they
are as catastrophic as they are in the MPEG-II standard). Given the assumption that any bit
error will be detected by the decoder23, the probability of decoder failure for a given bit within
a slice (w ith a white noise error probability, p) is given by:j

.

p( decoder failure at / before bit j) = ~>. (1 - p)'
;=1

This is shown in figure 68 (noting that for video coded at 4Mbits/s the average slice is about
5000 bits long, though shorter for P- and B-type frames .

In fact , the MPEG-II coding

standard allows for slices shorter than the entire frame width , though the MPEG-II encoder
used for this research does not implement this feature).

23

This is not a valid assumpti on, but does provide an upper bound. Formulation in terms of whClher an error

will lead to decoder detecti on is not practical as this depends on whether cert ai n codes are possible at that
point in the DCT coeffi cients.
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The above discussion applies only for random (white noise) crrors where the
probability of a given bit being in error is independent of previous errors introduced in the
bitstream. In many scenarios this is not the case, and errors can tend to be clustered togetller.
If tllis is the case, tile block of errors behaves as a single error causing decoder failure at the
start of tile error block (except when tile burst of errors spans a slice boundary). The effective
error probability is thus the probabil.ity of a bit being the starr of an error burST, and so is
significantly reduced. The use of scramblers in order to make error correcting codes capable
of correcting bursts of errors (as discussed in Chapter Three) is thus not necessarily
advantageous. If the error correcting code is not capable of correcting the entire burst of
errors, then scrambling will have an adverse effect on tile decoding process (as the errors are
no longer clustered together). Note however, that the use of an error correcting code wiThout
a scrambler still remains advantageous.

OCR 0&'110
- - &ER 02"-

- - SER 0''110
- - S E R 006%
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00''''
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BER 0.0ImI0

- - &ER 0.00'"

- - - A_. sac.lArvto
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10000

Oil numbc.r, J

Figure 68: Probabilily D
J Decoder Failure allbefore bil)

Figures 69 and 70 show tile effect of interleaving across an entire slice in terms of
PSNR of the decoded video. The curves show an improvement in decoded image PSNR over
those of figure 58, and also exhibit reduced Ouctuations and a rapid fall -off in overall
bitstream decoding suceess above an error rate of about 10-4 . As the bit error rate increases,
the probability of damage to the more sensitive data (i.e. data outside macroblocks which
contains information critical to tile decoding process) becomes significant. Provided some
method can be found to further protect syntax elements, the goal of increasing the error-
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resi]jence in the MPEG-J] coded data

IS

achieved. although the image quality is severely

dependent on the error rate.
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Figure 69: Effect of Errors 011 IlIIerJeoved MPEG- II Bilslreallls
(Mobile & Calelldar coded at 4Mbilsls)

Figure 70.' Effecl of Errors on lll lerleaved MPEG- II Bits/reams

(Football coded at 4Mbitsls)
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Figure 71 overleaf shows the effect of an error rate of 0.005 % applied to an MPEG-ll
bitstream with interleaved DCT data. There are three types of errors present:i) locali sed noise (hi gh frequency DCT coefficients damaged or discarded)
ii) large sections without any image data (caused by damage to syntax elements [slice
or macroblock header]).
iii) sections with the wrong brightness level (caused by damage to differentially coded
DC coefficients).
The last two o f these are caused by damage to syntax elements within the bitstream, which is
not addressed by DCT interleaving. The improvement in image quality for the areas that are
damaged by errors within the DCT coefficients is substanti al.
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oen

I (B )

2 (B )

Figure 71 : Effecr of Errors ill a ll ll11erleaved MPEG -Il Cod ed Bitscream
(Mobile & Ca lelldar coded at 4Mbirs/s, Error Rare = 0.005%)

Figure continued overleaf. ..
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Syntax Protection
In order to guarantee successful decoding of the MPEG-il bitstream, it is necessary to
ensure that the existing synchronisation points are protected from errors. The use of "start
codes" in the form 0000,0000,0000,0000,0000,000 I ,XXXXXXXX (xxxxxxxx denoting the
actual start code) is advantageous in that they can be searched for once the decoder loses
synchroni sation. However, thi s will on ly occur when there are errors in the bitstream, and the
start code system is susceptib le to a corrupt bitstream in two ways:•

damage to a start code causes a loss of video data until the next start code of the
same (or a hi gher) leve l.

•

start code emulation can occur. The structure of the video cod ing is such that it is
not possible to accidentally create a start code. However, when errors are present
in the bitstream this can no longer be guaranteed.

The requirement of being able to search for start codes provides a signifi cant limitation on the
techniques that can be cons idered for reducing the likelihood of start code errors.

For

example, suppose that a t-error error correcting code is added to the start code. The pattern to
be searched for is now OOOO,OOOO,OOOO,OOOO,OOOO,OOO I,xxxxxxxx,ss ... ss (ss ... ss being the
error correcti ng information) with up to t-errors. It is, however, not possible to guarantee that
this pattern wi ll not occur elsewhere within the bitstream, so this is not a valid solution .
The on ly viable alternative to start codes is the encodi ng of the length of the particular
block of data, which inherentl y removes the need to be able to search for a particular pattern
provided th at it can be guaranteed that these codes wi ll be received without error. Such a

scheme is advocated in [95], where the slice start codes are repl aced with codes indicating the
length of four-s lice sections, and the picture start codes are replaced with a 128-bit pseudo
random bit pattern (though how this l28-bit pattern is detected in the presence of errors is not
discussed).
When the bit-error rate i comparatively low (so that damage to a start code has a low
probability of occurrence) then the use of start codes to provide re-synchronisation of the
bitstream is effective. If there is a significant likelihood of damage to a start code occurring,
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then the additi on of a more error resilient method of detecting the start of a picture wi ll lead
to a more stable decodin g of the video bi tstream (with particul ar importance attached to the
re-synchronisation at 1- and P-frames).

EREC Transcodinq
An altern ative method of increasi ng the frequency of synchroni sation points wi th in
the video bitstream is the Error-Resilient-Entropy-Cod ing (EREC) scheme of [94, 96), which
is based on Error-Resilient-Position-Cod ing (ERPC) [97). Thi s algori thm splits the video
data into fixed sized slots (of N bits each), whose size is transmitted (protected by an error
correcting code) as part of the bitstream. As can be seen fro m fi gure 72a below, some of the
slots are parti all y fi ll ed, whereas the remaining slots overflow. The essence of the EREC
algorithm is how thi s is overcome, whi lst guaranteeing that the bitstream can be uniquely
decoded.

N

Figure 72a " EREC codillg

The parts of slots that overfl ow are retained, and shi fted right one slot. Thi s data is then
pl aced into a slot if there is room for some data in that slot (fi gure 72b). This process is
repeated, until no data overflows a slot (figure 72c).

Figure 72b ,' EREC codillg (after olle iteratioll)
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N

Figure 72c : Complered EREC coding

This process guarantees that the start of each slot can be located in the bitstream,
regard less of errors. If a slot contains errors though , all data that has overflowed into other
slots has to be considered invalid N
The EREC scheme inherently contains an efficiency problem, as it requires the
transmi ssion of the (error protected) slot size, N, which is not a property of the original

MPEG-ll bitstream. Further, the total number of bits transmitted is unlikely to be an exact
multiple ofN, and so there wi ll be some gaps (on average, there will be (#slots-I) /2 gaps in
every EREC frame) in the transmitted data. It is not possible to shorten the final slot length ,
as the gaps do not occur at the end of the data block.

For bitstream transcod ing thi s

inefficiency is a severe problem, as the output rate cannot differ from the input rate. The
efficiency prob le m of EREC can be overcome by more complex transcoding (in [941 , this is
ach ieved by replacing four slice start codes with a single EREC framing code).
The numbe r of slots transmitted for an EREC frame can be calculated from the
macroblock headers, on the assumption that they are received error free . If not, there needs
to be a mechanism for re-synchroni sing the decoder to the bitstream . Thi s leads to another
potential problem with the EREC scheme : start code emu lation can occur within the
transcoding process (as the VLC codewords can be split up at the end of a slot).

The

receiving transcoder cannot search for start codes if decoding breaks down , so the EREC
framin g code must be uniquely decodable which is impossible to guarantee within the EREC

lA

Although some of the data th at has overfl owed will still be valid , evaluation of which slots defi ni tely co ntain
valid data is d ifficult.
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transcoding scheme (though the probabi lity of this occurring can be made very small by
increasi ng the code length). Further, it must also be inserted after the last sli ce of a frame in
order to locate the picture header accurately.
The resulting EREC algorithm is simi lar in many ways to the DCT coefficient
interleaving already outlined. The EREC scheme provides more synchronisation points, but
at the cost of introducing extra data th at needs to be transmitted. The receiver is guaranteed
to be synchronised for each EREC slot (typicall y a 'block'). DCT coefficient interleaving
only guarantees synchronisation at the start of a slice, but evenly distributes coefficients until
errors are received. This is achieved at zero overhead.

Development of Compression Standards
The amount of effort required by an encoder/decoder to adopt one of the algorithms
outlined above is minimal in comparison to the work performed by either the encoder or the
decoder.

Although unnecessary in some applications (e.g. CD-ROM), there are many

occasions when the transmission is not noise free . Both of the approaches outlined in this
c hapter show a significant improvement in received image quality in noisy environments,
indicating that the MPEG-II coding standard is (perhaps surprisingly) unnecessarily
susceptible to errors.
Consequently, in the development of any coding standard, it is essential to consider
whether the coding standard will be used in noisy situations. If this is the case, in developing
the codi ng standard algorithms that minimise the effect of errors shou ld be considered.

Error Concealment
Although not actually used in this research, a potentially important tool in transmitting
acceptable quality video is that of error concealment. That is, when the video is received and
known to contain errors, some of the remaining redundancy in the MPEG-II bitstream can be
utilised to attempt to predict the damaged / missing video data.

Numerous different

approaches (summarised in [98]) have recently been discussed: some of these are listed in
table 10 below.
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Technique

Approach

Disadvantages

Spatial Interpolation
[99, 100]

Estimatio n of lost data based on
successfull y decoded surroundin g data.

Damaged areas are usually large, so
estimation is almost impossible

Estimation of lost data based on

These techniques only really work in slow

previously reconstructed pictures.

moving images, when very little data

Temporal In terpolatio n

would have been tran smitted anyway.

MOlion Compensated
Concealment [42J

Motion vectors are estimated from
neighbouring macroblocks.

Estimates are only accurate if the
estimated moti on vectors provide a true
estimate of the motion.

MCC wi th improved
averaging [101]

Motion vectors estimated based on

As above, but estimates are usually
improved.

vector field processing.

Intra Concealment

Additional moti on vectors transmitted

Additional data transmi ued always, onl y

Vectors

for encoding th e macrob lock
immediately below an intra-coded
macroblock.

used in the presence of noise

Data relransmissiono
[47,49J

Detection of errors causes a message to
be sent to the transmitter requesting

Significant additional del ay introd uced,
and communication has to be point-topoin!.

retransmission of the affected data.

Table 10: Summary of error cOll cealmelll strategies

As can be seen from this table, all of these proposed schemes are far from perfect and their
success depends mainly on the properties of the video itself. In fact, the conclusions reached
in [98] are that ;i)

to obtain good image quality, it is important

10

support error concealment already

during the encoding process.

[sic}

ii) use of shorter slices and concealment vectors for intra-coded macroblocks

improve considerably the image quality in error-prone applications.
These conclusions are not surprising as the attempt in all these schemes (except for the use of
intra concealment motion vectors) is to find additional redundancy that was ignored in the
encodi ng process, and to utili se this in the reconstruction of the images. Since the encoder
works on blocks of 8x8 pi xels, it is unlikely that redundancy in the detail will be left within
the encoded video once blocks are lost.

25

Whether or not 'data retransmission' can be classified as 'error concealment ' is debatable, however it
remains a valid technique for coping with tran smission errors and so is included in this table.
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In li ght of these remarks, the results presented in thi s thesis do not include any fo rm of
error concealment other th an th at which is inherent in the algorithms themselves.

Summary
This chapter has investigated how the MPEG-ll standard responds to transmission
errors.

Hav in g noted the extreme error susceptibility, the concept of DCT coefficient

interleav ing was introduced as a novel (zero overhead) soluti on which significantl y improves
the quality of the decoded video for a given error rate, although the quality of the received
video still decreases rapidl y with increasing bit-error rate.

A more complex , alternative

soluti on (which has been developed in parallel by other researchers) has been outlined for
complete ness of the discussion.

Although very different in their approaches, the two

soluti ons to the MPEG-ll error resi li ence problem are based on the fo ll owing key points:i)

th e probability of decoder fai lure at or before a given bit increases wi th the
number of bits since the last synchronisati on point. It is therefore important to
synchronise the decoding of the bitstream frequently, so as to make sure that the
decoder can decode some data for all of the image.

ii) image quality should decrease steadily as the error rate is increased.
The presence of methods of rearrangin g the video bitstream, in a zero overhead
fas hion, leads to a discussion on the development of coding standards. In general, standards
are developed to provide maximum video compression, but with little or no regard for the
possibility of transmission errors. With careful construction of the video bitstream, it is
possible to significantly increase the qu ality of the decoded video in the presence of small
amounts of noi se. A brief discussion of some methods for recovering intelli gible video data
when the bitstream is damaged is presented. However, these methods are unable to predict
detailed image data and so are not considered throughout this research.
An interesting point to note with the DCT coefficient interleav ing scheme developed
in this thesis is that the video is more susceptible to errors around the start of a slice than it is
to errors towards the end of a slice. Chapter Three introduced transmi ssion schemes that
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inherentl y prov ide different bit-error rates for di fferent transmitted bits.

The fo ll owing

chapter di scusses how these two pro perties can be combined.
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Chapter Five:
Partitioning for
Wireless Applications

Chapter Five Partitioning for Wireless Applications
The previous chapter outlined two schemes for increasing the overall error resil ience
of an MPEG-II coded bitstream, although it was shown that for accep table quality the overall
bit-error rate had to remain low. Of the schemes outlined, the DCT coefficient interleaving
scheme inherently places the most important part of the data closest to the synchroni sation
point. This chapter outlines how this property can be used advantageous ly to increase the
efficiency of transmi ssion , particularly for wireless applications.
increase brought about?

How is this efficiency

Without prioritised partitioning, both partitions require error

correcting codes, as outlined in Chapter Three, to provide a constant bit-error rate for the
system. If the data can be prioritised, then the low importance data does not require as Iowa
bit-error rate as the high importance data, and so requires less error correction. Thi s removal
of error correction from the second partition increases the effic iency of the transmi ssion, at
the cost of reduced video quality when errors occur. However, with carefu l construction of
the prioritisation scheme, the quality of the reconstructed video can be made to decrease
gracefu lly as the bit-error rate increases.

Parti tion

J

Partition 2

Figure 73 .' Bitstream Partitioning

Figure 73 outlines the basic pri nciple of partitioning. The shaded area represents a
single "object" from the video bitstream, with arrows showing the order in which the decoder
removes bits from the partitions. In the simplest case, the partitioned object length (I) is just a
si ngle bit. In the more complicated systems outlined in this thesis, the "object" can be as
large as an entire slice.
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Targeting of Error-Rate Prioritised Channels
If the bit-error rates of the vari ous channels associated with a single communicati on
are di fferent, then there are essenti all y two altern ati ve strategies th at can be used : add error
correcting codes to the channels so that the post-error correcting bit-error rates are the same,
or encode the data in such a way as to match the importance of the data to the channel e rror
rate. The former of these is the approach taken by Hanzo et al in [55] which is outlined
below. The prev ious chapter outlined a method of re-ordering the image data in terms o f
visual importance, which shall be used as the bas is fo r developing the latter approach.

Matched Error-Rates via ECC
Careful choice of error correcting codes can lead to all channels hav ing the same biterror rate after error-correction.

Once thi s is achieved, video data can be spl it into the

requ ired rati o very simply. There are, however, di sadvantages associated with this approach:i) such a scheme onl y works when the bit-error rate for the entire bitstream is very
low as was shown in the previous chapter, when acceptable video was achi eved
for bit-error rates less than 0.005%. As such, it is di fficult to target efficiently
scenarios where the bit-error rate may fluctu ate.
ii) in the mobile environment the error correcting coders) need to be able to cope
w ith (potentiall y long) bursts of errors. Thi s either makes the error correcting
codes ineffi cient , or requires scrambling of the data ove r many error correcting
codes, resulting in add itional delays.

Error-Rate Based Priority Partitioning
The technique developed in thi s thes is

IS

to retain the d ifferent error resilience

properties of the various channels, and to encode the data in such a way as to minimi se the
effect caused by the high bit-error rate channel(s). Providing th at the re-coding of the data
can be achieved efficientl y, signi ficant gain s in efficiency can be achieved by remov ing error
correction from all but partition I (assumed from now on to be the low error rate partiti on).
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This scheme is particularly well suited to the mobile environment where long bursts of errors
can occur, as there is no need to be able to correct all these errors.
The major difficulties as ociated with this system are:i) efficiently re-coding the data
ii ) guaranteeing a minimum Quality of Service.

However, later

In

thi s

chapter, it will be shown that this is in fact a reali sable target.
Partitioning the video bitstream will inherently introduce some added data to the video
bitstream, either in the form of new codewords, or inefficiencies introduced by the
requirement o f the bitstream being decodable in the presence of errors. As a general rule, the
quality of the video in the presence of errors on partition 2 will be higher if the amount of
video data on partition I is max imised.

In other words, where possible, the overheads

associated with partitioning hould be targeted to the error prone part of the transmitted data.

Partitioning
Initially, the partitioning of the video bitstream is developed in terms of the inherent
prioritisation of the data introduced through DCT coefficient interleavi ng. The process of
partitioning interleaved DCT coefficients is purely one of dividing the data and making sure
th at the re-combining process can reverse thi s process regardless of the errors present in all
but partition I.

Throughout this di scuss ion the partitioning is assumed to be into two

partitions , although there is no reason why the data could not be partitioned into multiple
partiti ons, and so the derivations that follow are based on an arbitrary number of partitions.
Before outlining particular algorithms that have been developed for partiti oning the
video data, it is necessary to outline the rules that the algorithms must adhere to. As errors on
all but the first partition are expected to occur, it is also necessary to outline strategies to
detect these errors and recreate a legal MEPG-ll bitstream . These errors create a secondary
probl em : the re-combining process must be able to work out where to synchroni se the
partitions using information obtained from partition I only. Thi s is made more complicated
by two further requirements :-
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•

the partitioning ratio will not be I: I, as the re will be an e rror correcti ng code on
partiti on I at least.

•

the partiti oning ratio needs to be achieved accurately over the entire sequence (so
that the output bit-rate fro m the error corrector(s) is identical).

The following rules are pre-requisites of the partitionin g process:I)

The total amount of data after parti tioning must always be at least as great as the
origin al amount of data if the quality is to be preserved. The ideal partitioning locati on
is derived below. It may not be possible to partition the data at thi s locati on, in which
case partitioni ng should occur as soon after thi s location as poss ibl e.

The total

amount of data required to fill all the partiti ons may thu s be more than the origin al
amou nt of data, leading to part of the last partition not being filled.
2)

Modi ficati ons to the bitstream cannot cause start code emul ation in the re-co mbining
process, as the start codes are used as synchroni sation markers (and can indi cate that
decoding should be stopped, because synchroni sation has been lost). Thi s constraint
has the following implications :•

Unless the data th at fo ll ows the modifi cati on is kn own a priori, then the end of
the data o n partition I cannot end with '0' (the first digit of the start code) 26

•

VLC codes cannot be arbitrarily spl it unless the data that fo ll ows them is a
start code.

3)

If new codewords are introduced, they must be unique. Their locati on in the bitstream
must be such th at the re-combining process would search fo r them. For example, they
cannot fo ll ow the ESCAPE code (which the decoder expects to be fo ll owed by two
fi xed length codes).

4)

Partiti oning will always occur once, so if thi s is represented by a VLC codeword, it
shoul d have a simil ar length to EOB (whi ch will occur up to 6 times per macrobl ock).

26

Actually it does not need to be as strict as thi s, but thi s guarantees no start code emulation.
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The re-combining process mu st always be able to find such a code, and so thi s code
cannot occur where a fi xed length code would be ex pected.
Table II below shows the in form ati on that is known in the partiti oning process and in the recombinin g process. From thi s in fo rmati on, formal ex pressions for the amount of data to send
to each partiti on can be deri ved. The partiti oning rati o, p[i] 27, is a priori know ledge defined
by the error correcting codes in the system. The amount of data already sent to each partition,

bi/s[i] , is required in order to achieve the ex act partiti oning rati o required over the entire
bitstream (as the required ratio cannot be achieved accurately over a sin gle "obj ect").

Partitioni ng

Re-combi ning

Amount of data to partition

.,/

le

Length of partiti on 1

le

.,/

Partitioning rati o, p[i]

.,/

.,/

Bits already sent to each partition

.,/

.,/

Table JJ : Knowledge of bitstream properties in th e partitioning and re·
combining processes

Partitioning Eguations
Defining L[i ] to be the amount of d ata to be sent to the ilh partition for thi s "object", then:total bits on partition

biIS'[O]=

°

afte r this "object" =bi/s'[0] = L[0] + bi/s[0]

£0][ .] .(total bits to partition+ . L, biIS[J])
Pl
} = clrmllle/s
i=dullll1tlS

bits'[i] =

27

;[~1 ' bits'[O] ...... .......... .... .. .. ......... .... .. ............. ... ................ Equation 2 J

Throughout th is discussion,

p[i] is an integer defining the dis tribution of bits

to channels. For example, if

partition) has a BCH(255,223,4) code and partiti on 2 has no error correcti on, then

p = {223 ,255} .
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Therefore:-

~O\. ] .(total

L[O] =[

P

bits to partition+

I.

I, bitsU]I]-biIS[O]
j=chllnntis

)

i=cmml1eis

L[i] = ;[~1 · biIS'[0] -biIS[i] = ;[~1 ' (L[O]+bils[O])-bils[i]
These guarantee that, after the data is partitioned , the partitions wi ll be in the correct ratio to
the

nearest

Due

bit.

I, L[i] ~ total bits to partition,

to

rounding

errors,

they

do

not

guarantee

that

which is achieved by increasing L[O] and recalculating L[i]

until thi s criterion is ach ieved. Obv iously, increas ing

L[O]

is likely to lead to

I, L[i]

bein g

more than the amount of data to be partitioned which results in a small inefficiency in the
system.

Recombining Eguations
In the recombining process, the partition lengths (L[i] ) can be calculated from the
length of the I SI partition , I, and the partitioning ratio, p[i]

:-

L[O]= L
L(i]= ;[~1 ' (L[O]+bils[O]) - bits[i]
Implementation
In both the partitionin g and re-combini ng processes, the use of

create a probl em as

bils[i]

bits(i] will eventuall y

becomes large (and so the required accuracy is lost). Defining

a[i] = bits[i]mod p[i] , then:bils[i] = a[i]+ k · p[i],
so

I, bits[i]= I, a(i] +k .I, p[i]

where

k is an integer.

i= chOI1I1t1s
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k is the same for each channel as the bitstreams are synchroni sed after each "object" to ensure
that the rati o of the total amount of data sent to each partition is correct (from Equation 21,

bits[i] _ bils[0]
p[i] - plO]

k). Therefore;-

bits'[O]

=

£;(iJ"

(total bits to partition+

~:,a(j])+ k· plO]

i=challl1ds

a'[O]

= bils'[O] mod

plO]

"L~~i](M" b'. ~ p'rti<i,,'I aUI))

mod

P(o]

bits'[i] = P(iLbits,[O] = p[iL(a[i]+k .p[O])
plO]
plO]
= p[i] .a[i]+ k. p[i]
plO]

Therefore, there is no difference in the achieved partitioning ratio if

p[i] , thu s removing the problem of bits[i]

bits[i]

is kept modulo

becoming large and losing accuracy .

Error Detection
Hav ing defined the rules for partitioning the data, it is necessary to define how the recombining process should respond when errors are present in partition 2. Thi s, in itself,
depends on the ability of the re-combining process to detect that e rrors are present in the
bitstream.
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The standard MPEG-II coding scheme can inherently detect three types of errors :•

invalid VLC codeword (not part of the codebook)

•

invalid Escape code (i llegal fixed code for run length or level)

•

DCT coefficient out of range (the DCT works on an 8x8 pixel block, producing 64
DCT coefficients.

If decoding of the coefficients produces more than 64

coefficients, then a decoding error has occurred).
Swann and Kingsbury [91] define an additional approach to error detection. Based on
a set of training video sequences, they have classified DCT coefficient values above a certain
range (which varies with the coefficient index) as statistically unlikely, and hence potentially
indicative of errors having occurred.

Although this approach undoubtedly works in the

majority of sequences, the possibility exists that thi s algorithm could flag correct data as
being in error. As such, this technique is not utilised in thi s research .
In the case of errors being detected in partition 2, there are essentially two alternative

strategies that can be utilised. Either the data decoded so far for partition 2 can be retained
(on the assumption that bitstream decod ing errors are detected soon after they occur), or the
entire second partition between successive synchronisation points can be thrown out. Both of
these methods (labelled Mode 0 and Mode I respectively) are investigated in what follow s.
In terms of PSNR, mode 0 performs worse when the error rate is high, but has the advantage
of recovering more quickly as the error rate is reduced.
It was noted in the derivation of the partitioning location, that there would be some
inefficiencies caused by the requirement to produce an exact partitioning ratio across the
entire sequence, and by the ideal partitioning location being impossible for the data being
partitioned. In either case, some of the last partition is unused. This 'Dead-Time' can be
used to store a known, pseudo-random , bit-pattern which can be tested for once DCT
coefficient decoding is complete. If errors are present in this code, then only data from
partition I is kept. Obviously, the effectiveness of this code in detecting errors will depend
on the length of the Dead-Ti me, but once this Dead-Time has been introduced by the
partitioning process, it makes sense to find a use for it. This should re move those errors
III

where the decoding of partition 2 is corrupt, but sufficient EOB codes 2B are located before the
end of the space that is all ocated.
When errors are detected in the re-combining process, or when there is Dead-Time at
the end of the second partiti on, then the reconstructed video is at a s lower rate th an the data
that is entering the re-combining process. However, the amount of data lost is calcul able
from the amount of data in partition I , and this much data can be inserted back into the
bitstream provided thi s is syntactically legal.

The MPEG-II coding standard permits

implicitly the inclusion of bits (zeros) before a Start Code, provided the Start Code remains
byte-aligned.

At worst, therefore, the output bitstream is delayed by 7 bits (which will

fluctuate th ro ughout the sequence, but never exceeds thi s limit). Thi s is a fundamental result
as, regardless of errors, the bitstream output from the system can be held at constant rate.

Partitioning Algorithms
The requirement th at re-combining can be guaranteed to occur regardless of errors is
on ly possible if all the partitions are synchronised at frequent interval s. The re are essenti ally
three different methods of achieving thi s, which are detailed below.

In all three cases,

however, it is on ly really logical to synchroni se on a single group of interleaved macroblocks.
This is because the interleaving process prioriti ses the data within a single group of
macroblocks.
Perhaps the easiest approach is to encode the number of bits on partiti on I before
partitioning occurs, as shown in figure 74. Inherent with any parti tioning system that includes
synchroni sation, there will sometimes need to be some extra bits inserted to synchronise all
the partiti ons. In this case, the 'Dead-Time' (DT) will at most be a single bit, except when the
amount of vari able length coded data is insufficient to fill the two partition s [i.e. the amount
of header info rm ation is more than the DCT informati on].

28

It is importan t to note that the EOB code is tikely to be art ificiall y produced by errors, as it is one of the

shortest codes in the codebook.
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Partition 1

Partition 2

l~

Length

I I
Header

r-

VLC,(BI). VLC,( B2) ... ·• VLC,(B6). VLC,( BI) ... .. VLC, (B I) part ]

VLC,(BI)rpan]. VLC,(B2) . .... EOB(B2) . .... EOB(B6) ..... VLC. (B I). EOB(B I)

DT 1--1

Figure 74 : Partitioning of interlea ved DCT coefficiellls

The length fi eld needs to be able to encode all poss ible lengths for the interleaved partition I.
Thi s is particul arly expensive in terms o f additi ons to the bitstream, as length s in excess of
5kbits (from IOkbits of data) are qu ite reali stic for I-frames of CCIR sequences coded at
4Mbits/s interleaved across the entire slice. As such, encoding of thi s parameter as a fi xed
length code will add at least 13 bits to every interl eaved bl ock. Re-synchroni satio n of the
partitions will occur if the length code is decoded correctl y, regardless of errors in the
remainder of partition I or in the whole of the second partition. An associated probl em with
thi s codin g scheme is that the splitting of a VLC code at the end of partition I could lead to
start code e mul ati on, and hence errors being fl agged in the re-combining process. Posit ionin g
the length fi eld before the macrobl ock headers all ows this to be avoided, but onl y with careful
des ign of the length codewords.
Alternati ve methods of encoding the length parameter more efficiently are possible. If
partitioning is onl y permitted on a VLC codeword boundary (at the expense of increased
Dead-Time), then the length can be VLC-encoded as the number of VLC code words before

partitioning occurs. One of the main di sadvantages with such a sche me is that the efficiency
of the VLC code would depend greatl y on the properti es o f the seque nce being coded (and on
the coding rate). It is therefore difficult to design a codebook that is always efficient for
reali stic video sequences.

Partition 1

Partition 2

L

Header

I

VLC,(Bl), VLC ,(B2). VLC,(B3)," ' , VLC, (B6), VLC ,(Bl).... , VLC,(Bl),

VLC,(B2), VLC,(B3),' .. ,EOB (B2), .. · ,EOB (B6), · .. , VLC,(Bl), EOB(Bl)

DT

PC

rr--'

Fig/l re 75 : Partitioning of illlerleaved DCT coefficients
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As an alternati ve to this, a new VLC code (a 'parti ti oning code', PC) can be
introduced which marks the end of the first partiti on (see Figure 75). Unfortun ately, there are
no short YLC codewords available, so possible soluti ons are to:i)

use an avai lable, but much longer code

ii) mod ify the YLC code book (though the probabilities assoc iated with the generation
of the MPEG-II code books are not avai lable, and so entirely recreating the
codebook is not poss ible)

In order to minimise the overheads associated with introducing an additional code 29 , the
approach adopted in thi s research is to modify the End-Of-Block (EOB) code by addi ng a
trailing ' 0' to those EOB codes that occur in partition I (see table 12). The PC code is then
defined to be the original EOB code (2 or 4 bits depending on how the blocks are coded) with
a trailing ' I' . Re-synchronisation of the partitions wi ll occur if the partition code is decoded
correctly, which only occurs if the whole of partition I is decoded correctly.
Macroblock
I
2

Groupin~

4
II
22

44

(Slice)

EOB codes in partition I
19.2%
22.0%
23.8%
25 .2%
25.8%
25 .9%

Table 12 : Percelltage of EOB codes occurrillg ill
partitioll l ,for frames /-5 1 of Mobile & Calelldar coded at
4Mbits/s

Table 12 shows that the proportio n of EOB codes does not vary much as the number
of macroblocks interleaved is varied30 The overheads associated with the addition of the
trailing bit to the EOB code are therefore approximately constant for this sequence. From this
table, it can be seen that for a 44 macroblock slice, with (say) 6 blocks coded for each

29

The use of a modified EOB code only minimises the overh eads when this code occurs freq uentl y in the
bitstream, i.e. when the number o f macroblocks interleaved in a single group is relatively small.

30

The proporti on of EOB codes on partitio n I varies fTom sequence to sequence, but is typically in the region
of25% .
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macroblock , the modifications to the EOB codes total about 66 bits. It would, therefore, have
been more efficient to encode the length of partition I . This is on ly true for macroblock
groupings in excess of about I I, as the overheads associated with modifying the EOB codes
are constant. This is a manifestation of havi ng to modify the ex isti ng codebook without
recreating it from scratch. If a spare VLC codeword is available, then the use of a Partition
Code will be more efficient than encod ing the length. The inclusion of the partiti onin g code,
and modifications to the EOB codes, leads to about 70 bits being in serted into every sli ce of
44 macroblocks. In practice, however, many more bits than this are added, as partitioning of

B-frame headers often leads to inefficiencies (due to there being very few DCT coefficients).
Thi s is considered later in this chapter (page 143) .

In the special case that an entire slice is interleaved, a modification to the partition
code scheme outlined above can be made (figure 76). As the subsequent syntax element in
the MPEG-ll bitstream is guaranteed to be a start code (which can be uniquely searched for
within the bitstream), then :i) the partition code itself is not required (and hence modifications to the EOB codes
are not required). Partitioning occurs when the next partition I code is a start
code.
ii ) partitioning does not need to occur at a VLC codeword boundary as start code
emulation cannot occur31. Provided there is more DCT information than header
information, the on ly overheads are caused by the synchronisati on of the partitions
at the start of each slice (i n a 2 partition system, this is an average of 0.5 bits per
sli ce).

Partition 1

Partition 2

l~

SC Header

I

VLC ,( B I). VLC,(B2), VLC,(B3), "" YLC,(B6), YLC, (BI), ... , VLC,(B I)[parr I

VLC,(BI)[pan I.YLC,(B2). VLC,(B3) ..... EOB(B2).· .. . EOB(B6),. ··, YLC. (BI), EOB(B I) DT

se

I

J

Figure 76 .' Slice partitioning of interlea ved DC[ coefjiciellls

31

A slice is always followed by a start code, and so no pattern of bits at the cnd of the slice can cause
premature emulati on of a start code (in the absence of errors).
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The use of the start code as the synchronisation marker means that synchronisation of
the bitstreams is guaranteed provided that the start code itself is not damaged.
Slice interleaving parti ally overcomes the inefficiency associated with partitioning Bframes, as it permits the partition code to be positioned earlier after the macroblock header (in
the first DCT coefficient, modifications to the MPEG-II codebook are active prohibiting the
insertion of a mod ified EOB code).

Partitioning Performance
Figures 77 and 78 show the effect of varying the number of macroblocks that are
interleaved. For small macrob lock groups, the probability of detectin g errors is reduced, so
some damage is not detected by the recombining process (and so PSNR is lower for bit-error
rates in the range 1-70.01). For larger macroblock groups, the lower the error rate has to be
for the PSNR to increase. As the coding rate is varied, so the curves wou ld be expected to
move in line with the change in MB group size. Mode I reconstruction (where the secondary
partition is thrown away when errors are located), with large numbers of macroblocks
interleaved, leads to almost constant PSNR when the error rate is high. It is thu s possible to
provide a form of guarantee of Service Quality.
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Figure 79 (overleaf) shows the same information as Figure 78, but with a pseudorando m bit-pattern inserted into any Dead-Time introduced in partiti on 2 by the partitio ning
process, At low bit-error rates, there is virtually no change in PSNR. At high bit-error rates,
the PSNR is he ld almost constant at a level almost equivalent (within O,5dB) to always
throwing o ut the secondary partition rega rdless of the number of macroblocks interleaved in

a single group , In other wo rds, th is scheme is very efficient at detecting errors within the
bitstream, regardless of the number of macroblocks interleaved between synchroni sation
points,
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Fi gure 80 shows that slice interleaving performs almost identicall y to interleav ing

In

groups

of 44 macroblocks (i,e. the entire slice). This is to be expected, as the efficiency gains of slice
interleaving are brought about primarily through not having to modify the codebook, rather
11 8

than through a fu ndamental c hange in the actual algorithm . Although the MPEG-II coding
standard permits the use of slices that do not span the width of the entire frame, the
implementation used for this research does not allow thi s. It is, therefore, not possible to
compare the effectiveness of slice interleaving with interleaving groups of macroblocks less
than the entire slice.
The conclu sions that can be drawn from these graphs are that:i)

in general it is best to throwaway partition 2 when errors are detected

ii) the use of a pseudo-random bit pattern in the inherent Dead-Time introduced by
partitioni ng leads to an approx im ate guarantee of service quality, by increasi ng the
likelihood of errors being detected.
iii ) interleaving smaller numbers of macroblocks provides a faster recovery (as the
bit-error rate is reduced) from errors as less data is lost when errors occur.
The fo ll owing sequences (figures 8 1 to 86, summarised in Table 13 below) show the
effect, in terms of damage, of errors on the second partition.

For all the sequences, the

macroblock group size is the entire slice. Decoded video is shown for each reconstruction
mode with a partition 2 bit-error rate of 0.1 %, and for mode I reconstruction at 0.0 I %32 and
I %.

These show that the quality does indeed degrade gracefully (though there are some

obviously visible artefacts), and that the need for a very low bit-error rate in the previous
chapter was the protection of syntactic information. Each sequence is accompanied by some
frames showing the difference33 between the decoded video with and without errors. These
show quite clearly (for mode I reconstruction) which slices have the second partition
retained, and which have it thrown out.

32

This is equivalent to an overall bit-error rate of 0.005% averaged over both partitions, comparable to the

frames produced in the previous chapter.
33

As the difference between two greyscale images is in the range -255 to +255 , in producing these error
frames, this has been mapped into the range 0 to +255. + 128 (grey) represents no difference in the images.
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Figure

Page

81
82
83
84
85
86

121
124
127
130
133
136

P2 error
rate
0.1 %
0.01 %
0.1 %
1%
0. 1%
0. 1%

Macrob locks
Interleaved
44
44
44
44
44
Slice

Reconstruction
Mode
0
I
I
I

I
I

Dead-Time
validati on
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

Table 13 ,' SlImmary of lllclllded video seqllelleefigllres

The frames showi ng mode 0 reconstruction show the effects caused by keeping all
coefficients decoded before an error was actually detected. It is not overly obvious from still
frames, but the noise in this form tends to differ signifi cantly between successive frames,
leading to poor quality video.
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0(1)

I (B)

2 (B)

Figure 81 : EffeCl of Partitioll 2 Errors 0 11 Partitioned MPEG· /1 Coded Bitstreams (fra mes alld differell ce fro m error free sequence)
(Mobile & Ca lelldar coded at 4Mbits/s, P2 Error Rate = 0. / %, / : / Partitiollillg, Mode 0 Recollstructioll )

Figure cont.inued overleaf. ..
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9 (P)

10 (B )
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12 (1)

13 (B)

14 (B)
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0(1)

1 (B)

2 (B)

Figure 82 : Effect of Partitioll 2 Errors 0 11 Partitiolled MPEG-/1 Coded Bitstreams (frames alld differell ce from origillal sequellce)
(Mobile & Ca lendar coded at4Mbits/s, P2 Error Ra te = 0.0 1%, I: 1 Partitiollillg, Mode 1 Recollstructioll)

Figure continued overleaf. ..
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4 (B)

5 (B)

6 (P)
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8 (B)
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9 (P)

IO (B)

II (B)

12 (l)

13 (B)

14 (B)

126

ocn

1 CB)

2 (B)

Figure 83: Effect of Partitioll 2 Errors 0 11 Partitiolled MPEG- II Coded Bitstrea ms (frames alld differellcefrom origillal sequellce)
(Mobile & Calelldar coded at 4Mbits/s, P2 Error Rate = 0. / %, 1:1 Partitiollillg, Mode 1 Recollstructioll )

Figure continued overleaf. ..
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9 (P)

10 (E)

II (B )

12 (I)

13 (B)

14 (B )
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0(1)

I (B)

2 (B)

Figure 84 : Effect of Partitioll 2 Errors 0 11 Partitiolled MPEG-1/ Coded Bitstreams
(Mobile & Calelldar coded at 4Mbits/s, P2 Error Rate = 1%,
I.' J Parritiolli1lg, Mode J Reconstruction)

Figure conti nued overleaf...
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9 (P)

10 (B)

11 (B)

12 (l)

13 (B)

14 (B)
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0(1)

I (B)

2 (B)

Figure 85 : Effect of Partition 2 Errors on Partitioned MPEG-1/ Coded Bitstreams (frames and difference f rom original sequence)
(Mobile & Calendar coded at 4Mbits/s, P2 Error Rate = 0. / %, I: 1 Partitioning, Mode 1 Reconstruction lVith Dead-Time Validation)

Figure continued overleaf...
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Figure 86 : Effect of Partition 2 Errors on Partitioned MPEG-II Coded Bitstreams (frames and difference from original sequel/ce)
(Mobile & Calendar coded at4Mbits/s, P2 Error Rare = 0. 1%, I: 1 Partitiollillg, Slice IllIerlell villg)

Figure continued overleaf ...
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Partitioning Efficiency
Figure 87 shows the efticiency of partitioning at different macroblock groupings,
contrasted with the efficiency of applying a BCH error correcting code to the second partition.
Also shown is the efficiency of slice interleaving. The graph

SlOPS

at a compression ratio of

about 64 (equivalent to coding at 2.1Mbits/s) as the MPEG-Il encoder fails to encode this
sequence at rates lower than this, even if requested to do so as a formal parameter.
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Figure 87 .. Effi ciency DJ Partitioning/o r various Macroblock groupillgs
(Mobile &- Calendar,Jral/les 1-51, coding IVilll B-frall1es).
Contrasted w ;,!/ efficiency DJ Be N error correcting code Oil pa rtition 2.

Although this graph shows a signi[icant improvement in efficiency as the number of
macroblocks interleaved is increased, one of the main contributions to this is the partition
codes that are no longer required in the bitstream. When this is considered, the partitioning
efficiency of interleaving single macroblocks and the entire slice differs by no more than 3%.
This is, of course, irrelevant in terms of the partition code system, as these codes will always
need to be inserted. It does, however, show that the efficiency would not be expected to
change greatly for slice interleaving if shorter slices could be used.
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Figure 88: Efficiency of Partitioning/o r various Ma croblock gro upings

(I-ID7V sequence Creenunfframes 1-20, coded wilh B-Jrames!_
COIl/rasted wilh efficiell cy of BeN error co rrecting code 011 partitio n 2.

Comparison of figures 87 and 88 shows that there is very little variation

In

the

eftlciency of partitioning as the sequence (and, in tllis example, also the image dimensions) is
changed. In both cases, the efficiency varies almost linearly Witll the achjeved compression
ratio of the encoder.

Transcoding Efficiency and Bit-rate Control
The partitioning process developed above inherently adds data to the MPEG-II
bitstream as part of the transcoding process. The fact that the quantity of data added is
variable poses a significant problem in the partitioning process, as the output bit-rate for
transmission must be constant. There are essentially two possible solutions to tltis :i)

transmjt at a rate that guarantees to be sufficient for the transcoded data

ii) modify the coded vjdeo so as to control the bit-rate.
The rust of these is inherently inefficient, and so is not con sidered further. Modification to
tile bit-rate of an MPEG-II coded bitstream is considered in [102] and [103] . By far the
simplest solution proposed is the loss of high frequency DCT coefficients in order to reduce
140

the amount of data transmitted. In the case of interl eaved DCT coefficients, this algorithm is
particul arly easy to reali se by throwing away coefficients at the end of the interleaved block.
This has the added advantage over the ex isting schemes of inhere ntl y throwing out
coefficients from more acti ve blocks first.
For large changes in bit-rate this technique leads to poor q uality reconstructed video,
but for small changes the results are acceptable. Re-quanti zation of the DCT coefficients
leads to a small improvemen t in video quality [104] (in [102], O.4dB for rate conversion of
"Flower Garden" from 4Mbit Is down to 3.2Mbits/s) but at the cost of having to re-encode
the VLC coefficients. The other techniques require much more complicated transcodin g,
which results in near-complete video decoders I encoders being required to achieve the
transcoding. This defeats the objecti ve of th is research, so for the s mall changes in bit-rate
required for thi s research « 10%) only removal of high frequ ency DCT coefficients is
considered.
To achieve an output rate that is

1C

times the input bit-rate, the amount of data to

remove, E, is given by:-

[; = (1- K) bits to partition + overheads
Obviously,

E

has to be adj usted so that on ly whole VLC codes are removed from the

bitstream, else decoding would fail.
presented in this thesis,

E

In the implementation developed for the results

is also restricted so that: -

[; ~ -.!.. bits to partition
2

The purpose of thi s is to spread out the effect of large changes in coding rate across an entire,
or possibly several, encoded frame(s). The remaining overheads in the partiti oned data are
given by:overheads = overheads- {(I- K) bits to partition + [;}
Figure 89 shows how

E

and 'overheads' vary throughout a sequence, as the output bit-rate is

controll ed to match the input bit-rate. The significant overheads accumulate during B-frames

14 1

(on the x-ax is, the labels mark the start of frames in the order they occur within the MPEG-II
bitstream : I,P,B,B,P,B,B,P,B,B,I,B,B ,P, ... ).
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The overheads can be seen to be brought back dow n to zero durin g every J- and P_frame

34

,

since these frames contain signifi cant amounts of DCT coeffi cients which can be di scarded to
control the bit-rate. Although there are significant overheads, it shoul d be noted that 40kbits
only corresponds to a system delay (at 4Mbi ts/s) of IOms, or considerably less than the three
frames (3x40ms) delay inherent in the frame re-ordering of the MPEG-II encoder.
Fi gure 90 shows the effect of controlling the transmi ssion bit-rate in the transcoder
(and hence, outside the DPCM loop) for frames I-51 of Mobile & Cale ndar, coded at
4Mbits/s. This graph shows the PSNR as the transmission rate is vari ed from 3.2Mbits/s
upwards, until no coefficients are being thrown away in the partitionin g process. Shown also
is the PSNR for the same seque nce as the coding rate is varied (so image in fo rmation is being
lost inside the DPCM loop). The two partiti oning curves behave as expected : the only

34

There is a s light lack of synchronisation between lhe curves and the axis labels which increases throughout

the sequence (due to some macroblocks being 'not-coded ').
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significant difference between the PSNR of slice interleaving and a macrobl ock grouping of
44 is caused by the difference in efficiencies of these two methods. Thi s is to be expected, as
the bit-rate controllin g algorithms are the same. Keeping the bit-rate constant at 4Mbits/s
produces a O.6dB degradation in the video for slice interleav in g.
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Figure 90.- Effecr of conrrol/ing rhe rran smission bir-rare o llfside rh e DPCM loop
(frames 1-5 / of Mobile and Calendar, coded ar 4Mbirs/s).

It shou ld be noted that this algorithm is not perfect. There is a PSNR difference of
about O.25dB between when this algorithm is not used, and when the output bit-rate is set to
be the same as the output rate for sli ce interleavi ng without the bit-rate being controlled

(4.12Mbits/s). This is due to the large fluctuations th at occur in the overheads through the
sequence causing some coefficients to be lost (and to keep the rate co nstant, some zeros being
added in when the bit-rate is too low).

Partitioning B-frames to improve efficiency
Table 14 shows that the majority of the overheads associated with partitioning the
video data are indeed associated with B-frames, and so it is not always sufficient to partition
the DCT coefficients. The B-frames contai n very little (if any) DCT coefficient information ,
but contain significant amounts of data in the macroblock headers (motion vectors, etc.), and
so there is insufficient information to efficiently partition the data. In such cases, to keep the
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partitioning process efficient, it becomes necessary to div ide data that is more susceptible to
errors (in the knowledge that the errors do not propagate to other frames).
MB Grouping

I

2
4
11
22
44

Average Overheads (bits)
per MB Group
23.5
39.6
68.7
162
30 1
573

perMB
23 .5
19.8
17.2
14.7
13.7
13.0

Average Overheads (bi ts)
CB-headers split)
Per MB GroUQ
perMB
13.4
13.4
18. 1
9.1
24.7
6.2
41.7
3.8
63.7
2.9
106
2.4

Table 14 : Average Partitiollillg Overheads,
for fram es / -5 / of Mobile & Ca lendar coded at 4Mbits/s

Bitstream element

Code
length

Macroblock increment
Macrob lock type
Spatial temporal weight code
FramelField motion type
DCT type
Quanliser scale code
Motion vertical field select 1,2
Motion horiz. I vert. Code
Motion horiz. I vert. r
Dmv horiz. I vert.
Marker bit
Coded Block Pattern
Total

1-1 1
1-9
2
2
I
5
1,(1 )
1-11 , 1- 11
1-8, 1-8
1-2, 1-2
I
3-9

Average
bits/macroblock
p
I
B
1.00
1.02
1.02
1.42
2.87
3. 12
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.95
2.00
1.00
0.92
0.48
2. 10
2.07
1.34
0.00
0.95
2.93
0.00
6.26 12.49
0.00
2.42
1.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6. 16
3.25
5.52 24.62 27.74

Affects subsequent
decoding?
Y
Y
y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
y
Y

Table / 5: Distriblllioll of bits ill B-frallle lIIacroblock headers
(Mobile & Calelldar,frallles / -5 / , coded at 4Mbits/s)

Table 15 shows the distribution of bits within macroblock headers. Of the poss ibl e
elements, only the motion vectors do not affect syntax of the subsequent decoding
significantly. In terms of the amount of data, the motion vectors contribute on average 16.53
bits out of the average B-frame macroblock header length of 27.74 bits, which enables much
more efficient partitioning of the header by placing these codes on partition 2. Obviously,
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damage to the motion vectors wi ll cause significant damage to the reconstructed v ideo, but
damage to B-frames will onl y persist until the next J- or P-fram e.
Partiti oning of B -frame headers is achieved by re-orderin g the codes, so that the
motion vector codes come last35 , and inserti ng a code to indicate, for the entire macrobl ock
group, the number of VLC codes before partiti onin g of the B-frame header occurs. The
effic iency of thi s mode is shown in figure 93, and can be seen to be a significant
improvement.

However, damage to partiti on 2 causes significant damage to the video

although it on ly persists for one or two frames.
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(frames / -5/ of Mobile alld Ca lelldar coded at 4Mbits/s. B-frame headers partitiolled)

Figures 91 (mode 0 reconstruction) and 92 (mode I reconstruction) show the effect in terms
of PSNR as the partition 2 bit-error rate is vari ed. At hi gh error rates, there is a significant
degradation (up to 4dB at a bit-error rate of 100%) compared to when the B-frame headers are
not split (figures 77 and 78). Thi s is to be expected as damage to the moti on vectors of the Bframes will cause significant damage to these frames (as can be seen from fi gure 94).

]:5

T he reposit ioni ng of the motion vector codes cannot prod uce start code emul ati on problems, as the motion
vectors co uld be the last item in the mac roblock header.
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0(1)

1 (B)

2 (B)

Figure 94 : Effect oJ Partitioll 2 Errors 0 11 Partitioll ed MPEG-ll Coded Bitstreams (frames alld differellce Jrom origillal sequell ce)
(Mobile & Calelldar coded at4Mbits/s, P2 Error Rate = 0.1%, I: 1 Partitiollillg, B-Jrame headers partitioll ed)

Figure continued overleaf ...
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3 (P)

4 (B)

5 (B)

6 (P)

7 (B)

8 (B )
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9 (P)

10 (B )

11 (B )

12 (l)

13 (B)

14 (B)
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Figure 95 shows that the overheads are at least an order of magnitude lower than
without partitioning of the B-frame headers (figure 89, page 142).
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Summary
Thi s chapter has outlined techniques that can be used to reduce the amount of error
correction required for transmiss ion of coded video. The use of data interleaving within the
syntax of the coded video, and partitioning of the video data into different levels of visual
importance, leads to a gracefu l reduction in decoded image quality as the transmi ss ion error
rate increases. All methods of partitioning the video data inherently introduce additional data
into the bitstream, and so an algorithm for controlling the bit-rate after partitioning has been
outlined. Provided the change in bit-rate is small , damage to the video data is also smal l, and
the system delay associated with controlling the bit-rate is small compared to the delays in the
MPEG-1I encoder.
The constraint of workin g within the codebooks of the MPEG-1I cod ing standard leads
to a reducti on in efficiency of the partitioning process, except when the entire slice is
interleaved and then partitioned. Thi s has the disadvantage of spreadin g the effect of errors
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over the entire width of the image with the encoder used in this research.

Since the

probabi lity of errors occurrin g within a given section of the bitstream increases with the
length of the section, shorter interleaved blocks wi 11 lead to better quality video.
Therefore, in order to achieve the required efficiency, there are two choices. Either
modify the existing codebook, to make a partitioning code avai lable; or reduce the length of
slices in the o ri ginal MPEG-II bitstream. The latter is provided for in the cod ing standard, but
is not impl emented in the version of the encoder used during this research.
With the algorithms outlined in this chapter, the ex isting video bitstream is subdivided into two (or more) layers with different error resilience requirements. This is then
ideal for the transmi ssion lin ks outlined in Chapter Three where the properties of the
modulation scheme are such that different bits have different error resilience. In the next
chapter, these are combined (with appropriate error correction applied to the important syntax
layer) to produce a video transmission link that is capable of withstanding the bursts of noise
typical in the multi path fading env ironment of mobile radio.

ISI

Chapter Six: MPEGII
Transmission System

Chapter Six MPEGII Transmission System
Having outlined techniques to improve the error resilience of the video bitstream, and
for separating the bitstream into different priority partitions, it is now possibl e to define an
overall end-to-end system for transmission.

The complete system contains numerous

parameters that can be modified independently to vary the system performance, and it would
be prohibitively time consumi ng to present results as all of these are varied. Consequent ly,
where the results from the previous chapters have shown particular values to be suitable,
these values are assumed throughout the results of thi s chapter.

Overall System Model
Tmnscoder

QAM 16- 1I1 Modul::ltor

+

De-i nlerl cav e~ I---,

Fade
Tmcking

Inverse Transcoder

Receiver

Figure 96 : Complete transmissioll system

Figure 96 shows the overall transmission model. The original MPEG-II bitstream is
DCT coefficient interleaved, an d then partitioned to produce two sub-channels of
in fo rmation , with different error-resilience requirements.

Partition I contains the more

important data (syntax, motion vectors, and initi al DCT coefficients) which is strongly error
protected and then interleaved to distribute the transmission errors that will occu r in deep
fades in a more random fashion . Partition 2 contain s the high frequency coefficients which
are less important, and so are optionall y protected from occasional random errors by a weak
error correcting code. These two sub-channels are then modulated using QAM 16 Type ID
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before filtering and transmi ssion through the fad ing channel. The receiver tracks the fad ing
effect of the mu lti path channel in order to be able to demodulate the data, and then the output
from the demodul ator is de-interleaved and error-corrected before being recombi ned and
rearranged into an MPEG-II conformant bitstream.

Choice of System Parameters
There are a large number of parameters to be chosen for the above model, however
simulation results presented earli er can be used to reduce the number that need be
investigated in the context of the overall system. For example, the error correcting codes and
interleaving can be chosen from simulations of the transmission system (presented in Chapter
Three), and a knowledge of the permitted e rror-rates on the two channels (see C hapters Four
and Fi ve).

In all the simul ati on results that fo llow, the fo llow ing paramete rs have been

used :-

a=0.3 5

fJT, =0.001
CNR > 15dB
These represent typical values for ex isting mobi le radio tran smi ss io n systems, although the
value o f fJT, is towards the top of the expected range. The primary reason for choos ing this
value is that smaller values of

Id!.

require longer simulations to be run to achieve a

reasonable statistical averaging.

Fade-Tracking Algorithms
Chapter Three outlined various techniques for tracking the fading effect of the channel
in order to be able to demodul ate QAM 16 Type ill. The combination of second order spati al
di versity at the receiver, coup led with pil ot-assisted automatic gain control produces the
lowest bit-error rate (at the ex pense of hav ing to transmit the pilot sy mbo ls) of the techn iques
outlined in thi s thesis. Although the effectiveness of the gain control improves as the pil ot
spacing is reduced, the overall effect on the bit-error rate is small at CNR up to about 30dB.
Consequently a pilot spacing of 20 symbols is chosen, which represents a compromise
between efficiency and residual bit-error rate.
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Interleaving period
It was noted in Chapter Three that the errors were concentrated in bursts, and that the

error correcting codes could be made more effective by interleaving Illem. The Illeoretical
expressions that were derived assumed that the errors were randomly distributed, and this
represents a bound on what can be achieved by the error correcting codes in the overall
system model. The actual number of code blocks Illat need to be interleaved will depend on
the duration of the fades, and eonseq uentl y on the value of f dT,: the slower the fading, the
longer the interleaving period shou ld bc to produce a good approximation to randomly
distributed errors.

Figure 97 shows the effect on bit-error rate of different interleaving

periods for various BCH codes applied to partition I , for f dT,=O.OOI at CNR=20dB .

• T
.

.

........ Pr. Er .... CorNet ...
___ PIJICH(UA1.2}
Pl_9CH(IS3.46.3)

'""'*- P1J1CH(83.3i.4 )
___ P,_BC H(I3 ,3 UiJ
-+-pU~CH('UO" 1

Inlerleavlng period (bll$)

Fig ure 97 : Effect Oil Bit·e rror rate of BCI1 code interleaving p eriod

Despite there being quite large fluctuations in the bit-error rates, due to statistical
fluctuations in the pre-error-correction bit-error rate, there is no significant improvement
above an interleaving period nf 6kbits. This represents a delay of 6ms for a transmission rate
of lM symbolslsec which is significantly less than Ille dclays inherent in the rest of the system.

Error Correcting Codes
Figure 98 shows the effect of adding a BCH code to partition 1. In producing this
graph, 96 code blocks (about 6kbits) have been interleaved in order to approach a random
distribution of errors. Although there are large fluctuations (caused by 'on ly' running the
simulation with about l07 symbols), it is possible to see the general trends in this graph .
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Chapter Five showed tilat reliable transmission of partition I required a bit-error rate of tile
order of 0.005%, which at 20dB requires at least a BCH(63,39,4) code.
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Figure 98: EJJecl OIL Pa rtition J Bit-error r afe ofvariotls error
correc/illg codes (wilh inte rleaving).

Figure 99 shows the effect of error correcting codes on partiti on 2, but without
interleaving. As expected, the effect on the bit-error rate is small , even when a strong code is
used. Despite not being able to correct tile majority of tile errors in the bitstream, it may be
advantageous to correct a small number of occasional, random errors by using a weak errorcorrecting code.
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Figure 99: Effecl 011 Pa r/ilio n 2 Bil-error rale ofvariolls error
correcting codes (wi thout interleaviJlg).
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Partitioning Properties
Chapter Five introduced the partiti oning algorithm, working on groups of interleaved
macroblocks. The greatest efficiency was obtained when an ent ire slice was interleaved,
tho ugh it was noted that similar efficiency should be obtained if the original MPEG-II
encoder could produce sho rter slices. In order to investigate what effect this would have in
the end-to-end system, simulation results are also presented for macroblock groupings of I I
(quarter slice) and 44 (entire s lice).
The partitioning process is not completely efficient, and so the bit-rate control
algorithms outlined in Chapter Five are included to fix the post-partition ing bit-rate.

Efficiency
The combination of partitioning, error correction and pi lot assisted fade tracking leads
to a reduction in the actual amount of video data that can be transmitted.

Equation 20

(Chapter Three, page 73) combines these with the increased bandw idth efficiency of QAM 16,
and the bandwidth of the fi Iters, to produce an overall efficiency in terms of video bits 1 Hz.
Table 16 shows how thi s efficiency varies for different partition I error correcting codes, and
also the effect of a weak error correcti ng code on partition 2.
Modul at ion

Levels

a.

PI BCH

P2 BCH

Pi lot
Spacing

n

k

I

n

k

I

Video bilslHz

0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35

20
20
20
20
20

63
63
63
63
63

51
45
39
36
30

2
3
4
5
6

63
63
63
63
63

63
63
63
63
63

0
0
0
0
0

2.55

OAM I6

16
16
16
16
16

OAMI6
QAMI6

16
16

0.35
0.35

20
20

63
63

39
39

4

63
63

57
51

I
2

2. 14
2.01

AMI 6

AMI6
AM I 6
AM I 6

4

2.41

2.28
2.2 1

2.08

Table 16 : Bandwidth efficiency fo r va riOllS systems
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System Results
Figures 100 and 101 show the quality of the received video in terms of the PSNR
(w ith respect to the original unencoded frames) as the channel quality is varied 36 The output
bit-rate requested of the MPEG-II encoder is about 4Mbits/s. After partitioning (controlled
with

K= I,

i.e. 100% efficiency) and error correction, this leads to a transmission rate of

1.33 Msymbols/second.
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Figure 100: PSNR vs. Challllel quality for frames I-50 of Mobile & Calelldar, BCH(63,39,4) all PI ,
BCH(63.57,l) all P2, slice illterleaved, IC= I. trallsmitted at 1.33Msymbolslsec.

Above 20dB, there is a gradual improvement in the quality of the decoded video as the
number of errors on partition 2 is reduced. The error correcting codes on partition I have
successfully corrected the majority of the partition I errors above thi s point. Below 20dB, the
error correcting codes are unable to correct sufficient errors, and so damage to the syntax of
the bitstream results . This has a potentially large effect on the quality of the decoded video,
although this depends on exactly which bits are damaged. Consequently there are large
fluctuations in the PSNR 37

36

All MPEG-II bitstreams created in the production of the graphs in this chapter are included on a CD-ROM in
the back of this thesis. Appendix D detai ls the contents of this disk.

37

These results are produced fro m a single transmi ssion of the video sequence, and the exact effect on the

decoded video depends on exactl y which syntax bits are damaged by noise. Re-runnin g the si mulatio n would
produce decoded video with a different PSNR.
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Figllre 102 : End-to-end system reslllts
(Mobile & Calendar transmirred at 1.33Mbits/s, r=20dB, P1 BCH(63,39,4), P2 BCH(63,57, I), slice interleaving lVith mode 1 reconstrllction)
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Figu re 103 : Elld-IO-elld system results
(Mobile & Ca lendar trallSlllitted at 1. 33Mbits/s, r=24dB, PI BCH(63,39,4), P2 BCH(63 ,57, I ), slice illferleavillg lVit" lIIode 1 recollstructioll )
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Figures 102 and 103 show example decoded frames for the sequence Mobi le &
Calendar, at 20dB and 24dB respectively. In both cases, the decoded video is intelligible
though obvious artefacts remain. Figure 102 shows that some residual partition I damage has
remained after error correction.
Thi s inability to correct the errors on partition I is due to the choice of a
BCH(63 ,39,4) error correcting code for that partition. Figure 98 (page 156) s hows that thi s
provides the required bit-error rate only when the channel quality is above about 20dB.
Figure 104 shows the effect of using a stronger code, whilst retaining the same transmission
rate . The quality of the decoded video in the absence of errors is decreased, as the extra errorcorrection information has required a decrease in the original coding rate (to mai ntain the
same transmission rate). There is a slight improvement when the channel quality is worse
than 20dB.
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Figure 104: PSNR vs. Challllel qllality for frames I-50 of Mobile & Calelldar, BCH(63,30,6) 011 PI ,
BCH(63,57, I} 011 P2, slice illterleaved, -..=1 , trallsmit/ed at 1.33Msymbols/sec.

Figure 105 shows the effect of removing the weak error-correcting code from partition
2 (under the same conditions as figure 100, page 158). The quality of the decoded video
recovers much more slowly as the channel quality improves, as even single bit errors are
sufficient to damage all subsequent partition 2 data for a slice.
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Figure 105: PSNR vs. Challllel quality for frames I-50 of Mobile & Calelldar, BCH(63,39,4)
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0 11

PI,

Figures 106 and 107 show the effect of not using slice interleaving. First, figure 106
shows the result of interleaving 44 macroblocks (i.e. the entire slice) but usin g the partition
code to mark the end of partition I. This is purely a benchmark (as the efficiencies are more
closely matched) for comparison with figure 107, which is for II macroblocks interleaved.
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Figure 106 : PSNR vs. Challllel quality for frames J -50 of Mobile & Calelldar, BCfJ(63, 39,4) 0 11 PI ,
BCH(63,57, J) 0 11 P2, 44 macroblocks illlerleaved, 1(:1.05, trallsmitted at 1.33Msymhols/sec.

Use of the inherentl y less efficient partition code has lead to a reduction in the PSNR
obtai ned for the entire system as expected. Interleaving 44 macrob locks provides otherw ise
simi lar results to slice interleaving.

Interleaving I I macroblocks provides a more rapid
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improvement

In

PSNR as the channel qual ity improves from 20 to 25dB, which is to be

ex pected as an error (or a short burst of errors) only affects 'A of the width of the image. For
both these figures,

has been set to 1.05 to combat (to some ex tent) the inefficiencies

J(

inherent in partitioning.
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BCH(63,57, I) Oil P2, I I macroblocks ill terleaved, 1C= 1.05, trallsmitted at 1.33Msymbolsl s.c.

Summary
Thi s chapter has presented results from combining all the algorithms outlined in this
thesis into a single end-to-end system for transmitting MPEG-il compressed video. The use
of DCT coefficient interleaving and then partitioning allows one of the sub-channels to be
transm itted with little or no error correcti on, thus improving efficiency. Further, the fact that
the errors tend to occur in bursts means that damage to the video caused by errors in thi s subchannel is spati ally localised.
To reduce the error rate on the first partition to a level that produces sati sfactory
decoded video, a strong error correcting code coupled with interleav ing is e mployed. In
conjunction with second order spatial di versity at the receiver, and pil ot-ass isted auto matic
gain control for fade trackin g, the bit-error rate on this partition has been kept below the
requ ired 0. 005% for CNR > -20dB. To reduce the effect of the partition I errors occurri ng in
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bursts, the interleaving peri od should be as long as possible, limited onl y by the delay inserted
into the system, and the memory in the receiver.
The use of shorter blocks of interleaved data provides a more rapid improvement in
decoded image quality as the channel quality improves. Thi s is further evidence to back up
the discussion in Chapter Five, wh ich showed that the number of macroblocks interleaved
shou ld be as low as possible, within the limits of partitioning effic iency.
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Chapter Seven :
Conclusions

Chapter Seven Conclusions
Thi s thesis has investigated the particular problems associated with the tran smi ss ion
of hi ghly compressed digital video bitstreams through noisy communication links. Rather
than creati ng a new video coding algorithm that performs well in the presence of noise, this
thesis has developed the concept of a transcoder operating on the output of an existing coding
algorithm. This has several key advantages ;i) the cost of developing entirely new video coding algorithms is much higher than
that of developing a transcoder (which is essentially a partial decoder / encoder).
ii) the existi ng video coding standards are well established, and are beginning to
appear as sin gle chip-set VLSI implementations. As a resu lt, consumer devices
wi ll soon start appearing which use these devices, and compatibility is an
important aspect in any new system .
iii ) the transcoder works on the compressed video, and so the bandwidth required for
the communication link between the video source and the transmi tter can be kept
low.
Starting with a discussion of how di gital signals are compressed and in particular how
video frames can be compressed, Chapter One outlines how existing video coding algorithms
work. Emphasis is placed on MPEG-II as this is a generic coding algorithm that targets many
diverse app lications. The other popular video coding standards (M PEG-I, H.261 , H.263) are
intrinsically simil ar to MPEG-II, and so techniques developed to work with MPEG-II should
be extensible to these other algorithms.
Chapter Two outlines ex isting approaches to the problem of send ing compressed
video through noi sy communication links. The maj ority of these require feedback to the
transmitter which is di sadvantageous because ;i) the communication is point-to-point. Separate transmiss ion is required to each
receiver, and so broadcast applications are not possible.
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ii ) the video server at the transmitter has a lot of work to do fo r each comrnunication

link that is open.
The alternati ve approach is to use error correctin g codes to correct all the errors incurred by
transmi ssion, but thi s is inherently inefficient when the channel qu ality is likely to fluctuate.
Thi s thesis has been primaril y concerned with the fas t fading environment typical of
wireless transmi ssion to a mobile receiver.

The lack of a direct line-of-sight between

transmitter and receiver resu lts in severe fades in the received signal level (as the receiver
moves through the fi eld of refl ected signals), which in turn makes transmiss ion particul arly
susceptible to noise. In addition, the refl ected signals may have travelled di fferent distances
to reach the receiver, and so interference between success ive symbols becomes a poss ibility.
Thi s interfe rence is more significant if the signalling rate is very hi gh, becoming significant in
the region of about 2 milli on symbols/second . In order to increase the bit-rate, modu lati on
schemes that encode several bits into each symbol are considered, but these are inherently
more susceptible to errors. Chapter Three outlines all the stages (modul ation , filters, fade
tracking, and error correcting codes) required to provide an end-to-end simul ation of
transmission, and to achieve reliabl e error performance.
Having developed the transmi ss ion simul ation, the concept of the video transcoder is
introduced in Chapter Four in order to improve the error resilience of an MPEG-II coded
video bitstream. The importance of decoder synchronisation has been in vestigated, and as a
result the concept of DCT coefficient interleaving has been introduced. Without incurrin g
any addi ti onal overheads, DCT coefficient interleaving signi ficantly improves decoder
performance whe n the error rate is relati vely low (and so some coeffici e nts for the entire
image are decoded correctly).
Chapter Fi ve utilises the error res ili ence properties of DCT coefficient interleaving in
conjunction with the fact that the bitstream is more severely affected by errors towards the
end of an interl eaved block th an towards the beginning, to di vide the bitstream into an
arbitrary number of partiti ons. The result of thi s is to produce a base parti tion containing
syntax elements and low frequency coefficients, and remaining partiti ons compri sing of the
higher frequ ency DCT coefficients. The partitioned bitstream is suitable for transm iss ion via
the transmi ss ion channel developed in Chapter Three whi ch inherentl y produced sub-channels
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with different error res ilience.

Different approaches to handling errors that occur in the

partitions are in vesti gated.
The partitioning process

IS

not 100% efficient, primarily because an add iti onal

codeword is required to mark the end of the first partition. Alternative approaches to marking
the end of thi s partition are investi gated , although the MPEG-1I encoder used throughout this
research is unable to modify the length of a slice which ought to lead to a more optimal
solution (thi s feature is part of the MPEG-1I coding specification). In any case, some small
inefficiencies in the partitioning process will remai n. To retain compatibility with a constant
rate input bitstream, algorithms for controlling the transmitted bit-rate are considered,
although these inherently reduce the quality of the reconstructed video in the absence of
noise. However, the transcoder cannot provide feedback to the original encoder (as thi s
would require modifications to the original encoder, and would create problems if two
different transcoders operated on the bitstream) and so the output bit-rate must be constant.
Finall y, Chapter Si x presents results for an end-to-end system comprising all the
techniques developed in thi s thesis. Error correcting codes are included to contro l the biterror rate for the primary channel to an effecti vely error-free rate (above a threshold in
channel quality) . This guarantees a basic quality of service, which is enhanced by the second
partition when the multi path fading is not severe. Consequently the goal of thi s thesis is
achieved : to produce a compressed video bitstream transmi ssion system that degrades
gracefu ll y as the channel quality worsens, whil st retaining compatib ility with ex istin g
compression standards. There is a slight degradation in image quality in the absence of errors
due to the inherent inefficiency in the partitioning process, and the requirement of the
transmi ssion rate being constant.

In add iti on, this thesis has shown that video cod ing schemes cannot solely concentrate
on compression. Achieving hi gh compression rati os is irrelevant if transmission requires
signi ficant error correction to be app lied to the transmitted data in order to produce
intelli gibl e video. This thesis has shown that the existing MPEG-1I codin g standard can be
improved on significantly, without affecting the compression efficiency.
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Further Work
As mentioned above, the MPEG-II encoder used for thi s research is un able to di vide a
line of video into several separate slices. Doing so would be likely to retain the efficiency
properties associated with interleav ing all the DCT coefficients of a slice, but would increase
the number of synchroni sati on points in the bitstream. As an alternative, the effi ciency of
partiti onin g can be improved by re-creating the codebook for the variabl e length codin g of the
DCT coeffi cients. The inclusion of a code to mark the end of partiti on without adversely
affecting the stati stical properti es of the ex isting codebook should make a significant
reduction in overheads (many of which are caused by the change to the EOB code when it
occurs before partitioning has occurred).
The most significant source of video distorti on remain s damage to the higher order
elements of the MPEG-II bitstream.

Of particular signi ficance are motion vectors and

di fferentially coded parameters (especially the DC level) th at are reset at the beginning of a
slice.

Alternative methods of codin g this data exist in the literature, which have the

advantage of removing small numbers of errors quite rapidly. Finally, the MPEG-II syntax
includes the possibility of concealment motion vectors which can be used to reduce the
visibili ty of e rrors that are detected in the bitstream. The inclusion of these techn iques in the
ori gin al MPEG-II bitstream, and appropri ate utili sation in the part iti on recombinin g process,
should lead to signi ficant improvement in the quality of received video. Further, algorithms
for increasing the resoluti on of images ("super-resoluti on" algorithms) [for example 10, pp.
33 1-345] could be employed to reduce the blurring effect caused when high freque ncy DCT
coefficients are di scarded due to errors. However, for P- and B-frames , the workl oad of the
decoder would increase significantl y if these were used (as these algorithms require the whole
image, not the motion prediction error signal, to work).
Future video encoders are li kely to be based on wavelet compress ion [105 , 106] rather
than the use of DCT based algorithms. It has not been with in the scope of this thesis to
in vesti gate how a wavelet video encoder could benefit from coeffi cient inte rleav ing and
partiti oning, and whether in fact use of these techniques would make sense.
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Appendix A : MPEGII
Syntax elements

Appendix A MPEGII Syntax elements
This appendix outlines (as pseudo-code) some of the major syntax elements of the
MPEG-II bitstream. It is not intended to be a definitive description of the MPEG-II bitstream
(see [42] for example), rather to outline the structures that are referred to earlier in the thesis.
NO. of bits

video_sequence()
(

next_start_code()
sequence_ header()

if (nextbits() == extension_start_code)
(

sequenc e_exten sion{)

do
(

extension_and-user_data(O)

do
(

if (nextbits() == group_start_code)
(

group_of-pictures_header()
extension_and_user_data(l)

pi cture_heade r()

picture_ceding_extension{)
extensions_and_u ser_data(21

picture_data ()

while (

(nextbits() ;; picture_starc_code)
(nextbits()

==

II

group_starc_code»

if (nextbits() != sequen ce_End_code)
(

sequence_header ( )

seque nce_extension()
while (nextbits ! =

sequence_en~code)

else
{

/ . MPEG-I decoder . ,

32

Table 17 : MPEG·II bilSlream slmell/re
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NO. of bits
Sequence_header()
{

sequence_header_code
horizootal_size_va l ue
vertical_size_value
aspect_ratio_information
frame_rate_code
bit rate_value
marker_bit
vbv_buffer_size_value

'1'

constraine~arameters_flag

load_intra_quantiser_matrix
if ( load_intra_QUantiser_matrix

32
12
12
4
4
18
1
10
1
1

{

8x64
load_oon_intra_quantiser_matrix
if ( loa~non_intra_quantiser~trix

1

(

non_intra_QUantiser_matrix[64)

if

nextbits ()

!=

extension_start_code )

(

if

8x64

nextbits()

==

user_data start_code

(

Table 18: Seqllence header fields

No. of bits
group_of-pictures_header()
{

group_start_code
time_code
closeCLgop
broke~link

32

25
1
1

Table 19: Crollp oJ PI ctures data fie lds
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No. of bits

picture_header()
(

picture_start_code

32

temporal_reference
picture_coding_type
vbv_delay

10
3
16

'8' I

if
(

if

full-pel_forwar~vector

1

for ward.-fcode

3

picture_coding_type

==

'B' )

(

full-pel_backward_vector
backward_fcode
while

nextbits()

==

1

3

'1'

(

e x tra_ bit-picture
extra-picture_information

'1'

1

8
, 0'

1

Table 20 : Pie/tire header fields

No. of bits
picture_data()
(

do
(

slice ()
wh ile ( nextbits()

Table 21 : Pl elUre data fields
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No . of bits
slice()
I

32

slice_ start_code()
if ( vertical_size > 2800 )
slice_vertical-position_extension

3

i f ( sequence_scalable_extension is present in the bitstream )
if ( scalable_mode == 'data partitioning' )
priority_breakpoint

7

5

if
I

nextbits()

==

'1'

marker_bit
intra_slice
reserved_bits

'1 '

1
1

7

while ( nextbits() == 'I'
I
extra_bit_ slice
extra_information_slice

'1 '

1
8

'0 '

1

)

extra_bit_slice
do
I

macroblock ( )

while ( nextbits() != ' 000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000' )

Table 22 .' Slice fields

NO. of bits
macroblock ()
{

while ( nextbits() == 'DODO 0001 000' )
macroblock_ escape

11

macroblock_address 1ncrement
macroblock-modes()

1 - 11

if ( macroblock_quant
quantiser_scale_code
if (

macroblock_motio~forwa rd

( macroblock_intra &&
motion_vectors (0)
if (

5

IJ

concealment~otion_v ec to rs

))

macroblock~otion_backward

motion_vectors (1)
if ( macroblock_intra && concealment_motion_vectors
marker_bit

'1 '

1

if ( macroblock-pattern
coded_bl ock-pattern()
for (i =O; i < block_count; i++)
I
block(i)

Table 23 .' Macroblockjields
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NO. of bits
motion_ vectors (5)
(

if

== 1 )
== 'field'

motion_vector_count

(

if «

my_frame

I && ( dmv

!=

1

)1

motio~vertical _ field_select

1

mo tion_vector(s)
else
(
motion_vertical_fiel~select

1

motion_vector (5)
motio~vertical_field_select

1

motion_vector (5)

motion_vector(s)
(

motion_horizontal_coders)
if « horizontal_f != 1 ) && (
motion_horizontal_r{sl

1-11
motio~horizontal_code

!= 0 )

1-8

if ( dmv == 1 )
dmv_horizontal(sl

1 -2

motion_vertical_coders]
if « vertical_f ! = 1 I && ( motion_ vertical_code

1-11
!=

0 I)

Motion_vertical_r(s]

1-8

if ( dmv == 1 )
dmv_verti cal[s)

1-2

Table 24 : Motion-veClor fields
No. of bits
block(i)
(

if

pattern_code[i) )

/ y

Is this block coded?

w/

(

if

macroblock_intra

(

, . Luminance block - ,

H(i<4)
(

det dc_size_luminance
if ( dct_dc_size_luminance != 0 )
dct_dc_differential
else

/*

2-9
1-11

Chrominance block * /

(

dct dc_size_chrominance
if ( dc t_dc_size_chrominance != 0 )
dct_dc_differential

2-9
1-11

else
(

First DC coefficient (modified codebook)
while ( nextbits ()

!=

En~Of_Block

3-16

)

(

Subsequent DCT coefficients
2-4

Table 25 : Blockftelds
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Appendix B : Mathematical Derivations
Thi s appendix presents so me of the mathemati cal derivati ons th at are lIsed with in the
body of thi s thesis, but would have been a distraction within if presented in situ as they are
either too complex or too long.

Integral for Fading Channel P(e)
Proof of: -

Integrating by parts gi ves

]M "
I d
I
1 = [ -erfc(.fi).- e-Y/YO - - e-Y/Yo ._.-(erfc(.fi))'dr
2
0
0
2 dr

f

where:-

so,

erfc ( x ) = 1- c2

fX

"n

e- " dt

0

~ (erfc(x)) = ~e-"

"n

dx

From this, I can be rewritten :I

M

f

_

-I

I

I

_

1 =-+ e Y!ro ._ _ ._. e Y. dr
2 0
2.fiJn

=..!. - . !. j e-r(1+Yro)._I_._I_ . dr
2 20
In .fi
Substituting t ' = y

S. I .

2.fY.dt = dy
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· .IS now a standard Integral
.
ThIS
S.t.

5I

-f e -x '/2er ' dx =-I

a 2n o

2

using

02

=_

1.
2_

1+ .1..
Yo

So,

I

=~(I
2

k)
1+ .1..

as required .

Yo

Fourier Transform of Raised Cosine Filter
The Raised-Cosi ne filter is defined by the equations:-

H(J)= T
H(J)=

~

{I+cos{n.f -,v~I - a)}J

H(J) =O

for

I
O$lfl $-(I-a)
2T

for

- ( I-a)$lfl$-( I+a)

I

I

2T

2T

I

forlfl~-(I+a)
2T

For implementation within a software simu lation, filter taps for a digital filter are required .
These are obtai ned through taking the Fourier Transform of H (f).

H( f) is symmetrical in f, and so the taps are given by:-

-f

h(t) = 2 H(J) ·cos(27if/) ' df
o
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=2

t,(I- a)
o

2

t,(I-a)

T

[m

] t,(I- a)

[T

"'(I+a)

{

T·cos~ ·

I

- 21' .

f

(I

a

)})

. cos(21ift) ·d!

+

,!,(I- a)

)}
-a .cos(21ift ).d!

a

"'(I- a)

,!,(I+a)

.sin(21ift)

2m

!

-

2T

] ,!,(I+a)

+ -

0

+ f

{

T · cos~ ·

! -...L.(t-a)}
2T

.cos(21ift) .d!

a

"'(I- a)

h(t)

{!...L
(I
- 2T~

_. I + cos ".

= - .sin(21ift)

Defin e 1 =

l

t,(I+a)T

fT . cos(21ift ).d! + 2 f

T

[m

= - .sin(21ift)

] ,!,(I-a)

[T

+ -·sin(21ift)

0

] ,!,(I+a)

2m

+1

t,(I- a)

T [.
m (I- a ) +cos-·smm . am] + 1
=smm
T
T
T

am
T . m
=- ·sm-cos-+ I

m

Define

T

T

e = ~ . (J -rr) s.t. de = ~ ·d!
a

a

•

I =T lco{e+ ;}co{2m-[~

+

2~]}

:r.

de

2
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!!.

a
=---

n

f' SIno
- -CO{m
- +2a(}t)
- - -do
Ll

Ll

T

,

K

T

-K

-K

a -cos-m f' SIno
- D -COS2a{}t
a -SIn- m - f' SIno
- D -S In--2a(}t dD
=-- -dDo+_"
n
T.
TnT .
T
2

2

•,

Noting that

•

f sin(} -cosk(} -d(} = O. J•sin () -sin k(} -d(} = -12-(2k cos kn) if k'
I-k
2
•2

a

h(t)

I

2

_ m

I =--SIn-n
T

=

7'

I

I- [lf]'

I

I-[lf]'

2at
nat
-2---cosT
T

4a 2 t 2 T _ m
nat
-----SIn- -COST2 m
T
T

T _m
am
=--SIIl- -COS-+
m
T
T

I

1_(¥

4a 2 t 2 T _ m
am
- -- --SIn-COS)2 T2 m T
T

Finally. we get the result that:-

h(t)

=

IT

_

m

am

---S tn- -cos1-(lf)2 m
T
T

provided T 7'

12atl
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-"

-"
2

2

If T=2at (k= I), f si ne.si n ke .de = f si n2e .de="

"

"2

2

So,

2

I =a·s inm . ,,=a .sin m
"
T 2 2
T

The equati ons for het) are therefore given by:-

I

h(t)

=

h(O)

= I

1-(lfY

T

.

m

am

·_·sm-·cosm
T
T

provided T "# 2altl, t"# 0

if T= 2altl

Fourier Transform of Square-Root Raised Cosine Filter
The Square Root Raised Cosine filter is defined by the function:-

=..fi
H(J) =
=0

~ -( I +cos{" f -~~I -a)})

fo r O~
for

If I~ 2~ ( I -a)

2~ (I -a) ~ If I~ 2~ (I +a)

forlfl~2~ (I +a)

Its Fourier Transform is given by (after removing the 'si n' term as H(f) is symmetrical in f):-
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2T ·( I- a)

11(1) =2·

I

2T '(I+a)

[FreOS(27ift)df + I f

~.

[1 rc ·

1-

I+eos

- . (I-a)
2'k,
I

- .( I- a)
2T

Noting that 1+eos2e = 2eos 2 19 ,define

This gives

1 =!!..... 219 +_I_ .(I_a)
7ff

So,

-.( I-a)
2T
I

11(1) =2Fr ·

2T

219 = 7ff
a
df

=

2a

.2

and

2T

1].eos(27ift)dl

'(1 __

1_ . (1- a)).

2T

2a ·de .
7ff

[eos(27ift) .dl+ 7ff .[eose .eo{2m-[

2ae
7ff +

1

a
;T ]}de

1

[

Ignori ng the first term for now (as thi s is trivial to integrate):-

•

/ =

Joeose.eo{4atT19+Tm (I-a)) .de
•

-2f

4ate

m(1 -a )

= eos e ·eos-- ·eos
o
TT

•

·de -

-2f

. 4ate . m(l-a)

eose·sm-- ·sm
0
T

T

·de

Noting the results that

.2

-"
nrc
.
I
(. nrc
)
2'cos- , and f2eose·smne·de=--·
sm - - n
fo eose ·eosne·de=-I- n
2
0
1_1!2
2

-

1

provided that n 2 of- I

I =eosm(l-a).
T

.eos 4 rcat_sinTCt( I-a) .
I
,(sin4rcat_4at )
1-(.lf)2
2T
T
1- (.lf)2
2T
T
I
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=

.(COS[m(1-a) + 47rat] + 4at .sin m(1-a)]
1-(.1fl
T
2T
T
T

=

1 2.(cosm(l+a)+4at.sinm(l-a))
1-(.1f)
T
T
T

1

Thus,

2.JT . (m
4a
1
4at . m(l-a))
h(t) =--·sm
-(I-a)) +--.
. ( cos m(l+a) +-·sm-'"--'2m
T
7r.JT 1-(.1fl
T
T
T

.
x i i x 2 + 1- x 2 1 1
Given - - +
-=-.
=-·--2' this becomes:X 1- x
1- x 2 x x
1- x 2

. m(1-a) 4a T
1
4a
1
m(l+a)
h(t) = sm T . 7r.JT. 4at· 1-(.1fY + n.JT· 1_(~(COS T

which finally leads to the result that

h(t)

1 {4a
h(t=O) = .JT.
-;-+I-a}

In the case that

4at = ±T, these equations are not valid. The equation for

I becomes :-
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•

t

I = COSO.co{ ±O+; (l-a)}d9

•

"2

= fcoso.coso.cos

•

m(1-a)

o

"2
m(1-a)
·dO- fcosO.sin±O.sin
·dO
T o T

where the ± sign in the second integral is + for t ~ 0 , - for t < 0 .

Substituting

cos2 0= l+cos20, cosO.sinO= sin20 , and for 4at=±T this becomes :_
2

2

•

•

J

J

I =.!..cos n(l- a) . (1 +COS20).d9-.!..sin n(l- a) . sin 20.dO
2
4a 0
2
4a 0

•

•

1
n(l-a) . [0 +sin20]"2
1 . n(l-a) . [COS20]"2
=-·cos
- - +-'SIn
--

24a

2024a

20

which is equal to :-

This gives

h(t =± .,';,) =

8ar;;;'SIn
. n(l-a) + 4ar;;;' {n
n(1-a) 1 . SIn
. n(l-a)}
-·cos
2nvT
4a
nvT 4
4a
2
4a
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The equations for h(t) are therefore given by:-

h(t)

=

.{.JT. sin 1rt(I-a)+ 4a .cos 1rt (I+a)} providedT# 4a ltl,t#0.
1-(~t 1rt
T
n.JT
T
1

h(t =0)
h(t=±..';,) = ar.;;.
vT

{2 . n(l-a)
-·SIll

n

4a

+COS

n(1- a)}
4a
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Appendix C : Image
Quality Measurements

Appendix C : Image Quality Measurements
Throughout this thesis, measurements of image quality are presented in terms of the
average PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio) of the luminance component of the video which is
given by:-

PSNR(y,x)=lO.log lo

I, 255
( I,

2

(Yi-Xi)

2

J

for 8-bit images.
This provides a useful indication of the similarity of the two images, but cannot be
taken as more than a purely mathematical construct.

The major problem with this

formulation is that it does not take into account the properties of the human visual system
which will be the ultimate judge of the quality of any video transmission system. The frames
of figure 108 are two frames with near identical PSNR : the first is a frame taken from
decoding an MPEG-ll bitstream containing errors, the second is the original frame with
random pixels set to black or white until the PSNR values are equal.

Figure J08 ; Comparison of images with near identical PSNR
(from frame 11 of Mobile & Calendar).

As can be seen, the concentration of errors in one region leads to a severe loss in
overall quality as perceived by the human eye. The random pixel errors produce severe
damage also, but in a completely different way. Quite which is preferable is dependent on the
application, and on the observer, and so it is therefore essential that the actual frames of video
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are considered as well as producing overall trends from PSNR curves. For this reason, both
PSNR curves and (some) frames are presented in this thesis.
Another problem with the PSNR figure can only be observed easily when the actual
frames are played at the correct speed. If there are errors present in the video, which move
from frame to frame, then the process of playing the actual video in real-time makes the errors
easier to spot (as the human visual system responds well to changes in the scene it is looking
at). Such errors, though visible from the frames shown in this thesis, are therefore best
demonstrated through actual videos, and so a disk is included in the back of this thesis which
includes sample MPEG-II bitstreams (see Appendix D for details).
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Appendix D : Index of
Media

Appendix D : Index of Media
Table 26 outlines the contents of the CD-ROM that is included in the back cover of
this thesis. The purpose of this disk is to make available the MPEG-II bitstreams produced in
Chapter Six. For convenience, MPEG-II players are included for the following operating
systems: Windows95lNT38 , Linux, SunOS 4 and SunOS 5. Source code is included for
compiling on other UNIX / X-Windows systems if required.

Sequence
Mobile &
Mobile &
Mobile &
Mobile &
Mobile &
Mobile &
Football
Football

63,39,4
63,30,6
63,39,4
63,39,4
63,39,4
63,39,4

Parameters
InterP2BCH
leavinj(
63,57,1
Slice
63,57,1
Slice
63,57,1
Slice
none
Slice
63,57,1
44
63,57,1
11

1
1
1.05
1
1.05
1.05

mobile/series 1
mobile/series3
mobile/series4
mobile/series5
mobile/series6
mobile/series7

63,39,4
63,39,4

63,57,1
63,57,1

1
1.03

footbalVseries 1
footbalVseries2

PIBCH
Calendar
Calendar
Calendar
Calendar
Calendar
Calendar

Slice
Slice

K

CD Location

Table 26 : Contents of the enclosed CD·ROM

38

This implementation of the MPEG·II player is not particularly stable, but is based on the same encoder I
decoder implementation that the rest of this thesis has used.

Some syntactic errors are present in the

bitstreams (due to the receiving transcoder not testing the partition one data sufficiently thoroughly), and so
they do not necessarily play properly (see the relevant "Read.Me" files on the CD·ROM).
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194-197

Gharavi, H., and Richards, Christopher I., Efficient Partitioning of Coded

Video Bitstreams for Multi-channel Wireless Transmission, First International
Workshop on ImageNideo Communications, Loughborough, September 1996.

198-201

Gharavi, H., and Richards, Christopher I., Partitioning of MPEG Coded Video

Bitstreamsfor Wireless Transmission, IEEE Signal Processing Letters, Vol. 4,
No. 6, June 1997.
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Efficient Partitioning of Coded Video Bitstreams for
Multi-channel Wireless Transmission
H. Gharavi and Christopher I. Richards
Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering,
Loughborough University,
Loughborough,
Leics., U.K.
E-mail: H.Gharavi@lboro.ac.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1509 222891
E-mail: C.l.Richards@lboro.ac.uk Tel: +44 (0)1509 228120

Abstract
This paper introduces an efficient technique for dividing a pre.coded MPEG-2 bitstream into an arbitrary
number of partitions, in decreasing order of visual importance. For a fixed partition size ratio, this has been
achieved by VLC code interleaving within a macroblock or group of macroblocks. The algorithm is capable of
recreating a syntactically correct bitstream, regardless of the error rate on secondary partitions, making it
applicable to many efficient transmission schemes.

Introduction
There are many transmission schemes where it is advantageous to separate the data beforehand into two or
more layers that have different error resilience requirements. For example, Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
(QAM) has very different error probabilities associated with the different bits that make up a given symbol. The
ability to use such modulation schemes without prohibitively large amounts of error correction is particularly
important for high quality coded video transmission where the bandwidth requirements are very high. Stedman
et al. [I] have used Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMF) to code video into two separate partitions suited to the
different error rates of 16·QAM in a Rayleigh channel.

··0························ ..
.
.
~

Video in

Video out

............ _........... '
Fig. I. Overall System (2 partitions), Showing Optional Error Correction.

The discrete cosine transform (DCT) based MPEG-2 coding [2] is being advocated as the coding scheme to
be used for commercial digital broadcasting, and much work is being done to produce real-time encoding and
decoding chips. In this paper, we describe a method of partitioning an already coded MPEG-2 bitstream into an
arbitrary number of partitions (Figure 1), in decreasing visual importance. This has the advantage of separating
the coding process from the transmission process, but inevitably results in some extra data being transmitted.
The overall output bit·rate could be controlled via algorithms such as those of Sun, Kwok and Zdepski [3],
although we have not implemented them for this paper.
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Separation into prioritised partitions
Analysis of several MPEG-2 coded video sequences shows that the bulk of an MPEG-2 bitstream is
contained within the macroblock and block layers, although as the compression level increases this proportion of
the total data decreases. It is also important to note that the layers above the macroblock contain information
that affects how the bitstream is interpreted, and must be well protected from errors. It is therefore necessary to
partition the bitstream at either the slice layer (as it contains the macroblocks), the macroblock layer or the block
layer. Because the secondary partition(s) are expected to be received with errors, it is necessary to synchronise
the partitions. This makes partitioning at the slice level an unattractive option (as synchronising at the start of
the next slice means a single error on a secondary partition can affect an entire row of macroblocks). However,
synchronising at a block level is unlikely to be very efficient, so we have initially investigated partitioning at the
macroblock level.
Figure 2a shows a typical MPEG-2 macro block. In the scheme we have developed, this would be re-coded
as shown in Figure 2b. Since picture information is ultimately transmitted as ocr coefficients there is an in-built
order of visual importance, which we utilise by interleaving the blocks by sending one variable length
(run length, level) code for each non-finished block. The effect of this is to send the lowest frequency
coefficients for each block first, then the higher frequency coefficients, etc. A partition code (PC) is used to
mark the point in the bitstream where the switch to the second partition occurs. If more than two partitions exist,
the switch to subsequent partitions occurs at the end of this PC - regardless of whether this occurs in the middle
ofa VLC.
Block 1 (Bl)
Partition 1

VLC"VLG" .... EOB

Block 2 (B2)

Block 6 (B6)

I

VLC"VLC" ... ,EOB ........ VLC"VLG" ... ,EOB

~

Fig. 2a. Macroblockfrom Original MPEG-2 8itslream.

..........................................................................................................
Partifion 1

Partition 2

~

VLC,(Bl). VLC,(B2). VLC,(B3)... •• VLC,(B6). VLC,(Bl).... ,VLC,(Bl). PC

VLC,(B2). VLC,(B3), .... EOB(B2) ..... EOB(B6), .. •• VLC. (Bl).EOB(Bl) DT

...........................................................................................................
Fig. 2b. Interleaved Block Partitioning.

Experimentation has shown that inserting a partition code is. in general, marginally more efficient than
starting a macroblock with a code giving the exact offset of the partition point (which could then be part way
through a VLC code), and also improves the SNR (up to IdB) of the decoded video as the partition code adds
less data to the primary partition.
The PC has to be quite short as it will occur in every macroblock containing picture data. however there are
no suitable free codes available. The only viable solution is to modify an existing (frequently occurring) code,
for example the End of Block (EOB) code which is present for every coded block. For our system, we have
defined the PC code as an EOB code with a trailing '1' - all EOB codes that would have occurred in partition I
have a trailing '0' added to them. This extension to the actual EOB code only affects blocks that are entirely
coded within partition I.
The PC is inserted as near to the ideal partitioning location as possible, but cannot occur before this point as
this code marks the point at which the secondary partitions are synchronised at the start of the next macroblock.
Partition I cannot therefore contain less information than the secondary partition. The PC code can only be
inserted at a location where a decoder would be looking for a VLC, so the PC code usually has to be delayed by
a few bits. This leads to a dead-time (DT) on the last partition, which is unavoidable. Typical dead-time length
is 6.6% of the original amount of data (12.6 bits per macroblock) for the CCIR-601 sequence 'Mobile' coded at
4Mb/s, which together with the PC code constitutes the bulk of the overheads added by the splitting process.
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During the dead-time, the last partition is filled with zeros, although it is not particularly important how it is
filled as it is not decoded. The use of PC to re-synchronise the decoding of all the partitions at the start of each
macroblock means that an error detected on the second partition only affects the decoding of this macroblock.
In order to recover a syntactically legal MPEG-2 bitstream, as soon as an error is detected all the coded
blocks are closed with EOB codes. This may necessitate the removal of partly transmitted ESCAPE codes, and
also the insertion of a single ocr code to make a block contain some data (else the macroblock would be
classed as 'not coded'). Errors occurring within partition I affect the decoding process as far as the start of the
next slice.

SNR vs P(e) for MOBILE 4Mb/s (40 frames)

40r-----------------------------------------~--------~
,., , , . ,
~- 255:255

Non-Interleaved DCr data

-x- 255:255 tnterleaved DCr data
30

•.

-11- 223:255 Non-Interleaved
___ 223:255 Interleaved

iD

:!!.
It

20

Z

(/)

10

. : '. - .'. : . .' . .

O+-----------~----------r_--~--~--r_--------~
0.0001
0.1
0.001
0.01

Error Probability (Partition 2) : Peel
Fig. J. SNR of Decoded Video vs. Partition 2 Error Probability.

Figure 3 shows the SNR performance of our system (interleaved PC) contrasting it with a similar system
without the blocks being interleaved (non-interleaved PC). These results are for a 2 partition system with white
noise added to the secondary partition (the results are for the CCIR-601 sequence 'Mobile' coded at 4Mb/s).
Error correcting codes are not applied to this secondary partition. The graph shows a significant gain in SNR for
the interleaved system (about 8dB), which has had no extra data added. It should be noted that the bitstream can
be decoded properly even when the entire secondary partition is received in error, thus proving that the scheme
will be suitable when there are burst of errors in the received data.
There is no fundamental requirement that the partitions should be of equal size and, in fact, the partitions
must be of different sizes when error correcting codes are to be applied to any of the partitions. In this case, the
partition point is calculated so as to make the error protected bitstrearns have equal size. Figure 3 also shows
that there is a slight decrease in SNR performance when more Dcr data is placed on the second partition, due to
the presence of a BCH (255,223.4) error correcting code applied to partition I.
One significant problem remains to be addressed. As the coding rate is decreased the ef(iciency of the
system decreases. The overall overheads of the system increase as shown in Figure 4 (single 'macro block
grouping' curve). This is due to the fact that the PC becomes a significant proportion of the data for a
macroblock, and also that as there are fewer AC coefficients, balancing the partitions is more difficult. We are
currently investigating a solution to this problem based on grouping macro blocks together when the coding rate
is low. Figure 4 shows preliminary results of how this affects the overall efficiency. The reduction in overheads
is due to there being fewer partition codes, and less dead-time. However, regrouping the macroblocks alters the
way in which errors affect the decoded images, as a single error will affect the entire group of macroblocks.
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Overheads (%) vs. Coding Rate
for different Macroblock Groupings
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Fig. 4. Panitioning Ovuheads vs. Coding Rat~ (CIF Resolution JlIUlges).

Summary
The scheme we have developed is. therefore. suitable for use in high quality transmission when the bit rate
is relatively high. We can successfully reconstruct an MPEG-2 bitstream regardless of how errors affect the
secondary partition(s). with the advantage that a burst of errors is similar in effect to a single error within each
macroblock that the burst covers. When the coding rate is low. however. the efficiency of the partitioning at the
individual macroblock level decreases. and so the macroblocks need to be grouped together to control the
amount of data added by the splitting process.
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Partitioning of MPEG Coded Video
Bitstreams for Wireless Transmission
Hamid Gharavi. Fellow. IEEEand Christopher I. Richards

Abstracl- This paper introduces an efficient technique for
dividing a precoded Moving Pictures Expert Group.Z (MPEG2) bitstream into an arbitrary Dumber of partitions in decreasing
order or visual importance. For a fixed partition size ratio, this
has been achieved by variable.length code (VLC) interleaving
within a macro block or group of ntacroblocks. The algorithm is
capable of recreating a syntactically correct bitstream, regardless
of the error rate on secondary partitions. This renders it appli·
c~ble to many efficient transmission schemes, particularly over
wireless cbannels.

I. lNn<ODUcrION
HERE are many transmission schemes where it is advantageous to separate the data beforehand into two or more
layers that have differing error·resilience requirements. For example. 16-level quadrature amplitude moduladon (QAM) has
very different error probabilities associated with the different
bits that make up a given symbol. This property was exploited
earlier for the transmission of subband coded video signals
[I]. In that scheme. the 4-b symbol of a 16-level QAM was
interleaved to form two data subchannels-the first subchannel
being represeuted by the most significant bit (MSB) of both inphase and quadrature-phase codes. and the second subchannel
formed by the remaining two bits (i.e.• least significant bits).
The ability to use such a modulation scheme for video siguals
would require splitting the coded bitstream into equal sized
partitions. However. the concept of subchannel transmission
is not limited to the use of multilevel QAM and. indeed.
independent modulation techniques with different degrees of
robustness against transmission errors can also be considered.
In this paper. we describe a method of partitioning an
already coded Moving Pictures Expert Group-2 (MPEG-2)
bitstream into equally sized partitions in order of decreasing
visual importance (see Fig. 1). The method has the advantage
of being independent from the coding process. but inevitably
r~sults in some extra data heing transmitted for synchronization.

T

II. SEPARATION INTo i'RIORITtzED P AJmTIONS
Analysis of several MPEG-2 [2] coded video sequences
shows that the bulk of the bitstreams are contsined within the
macroblock and block layers. However. as the compression
Man~pt re:eived Sep~mber 12. 1996. The associate editor coordinatin'g ~
the NVICW of thiS manusa'lpt and approving it fot publiclltion was Prof. R.
Me~reau.
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(c-m:lil: h.gharavi@'lboro.lc.uk).
•
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Fig. I. Overall system (two partitions), showing optional error corrections.

level increases. the proportion of the total data is expected to
decrease. It is also intportant to note that the layers above the
macroblock contain information that affects how the bitstream
is interpreted. and must be well protected from errors. It is.
therefore. necessary to partition the bitstream at the slice layer
(as it contains the macroblocks). the macroblock layer. or the
block layer. Because the secondary partition(s) are expected
to be received with errors. it is essential to synchronize the
partitions. However, synchronizing at a block level is unlikely
tc? be very efficient. so we have investigated partitioning at the
macroblock level and group of macroblocks.
Fig. 2(a) shows a typical MPEG-2 macroblock. In our
scheme this would be recoded as shown in Fig. 2(b). Since
picture information is ultimately transmitted as discrete cosine
transform (DCI') coefficients. there is an in-built order of
visual intportance that we utilize by interleaving the blocks by
sending one variable-length code (VLC) for each nonfinished
block. The effect of this is to send the lowest frequency
coefficients for each block first. then the higher frequency
coefficients. etc. 1his arrangement. which is based on a
macroblock. can he extended over a group of macroblocks
to enhance the efficiency of the VLC interleaving and reduce
the overhead for synchronization. The following presents the
partitioning procedure.
A partition code (PC). as shown in Fig. 2. is used to mark
the point in the bitstream where the switch to the second
partition occurs. The PC has to be quite short. as it can
occur as often as every macroblock (or group of macroblocks)
containing picture data. However. there are no suitable free
codes available. The only viable solution is to modify an
existing (frequently occurring) code; for example. the end of
block (EOB) code. which is present for every coded block. For
our system. we have defined the PC code as an EOB code with
a trailing one-all EOB codes that would have occurred in
partition one have a trailing zero added to them. 1bis extension
to the actual EOB code only affects blocks that are entirely
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. Macrobloclc. partitioning of MPEG-2 coded bitstteam. <a> Macroblock from original MPEG·2 bitstream. (b) Proposed interleaved synchronized
panitioning (two-level). Di: the ith block within. macro-block. PC: partition code. DT: dead time.

PSNR VS Peel for 'Mobile and Calendar' 4Mb/s (40 frames)
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Fig. 3. PSNR of decoded video versus partition two error probability.

coded within partition one.
The PC is inserted as near to !be ideal partitioning location
as possible as this code marks !be position at which the
secondary partitions are synchrooized at the start of the next
group of macroblocks. The exact location of a PC is governed
by the following rules: i) a PC cannot occur in the middle of
a VLC and, therefore, has to be inserted at a location where
a decoder would be seeking a VLC, and ii) the PC cannot
occur in non·DCT information including the first VLC. These
restrictions lead to a dead time (D1) on the second partition,
which is unavoidable, Typical dead·time lengths together witli
the PC code constitute !be bulk of the overheads added by the
splittiug process, During the dead time, the last partition is
filled with zeros, a1thougb it is not particularly important how
it is filled as it is not decoded. .
For instance, in the case of equal size partitions where
no forward error corrections (FEC's) are considered, !be

PC should be placed at the center point of the macroblock
bitstream including the PC (Le.. using upper integer division
for odd numbers), If this point occurs anywhere within a VLC,
e.g.. at its j th bit, the following arrangement will take place;
if j is equal or smaller than the length of the partition code,
the PC is placed before the VLC, otherwise it will be after. In
the event where the halfway point happens to be exactly at the
end of • VLC (and if the length of this VLC is equal or less
than the length of the partition codeword), the PC will be put
before the VLC. This arrangement guarantees that !be length
. of the secondary partition will always be equal to or smaller
than the length of the primary partition, This will also ensure
that the DT length is as short as possible.
The use of a PC to resynchrooize !be decodiug of all !be
partitions at the start of each group of macroblocks means
that an error detected on the second partition only affects
the decoding of these macroblocks. In order to recover a
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P:u1itioning overheads versus coding rate for Mobile and Calendar sequence with different macrohlocli; groupings.

symactically legal MPEG·2 bitstream. all the coded blocks
within the group are closed as soon as an error is detected.
This would be based on the assumption that partition two
includes only the missing EOB' s.' This will cause the removal
of some of the transmitted DCT codes. Nevertheless. the loss
of the secondary partition gracefully reduces the quality of
the reconstrucled macroblocks which could also affect their
associated macroblocks in the other P or B frames until the
next I frame is encoded. However. errors occurring within
partition I affect the decoding process as far as the start of

the next slice.

is a slight decrease in PSNR performance when more DCT
data is placed on the second partition to compensate for a
BOI (255.223,4) errot-<:orrecting code added to partition one.
Qne significant problem remains to be addressed. When the
coding rate is decreased. the efficiency of the system also

decreases. as shown in Fig. 4 (single macroblock grouping
curve). This is due to the fact that the PC and DT form
a significant proportion of the data for a macroblock. and

a,lso that. as there are fewer alternating current coefficients.
balancing the partitions is more difficult.
However. the efficiency of the partitioning. both in terms
of VLC block interleaving as well as overheads. can be
significantly enhanced by incorporating more macroblocks
in the partitioning process. Fig. 4 also shows the results of
multiple macroblock groupings and their effect on the overall
partitioning performance. The reduction in overheads is due to
there heing fewer partition codes and less DT. Furthermore.
since block activities can change from one macroblock to the
nex~ VLC block interleaving can become more effective in
partitioning the coded bitstream. At the same time. regrouping
the macroblocks alters the way in which errors affect the

Fig. 3 shows the PSNR performance of our system (inter·
leaved PO. contrasting it with a similar system without the
blocks heing interleaved (noninterleaved PO. These results are
for a two-partition system based on a number of macroblock
groupings: single macroblock. eight macroblocks. and slice.
with white noise added to the secondary partition (the results
are for the COR·601 sequence Mobile and Calendar coded
at 4 Mb/s). Error correcting codes are not applied to this
secondary partition. The graph shows a significant gain in
peak signal·ta-noise ratio (PSNR) for the interleaved system
(about 8 dB). which has had no extra data added. It should he reconstructed image. as a single error will impact the entire
noted that the bitstream can he decoded properly even when group of macroblocks. Consequently. this will prohibit the
the entire secondary partition is received in error. This would involvement of a significantly large number of macroblocks
prove that the scheme is particularly suitable when there are in the partitioning process (see Fig. 3).
bursts of errors in the received data. as is the case of multipath
fading channels.
There is no fundamental reqnirement that. the partitions
III CONCLU~lON
should he of equal size: Indeed. the partitions must he of
The scheme we have developed is suitable for use in high·
different sizes when error-<:orrecting codes are to he applied·
quality transmission when the bit rate is relatively high (e.g.. 2
to any of the partitions. In this case. the partition point is
Mb/s and above). We can successfully reconstruct an MPEG·2
calculated so as to make the error.protected bitstreams equally
bitstream regardless of the nature of errors on the secondary
sized. For a single macroblock group. as shown in Fig. 3. there
partition(s). In other words. a burst of errors has a similar
effect as a single error and. thus. makes it suitable for the
IIf need be, the remainder or the partition can be filled with stuffing bits
and Inserted at the next available slice-header to avoid any substantial drift in
the bitstream.

transmission over mobile channels. When the coding rate is
low however, the efficiency of partitioning decreases.
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